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ABSTRACT

In modern society, lifelong learning by the
physician is essential. This study was conceived to: (1) define the
educational needs of practitioners in the Pacific Northwest, (2)
assess the resources available to meet these needs, (3) determine
what educational programs are needed, (4) develop evaluation methods
for these programs, (5) identify physician participation factors, (6)
develop evaluation techniques for clinical communication systems, (7)
evaluate recent continuing education programs, and (8) develop a
comprehensive plan for a continuing education center. The report
describes in detail the techniques used to accomplish these
objectives, with questionnaires and survey results contained in the
appendixes. Ideally, medical education should continue in a lifelong
pattern developed during undergraduate study. With improvements in
program content, promotional efforts, information networks, and
program offerings in individual hospitals, continuing education can
be made an integral part of pkysicians' careers. (BH)
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PRIXACE

In Septcmber, 1964, the Project Director, Will iam 0. IZobertson, M.D.,
Assoc [ate )onu, cut] ncd in a letter

D,:an of Medicine at the

!

University of Wasl,iligton the potentils

I

a;,

if. ice of Research in

Aedical Education, on ,e one created at the University of Washington
(Appendix A) .

Received favorably, the next step involved sceking finan-

cial f,upport.

At approxima!:ely the same time, Dr, John Lein joined the

University of Washington as Director of Ccntinuing Ledical Education;
his acceptance of this position was the !nitial step in elevating the
function of continuing medical education to a status equal to that of
educating medical students and house officers.

In his new capacity,

Dr. Lein also exprtsscd interest in the benefits to be derived from en
Office of Research in Medical Education
education field.

especially in the co,etinuing

Such was seen as particularly relevant in formulating

programs in his relatively new venture.

When these aspirations were shored with representatives of the
Public Health Service and its thee Division of Community Affairs (Miss
Cecilia C. Conrnth)--particularly in view of the unique geographic,
educational and historical facets of our situation -- interest was

pressed in possibly developing a collaborative program by contract.
Over several months, th e cnallenges of a contractual relationship were
worked out.

Of significant import is the fact that, simultaneously,

details of the Regional Medical Program were also being worked out
nationally and locally and, from the beginning, possibilities of
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overlap were recognized.

Thus, by July, 1966, the contract was signed

with nine sp'r.cified objectives.

It should he noted that tho agreed-

upon pro;,,ram also served as an initial step within the University o:

Washington School of :ledicine in davelopir

its Office of Research in

Medical Educ iti on

Recruitment prebles precluded the appointment of a qualified
Program Director for more than one year.

Fortunately, in July, 1967,

Dr. Charles W. Dol.:r agreed to join the faculty of the University of

Washington both as Program Director and as Arector of the Office of
Research in Medical Education.

While several activities had begun prio:

to his arrival, only subsequenly did full pursuit of objectives begin.
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The development of n study such as this involved several i;v1ividuals.

We sought advice frc:1 and would express appreciation to many

people, including Miss Cecilia C. Conrath, who assisted in drawing up
the original contract; Dr. Alan S. Kaplan and Dr. John Lscovitz for
their encouragement; and tt,o Project Officers, Mr. Norman E. Tucker
and Mr, Norman E. Cronquist, for their valuable guith:nce as the contractual objectives were pursued.
Dr. ].eVerne S. Collet and Mr. Ronald L. Haeberg, research assist-

ants, provided invaluable assistance in areas of statistics and research
design.

Mr. Darrell hull and Mr. Haigh Fox contributed of their tae

anu expertise in the compilation and analysis of much of the data.
Mrs. Lurie Pracht and Mrs. Velta Censon have been Trost patient, understanding, and cooperative in perfarming secretarial. and other tasks
essential in such a study.
Without the cooperatioa of the !.'ashington State Med..cal Education

and Research Foundation staff, the Washington/Alaska Regional Medical
Program staff, the Division of Continuing Medical Education at the.

University of Washington, and a Lost of physicians who willingly participated in these studies, this study could not have been completed.
all of these individuals, we are extremely grateful.

C.W.D.
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SECTION I

This docade has seen continuing medical education along with undergraduate curriculum revision, aJAinsions of minority students, arguments
about relevance, the "mediums of the message" concept--these and other
issues vie for notoriety on the medical education scene.

Certainly,

a host of factor; have been responsible for the resultant "unrest"; a
few seem particularly contributory in spurring on continuing medical
education.
1.

Fighlights include:

The scientific and technalogic exLlosion.

While lx!,medical

historians can substantiate the point that no actual chanpe
in the rate of g-owth has occurred since the 1700's, in absolute numbers the products and developments have become virtually overwhelming.

W'-_n one considers that 80 to 90 per

cent of all the scientists th,lt have ever lived arc living

today--and the number can be expected to double within 15
to 20 years--and that 80 to 90 per cent of today's drugs
were unkncwn in 1940, the basis of the current dilemma
becomes obvious.
2.

The commitment to _uecialization in medicine.

Starting at

the turn of the century and reaching full steam immediately
after World War II, specialization night be said to have
run amuck.

As a consequence, today's

actitioner both

expects and is expected to be far better informed in specific areas than was his predecessor of a generation

ago.
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3.

The commanication reyohajon.

with the advent

of the radio, the telephone, televi len, and computers,
information

transmittal techniy,

h,ve taken a quantum

jump comparable to th,it initiated by the d.rival of the

printitv press 300 years ago.
4.

The transportation e_x_plosion.

Wilk

tbe at-i-val of the

modern automobile roadway network :11.1 jet Jitplanes, the
potential for isolationism and re;.cti:.airles would seem to
be lost.
5.

A violent disruption of social philosophy.

Now the public

and its politicians as well as the profession would seem
to subscribe to the the;Je that "health care is a right of

the entire population."

As a consequence, costs of health

care are receiving incr,:ased scrutiny; cries to enhance
thy' efficicncy of the health care system echo throughout

Congress--ard over the United States.

All make new and

different demands as yesterday's health professional
assumes a new image tomorrow.
6.

The reincarnation of humanism.

In the years immediately

following World War II, science became deity.

Uowever,

the past three years has seen a burgeoning of considerations
of philosophy, ethics, moralities, etc., on campuses and
among the population.

The reaction has redirected, to

some extent, the image of what constitutes acceptable continuing ealncation endeavors in the eyes of many professionals.
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7.

Exploitation of the Hawthorne effect.

identified during

World War II, the concept of inducing change for change's
sake and its resultant improved behavior has gained wider
and

recognition.

The import of this ingredient in

the personal as well as professional life of the physician
is being recognized with increased frequency.

The summation of these and other factors makes more than plausible
the need for physicians to acquire additional knowledge, skills and
attitudes after leaving the formal education years.

Put differently,

lifelong learn'.ng becomes critical.

In centuries gone by, the individual physician to a large extent

not only was responsible for, but actually tended to, the conduct of
his individual updating.

Soon such a process was discovered not to be

efficient enough to handle the load, but attention to alternatives
awaited the Middle Ages.

On the one hand, social organizations such

as professional. societies and, eventually, hospital staffs ware formed

to abtst physicians with continued learning.

On the ether hvd, com-

munication technol,y (books, then journals) was employed to respond
to the challenge.

Today's new terhnologies offer still more possible

responses; today's complex organizations would seem to do likewise.

But burgeoning load and specialization of needs, as well as an everbt.oidening concept of the physician's role, seen to negate the combined
effo

f organizations and technology in eatchinn, up uldi the ulti-

mate

At the tine this emtract was being proposed, individual and
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organizational approaches to continuing medical education were mushrooming in the Pacific Northwest.

Each physician and each organization

seemed to be doing more and morewith virtually no regard for what was
being done by others.

While all agreed to the general need, neither

individuals nor organizations had begun to undertake any critical analysis of the specifics involved.

Nor had they capitalized on interdi-

gitatiug and exploiting the existent communication technologies.

The

individuals concerned with the preparation of the contract and their
spol.:Jring organizations agreed to the value of examining the issues

carefully and recommending a continuing medical education plan which
would be applicable to the Pacific Noethwest.
point was reached.

1
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Thus, the jumping-off

SCOPE OF WORK

1.

Define the educational reds of practitioners in the Pacific
tiorthwe3r.

2.

Assess the resources available for meeting these needs.

3.

Determine the types of educational programs which should be developed to meet the needs of the physicians.

4.

Develop a system for evaluating the effectiveness of these
programs.

5.

Select two continuing education programs as the model for investigating why some physicians chose to participate in these programs
and why some chose not to participate.

6.

Develop and field test evaluation procedures of clinical communication systems, e.g., hospital patient discharge summaries vent to
local medical doctors, telephone conversations, and/or correspondence between hospital and staff and patient referring physicians,
etc.

A major criterion of the evaluation shall be the effect upon

patient care.
7.

Evaluate the recently initiated seminar program conducted by representatives from the Schools of iedieine, Architecture, Education
and Communicaticn Arts, for those faculty members participating in
continuing medical education programs.

The purpose of this seminar

is to improve understanding of the learning processes and to imp.
teaching skills.
8.

Select two additional continuing education activities conlacted
by the School of Medicine for evaluation purroses.

1'4

ActivLties to
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be selected ray include:

relevance of

2dical student appraisal

programs for practitioner ea,leation; relevance of techniques cur-

rently employed to assess needs of residency training progrms; and
methods to improve the quality and impart of medical journals.
9.

Develop a comprchensIve plan from the activities (1 through 5
above) for a continuing education z:nter for physicians.

This

plan shall:
a.

Determine the functions to be carried out by the center.

b.

Set forth working procedures to be followed in establishing the center.

c.

Select specific areas of study and priorities of work to
be undertaken by the center.

d.

Recommend a detailed scheduling of tasks to be undertaken
for implementation of this plan.

Specific study areas to be examined in items 1 through 5 above were
selected and agreed upon in

advance by the Contractor and Project

Officer.

Because a considerable length of time had elapsed br,tween the

initial date of this Contract and the employnent of staff to pursue
the contract objectives, adjustments needed to be made regarding specific details of each objective.

A review of the objectives was made

in collaboration with the Pgram Director and the Project Director.
As a result of this review, it was decided that no further work need
be done on Objective ) since these activities were now history.
wise, specific activities were agreed upon for each of the other
objectives.

Like-
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REPORT OUTLINE

An attempt h-s been made co describe the methods used and the
problem;. ,.countered in the study.

Section II contains a discussion of

the method used to achieve Objectives 1 through 9.

In addition to the

methods, excerpts of some of the pertinent findings are included where
it is deemed appropriate.

A discussion of the problems encountered in

pursuit of this contract and recommendations based on the findings from
the various studies- undertaken arc to be found in Section III,

In the Appendix are more comprehensive records of studios undertaken in fulfillment of the various objectives.

Included are papers

which have been prepared under the aegis of this Contract, some of
which !,:ve been published; others have been submitted for publication.

The survey of Washington State physicians' attitudes toward continuing
medical education is also included in the Appendix due to its relevance
to the pursuit of the objectives of this Contract and the cooperative
efforts of the Program girector, Washington/Alaska Regional Medical
Program, and the Washington State Medical Association.
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SECTION TI
This section is a review of the mei.,:ids follo,wed in each of the

specific phases (Objectives 1 through 9) of the study.

Excerpts from

some of the findings are included whi.re such seems to be pertinent.

More detailed reports can be found in the appenuix and in previous
quarterly progress reports.

iU

OBJECTIVE 1:

Define cite educational needs of practitioners of the
Pacific Northwest.

Two general approaches to this issue were ez,Iployed:

the first:,

involved asking the physicians for thei c personal perceptions of needs

and the second involved drawing on the existent data accumulated by the
epidemiologists regarding the existence of health problems, accumulatei
by health educators in terms of professional learning needs and extra-

polated from a review of recent scientific advances which had transpired subsequent to the graduation of the vast majority of the area's
physicians.

Since the advent of continuing education activities (brief courses)
with the University of Washington in the 1950's, opinions had been
extracted from attendees regarding their appraisals of the courses
offered and their suggestions of topics for additional courses.

Sum-

marization of these opinions provided some guidelines in the evolvement of a questionnaire to be completed by physicians in this area.
Because of understandable restrictions on the use of mail questionnaires,
it was deemed virtually impossible to conduct a questionnaire survey of

the physicians under the terms of the contract within the desired time
interval.

Fortunately, however, the Washington State Medical Education

and Research Foundation--a branch of the State Medical Association--had
simultanee,sly decided to poll the State physicians regarding their perception of continuing education needs.

Funds for this survey were pro-

vided by the Washington/Alaska Regional Aedical Program an3, as noted
in their final report, they received con -ultative advice from the

I
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Project Director as well AS the Program Director.

Our participation in

this survey and use of sabsequent data to concrilute to our achievement
of Objective 1 was approved by the then Project Officer, Miss Cecilia
Conrath.

At the same time, the Project Director was fortunate in being inviwith a group of physicians in the South Seattle area

ted co p.

as they discussed among themselves their "educational needs" and then
evolved a program intended to respond to their stated needs.

Interest-

ingly, this pilot program proved so su.cessful it is continued today
and is now self-supporting.
In the spring of 1967, the School of Medicine rsnd the Washington

State Medical Association

agreed that their annual faculty-cotmunity

physicians' retreat ought be focused on the issues of continuing medical
education.

Chaired by the Project Director, the program was preceded

by a sampling of the attendees' "continuing -,location behaviors" for
the previous year.

Admittedly a selected sample, it nevertheless offers

postulated advantages of serving as a leadership cadre which conceivably
may be emulated by the "masses."

Somewhat surprisingly, five possible

options available as "my biggest problem in continuing education"
received almost equal attention.

This group saw "learning to apply

what is new," "finding out what is new," "corroborating what I think I
know," "applying what I already know," and "discarding what is cutr-Aed"
all as important.

A number of other findings were of interest, e.g.,

the favorable reception to "circuit-riding courses," the desire for
television, the use and non-use of medical journals, etc.
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One point is of particular significance.

When asked to specify

three "significant net: medical advances" and the scucce from which they

were obtained, the sample of 52 respondents cited virtually totally independent items of information.

Thus, each individual seemed to see dif-

ferent items as being significant to him.

Of 100 such items reviewed,

46 were purported to have been gathered from medical journals, 20 from
hospital staff meetings, 27 from attendance at courses or national meetings, 4 from consultants and 1 cach from "Audio Digest," a telephone
conversation and a popular magazine.

The individuality and diversity

of topics cited and tha variety of sources alluded to would a2pear to
confirm some of the implications of the attached editorial, "Sock It
To Js."

Also in the development of a "definition of need," the Regional
Medical Program employed Mr. Robert Seth of the University of Kansas,
Department of Continuing Edm_ation, to survey the state of Alaska with
regard to continuing education needs for physicians.

Results of this

survey were made available to us; conserauently, no repeat survey was

undertaken, since we chose to avoid duplication of efforts.
With reference to data gleaned from the existent literature, it
should be pointed out that in 1953 the "Washington Sickness Survey" was
completed with appraisal of reasons for 73,188 patient visits to physicians throughout the state.

At the time of its publication as a mono-

graph as well as an abhreviated form in Northwest Mcdicine, this was a
first of its kira.i.

While no subsequent survey of total illness burden
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has been conducted in our total region, they were available from elsewhere.

Simultaneously, the Regional Medical Proram initiated a "patient

origin study" intended to document the hospital illness burden as well
as the geographic source of patients hospitalized throughout our region.

While these data are not yet complete, no real reason exists to believe
that the distribution of various illnesses is likely to be dramatically
different in our region as compared tn other regions in the United
States--with the usual exceptions well-known to health officers, such
as histoplanmosis, tuberculosis, etc.

Two brief reviews were conducted concerning the adequacy of treatment of two specific situations--one in the hospital, and one in the
community.

The underlying presumption was that any deficit treatment

applied could conceivably be construed as pointing to educational need.
The results were tabulated and reviewed in terms of adequacy.

As noted under Objective 4, a chart review was conducted in
Yakima regarding the treatment of stroke under the fiscal auspices of
the R:gional Medical Program but with consultative direction from the
Program Dir ctor.

Simultaneously, a four-part television series was

produced to outline and then depict :onventional and acceptable approaches to management.

The post-program review of charts isjboing conduc-

ted-i-7bgain under the aegis of the Regional Medical Programc-Chis summer.
t

In part, the deficits uncovered initially did help to determine the
educational progr;ht which followd.

We were also fortunate in boin

able to capitalize on the arrival

of a "medical breakthrough" during the existence of the contract.

1r i

In
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ilay, 1966, RHO GM--immune Rh globulinbecame coemercially available.
Injected into Rh-negative mothers within 72 hours after their delivery
of an Rh-posit.,ve offspring, this prclodes tha subsequent development

of a bypersensitive state in the motherand therefore excludes the
development of problems with the next fetus.

Since, in our county, all

prenatal bloods are typed in a single station and all RHO GM is distributed from the same single station, we were able to compute appropriate "use rates,"

At the end of tile first three months of commercial

availability, at least 38 per cent of the 167 patients at risk in Cle
King County area did receive the appropriate treatment; another 8 per
cent of patients are known to have declined to accept the treatment for
either religious or economic reasons.

Thus the information had been

disseminated extremely rapidly and widely into the practicing community.
In this instance, it would seem that no "need" existed for additional
"education."

We went further and conducted a telephone inquiry into a

sample of 24 physicians seeking information as to their own sources of
information and, what we considered to be more significant, their understanding of the "physiologic basis" involved.

Interestingly, 22 out of

24 respondent physicians were judged as having remarkably complete
understanding of the pathophysiology anti immunopharmacology involved.

Finally, as noted under Objective 2, a Council of Community Coordinators has been mobilized to still further carry on the identification of individual and collective needs.
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OBJECTIV1; 2:

Assess the resources availLJle for meeting these needs.

Formal and lot-ern-11 methos were used to assess the re sources avail-

able for :ecning continuing educational needs.

In apptoaching the

assessment of resources within this state, answers to the followin.:;

questions seemed pertinent.
1.

To what degree do the various radical groups now provide
continuing medical education piograms?

2.

Who arc the key. personnel throughout the state who have

an interest, and who are actively involved, in supporting
continuing medical education efforts?
3.

What are the sources of financial support currently being
used?

4.

What, if any, instructional media are readily accessible
for those sponsoring continuing medical education programs throughout the state?

In an attempt to find answers to the above questions, the Division
of Continuing Medical Education at the University of Washington (in
cooperation with the Office of Research in Medical Education) distributed questionnaires to four medical groups within the state that were
potential resources.

This questionnaire was sent to appropriate staff

persons in the 126 hospitals, 27 medical societies, 51 learned socie.-

ties, and to the 13 county health officers throughout the state.
follow-up letter was sent to those not respordin

A

on the first

Table 1 shows the percentage of returns which range from 56 per cent
for the county medical societies to SO per cent for the learned societies.

gesponses to four questionr are prescntrul in Table 2.

It must be

1..Tt in mind tilt t1:2.-,c fIndin.,,,s are based on partial returns.

nine per cent of the honpital

Fifty-

havo formal continuing mL2Alical educr.tLu

programs r,hile only 3 per cent of the county health officer; sponsor
such programs.

Clc...rly, th

greatest rer,ource o.on; those respondin:,,

in these four groups for continuing medical education is the hospital.
Mowever, 41 per cent of the hespitrils re:;ponding did not have any
organized contiraiing medical education programs.

vat

T: is leaves a

resource that is only partially being utilized, to say nothing of time
aced for ir:Troving e-:tsting programs.

About half of the hospitals indicated that they have a staff member denoted to coordinate continuing medical education prc,gram:,.
Very few of the other groups have such a person so designated.

The

fact that the hospitals do have a person in this position may account,
in part, for the highzr percentage of continuing medical education
programs.

The appointment of a staff member to assume this responsi-

bility would seem to he imperative if organized continuing medical
education programs arc to become an integral part of the hospital's
educationril program.

At the tine of this inquiry, the hospitals and

county health officers were fairly well-informed as to the oprortnuities under az Washfnilton/A1 ;ha g,egional

Program; however,

only about one fourth of the county medical societies ar.1 learned
societies were sc iniorm.cd.

The preponderance of continuing medical education progrAs sponsored by these flur croups was directed toward the practicing phy

f

inn.:.
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Very few of them were designed for allied health personnel.

With the

exception of 21 hospitals who indicated they either have more than one
program per ,..'eck or less than one per week for allied health personnel,

continuing; education programs for this group of health professionals
are practically non-existent.

If those who responded to this

do actually represent the medical community': continuing education
efforts for the allied health personnel, then one might well conclude
that a great need does exist in this area.

On the other hand, there

nay be other institutions or mechanism :3 whereby these health prolessionals can keep updated.

This is a question for future investigations.

Table 4 presents the proportion of continuing medical education
programs funded by dues, tuition, drug companies, or not funded at all.
Thirty-one of the hospitals reported that over 75 per cent of their
programs were not funded by any outside source.

For the county medical

societies, 25 reported that up to one-fourth of their programs were
funded by the drug companies.

Ten of the learned societies indicated

that over 75 per cent of their programs were funded through dues.

The various educational media available for continuing medical
education programs in these four organizations are reported in Table 5.
Only those indicating they had forrna/ continuing medical education prop,ram.; were asked to resp,n1d to this question.

The 1,ospitals have by

far the most equipment available, of which the most popular are slide
projectors, movie projectors, awl tape recorders.

The county medical

societies and the county health officers did not appear to have much
equipment readily available to them.

Future continuing medical

11

education p:ograms which require nuch media as television, movies, two -

we- radio, tape, etc., must be programmed with these needs in mind.

The ceents of reRponleucs free each of these four organizations
are listed under item nunbars 7, 8, and 10 which deal, respectively,
with ideas about educational programs that are needed in the future,
unique resources available in their area, and other torments or
suggestions.

(A copy of these comments is attached.)

In addition to this more formal approach to enumerating resources,
informal discussions have gone on between the project staff of this
Contract and interested persons in the Washington/Alaska Regional
Medical Program, the Director of Continuing Nedical Education at the
University of Washington, the Executive Secretary of the Wa lington
State Nedical IducaLion and Research Foundation, and the 20 Community
Coordinators scattered throughout the state of Washington.

During

1968, a pilot study was conducted in four cities using cceaputer-assisted
instruction as a resource for continuing medical education.

Also,

through the Project Director, Dr. William 0. Robertson, cooperative
efforts have been made in making use of two-way radio programs in conjunction with sources ftte,1 the state of California available to the

people in the state of Washington as well as the state of Alaska.

During this two-year contract period, we have seen a decided
increase in the use of local television facilities as a media for sopplying continuing medical education programs to phy:Acians throty,hent
the state of Washington.

The resources of the University of Washin gton

medical complex, the Washington State Nedieal Asso.2iatiol, and the
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WashIii

Atas:-a Regional

central oranic.atIonal structure.
tees can rrplest ass-Htance fret
cducationa

Program are now available through a

Thus, individuals or local coita single source in providing centinuina

prolis to meet the needs of the local colnurf.ty.

This

type of a resource his hitherto been unavailable to the physicians in
the Nortln-,st. aroa.

In fact, each of the Community Coordinators has

recently been supplied with an Audoscan projecto, carousel program
"0" slide i)rojector, aol Fairchild movie projector.

lhero are 23 community colleges within the state, most of vhich
have an adult education program.
more effectively.

We <<rc beginning to use this resourc:

For example, regular continuing medical education

courses developed for one community are now being conciucta through
the local community colleges' adult programs.

The college supplies

space and equpment as well as handles the admiril.strative details.

Increasingly, the community colleges will serve ar a significant role
in continuing medical education efforts.
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Finally, three additional resources warrant reengnilion
1.

The region is served by a regional medical journal, "Northwest :lediclne,"

which simultancously serves as the official

journal for three statesWashington, Oregon, and Idaho.
(Alaska has its ova state medical journal, "Alaska Medicinu,"
edited by A. Van nipple, M.0.)

"Northwest lcdicine" has

Dr. Herbert Uartley--a recognized authority in the field of
medical publications--as its editor; lie is assisted by a

region-wide Editorial Poard of which the Project Director
serves as Chairman.

Periodic sampling surveys have been

and are being conducted among readers regarding this particular vehicle; increasing efforts are being made both to
increase ins stature as a repository f r prestige scientific articles and to increase its usefulness as a localregional medical newspaper covering significant hc$ppenings
on the medical, social, econo:iic, educational, and psychological forefrontn.
2.

During the potiod of this contract, the Pacifi-: Northwest
health z)ciences Library was born.

Under the sponsorship

of the National Library of Medicine, this "facility" is,

in fact, a regional cooperative arrantlent among the various health sciences libraries in the Fecific Nortwest,
hospital libraries, medical society libraries, public
libraries and enthusiastic librarians.

Focusing on reprint

services, biblioglaphic searches, and UDLAKS searches,
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this organization is providing an invaluable service to
the area's health professional;; responding, for example,

to all except 14 of the first 32GO requests generated to
it in its initial three monL:hs uf operation.
3.

Also during this time interval, as was noted in the intro-

duction, tha Washington/Alaska Regional Medical Program
(W/A11MP) came into being.

One of its primary efforts has

been in the field of cont cuing medical education.

Working

closely with the University and professional societies, both
its Director, Dr. Donald Sparkman, and its staff have been
extremely cooperative in sharing ideas and data with the
Projeci Director and Program Director and have made available several of their projects as a "laboratory" for some
of our investigations.

The W/ARNP financed the Washington State Medical Association's
study of the continuin, educational needs of its members.

In part as

an outgrowth of this endeavor, these two organizations joined with the
University's Division of Continuing Medical Education in evolving a
unique, area-wide organization.

Leadership was provided by Dr. John N.

Lein, Associate Dean for Cont4.nuing Education, Dr. Thomas Sheehy, Chairman oT the Washington State Medical Association's Col.-.1itteo on Continu-

ing Dlucation, and Dr. Robert C. Davidson, Associate Director of the
Regional Nedical Program, in forming a "Community Coordinators'
educational Council."

Invokine. the folloving premises,

1.

Continuing education is Lotli an JnOlv):41a1 functicw-

reading, tallAng, etc., and an organizational feFetion-radio, movie, telephone, meetings, television, etc.
Toth are critical.
2.

The individual M.D. should have an opportunity to put in
ideas at all stages of continuing education as should

their organizations--ashingten State Medical Assoeitien,
University of Wasn..ngton, W/AP,MP, etc.
3.

A system of continuous continuing education functions is
criti:al as are the continuity cogs in it--i.e., both
people and organizations aught to participate for long
enough intervals to Ile optimally effective,

these three organizations agreed as follm.s:

a council ought to be

created with broad representation to assure: continuous individual in-

Ott to participating organizations.

At the same time, individuals may

be invited from this council to jrticipate in the output side at the
local level.

Thus the council cornises the "communication focal

point" between .he "individual" and "organizations" and amonc the
organizations.

The rain responsibility of thc. council is "To serve as a forum
regarding continuing medical education with involvement of the School
of Medicine, the Co:7,%7ittee col Continuing Education of the Washin;;ton

State NcJical A!,sociation, the 1;ashington State ;Wien) l'Jucat on and

Research Foundation, and the 11lshlrgloo/Alaska Regional Medical Pr,;rom
as well as other individuals and organizations in the region.
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Fornally organized in SuptcnLer, 196'6, and activated in Dece:lber,

this resource -k rapidly becoming the integral network coordinating continuing mAiral educational activiti(!s throughout the state.

Intercst-

In3ly, IL is likely to be cuulatcd in the Alaska region shortly.
also text, relating to Objective 9.)

JAI

(See

TABLE 1

RRSP=ENIS OF A SURVEY OF CON'IINJIN(,; tTEDICAI, 1.,DUCATION

ACTIVITIES 1N 111SJINGTON, 1967

--

-"-

Orgarizarion

Hospitals

Keturned nuc.:tiovlaire3

Number

126

79

63%

County 'Acdi,:al
Soc.:.ties

27

15

56%

County Health
Officers

33

24

73%

Learned
Societies

51

41

80%

0

r
1

--

_

3

2.

**

*

74%%

.9%

131

59%

20

40

39

32

No

Hospitals
Yes

217:

517.

32%

41%

1

4

i

1

4

4

1

5

27%

27%

20%

33%

Ye!:

11

11

4

10

No

73%

73Z

30%

67%

County Med. Soc.

Per cent based on the number respondin "Yes" in item 1.
Per cent based ov: the number returnin questionnaire.

59

Acquainted with opportun-itics
N:.shington/A1nska
NegionJ Xedical Pro:;rezn.

6

39

1

47

Desinared staff member to
coordinate continuing medical
m:;..6 it
education

pree,ra-ls.*

Attempted an evaluation of
continHix_t medical education

prorams.

Number of formal or organized
continuinz medical edcation

ITE

t

14

2

0

8%

61%

Ycf3

10

22

2

22
92;:

39%

92%

100%

No

County Hest to Off.
°

CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS SPONSORED 3Y 'HOSPITALS, MEDICAL. SOCIETIES,
HEALTH OFFICERS, AND LEARNED SOCIETIES IN NASI:INCTON, 1967

TALLE 2

10

14

4

21

23%

34%

19::

45;;

Yes

31

27

17

17

-

7;,-,

66:.

d1

33;.

TA5LE 3

CONTINOING
ET:CATIO PROGRAS FOR ALLIED ITALIE PEREO.
SPONSME1 RI EOSPITALS, COM): YR.DICAL SOCIETIF.S, COUNTY IM:ALM
GFFIMS, AND LEARNE0 SCIL-FIES IN WASHINGTON, 190.,:c

llospital3

Number

.

County
Society

County Health
Officers

Learned
Soc.

None

38

21

35

Very feu

20

1

5

T.ess than one per week

15

1

1

More than one per reek

6

1

Allied health personnel defined as all health personnel except
physicians and nurses.

Not Funded

Dru;7, Conpany

u

2

Tuition

1

3

0-25%

Duos

Source

0

0

I

31

0

n

0

0

I

t

i

s

!

1

/

3

i

;

1

I

25

0

7

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

County Hedical Soctaties
76-100% +0-257: 26-50% 51-75% 76-100;;

0

2

Hospitals
51-752

26-50;.

1

3

1

3

0 -25%

0

2

0

1

1

0

1

1

76-12,0

Learned Societies

NU%3ER CF aESPMENTS THAT INDICATED PROPORTION OF CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAY.S FUNDED 6Y DU S,
TUITION AN:) DRUG CO?ANIES FOR HOSPITALS, LEARNED SOCIETIES, AND COUNTY MDICAL SOCIETIES
IN WASHINGTON, 1967-

TABLE 4

TAi.LE

a)cATIw,;

MW:!'.TTO:;AL "AWL'. AVAILAi;L::

1,:JSPITA1F, CO7M7 A:7/TCAL

MTT(7,

:1cl in

1E:ALTH

socirTI,s

Uospitls

(,7*

r

County 'lei.
Soc.

County Health
Officers

Loarne,1

Sec.

Slide Projectors

42

S

4

12

Television

12

0

0

1

Movie

38

5

4

7

Faircnild Movie

10

0

1

Two-way Radio

2

0

0

Tape Recorder

31

0

0

*

Only thor;e 17111catin

they had fori:.al contiuutiv uledlcal

progras werc asked to respond to this itork.

(

1

Hr,j,itals
7.

i7ducati on- 1

.. .

:;.':11nP n :

Speciolits to lectere in r!mote oroas on orthopedics, FNI,
More carefelly selc!ctcd movis, current films.
iloro inforrality--o ?on

4t-oups.

Review courses in all specialties--short, 2-3 days or les:.
More orRaniation locally.
General floor nursing tcchntque review; coronary and intensive

core nursin.
State-wide prornm of televised, movie, or Fairchild presentations
for nurses, technicians.
New natcrIal and information on drugs, toxic reactions to new and
old drugs.
Need more staff education -hard to gut cooperation.
Mortality discussions monthly.
Wet clinics utilizing discussants abreast of latest research.
8.

Resources:

Green River Valicy postgraduate medical education; two courses
yearly at Green River Community Col logo,
Tunior
Bignly-talented medical population in Spokane.
Shrine Hospital in Spokane limited to children's orthopedics.
Occasional unusual cases.
Central Washington continuing al :ation progrom, Regional Medical
Program,
A central emergency rooa (Oarborvicv).
Comprehensive Rehabilitation Center (Coed Samaritan, Puyallup).
Heart Center, Coronary Care Unit.
10.

Othel- comments or suigestions:

"Eeefed up" frograr3 would atfroct private, physicians in area.
Organization (Pacific C ;nty) does not meet.
I would attend all surgical meetings and heart courses.
Films usually obtained from pharmaceutical firms.
Mt. Linton Hospital in Netallir Falls lens no doctor.
Staff consists of only two M.D.'s.
Would
to kno..t about swetings at other hospitals.
We att.11
as often as possible.
Staff is so smolt that :ontinuing educiltiou rust he done on a
personal basis instead of a hospital prop,ray.
Statewide int.7,rIted pr.):!,ro:[ provided jointiy by the

Medical rrora.1 and University of 1'ashir7ton, arid dMrcaitcd f:
Cnrrent
Oar rronthly

11:1A LO
'cv:uke case di:ftnnt-101;--freritiont ly

1'th.

f.:0:1!PNIS (cnntiout1)

Sorictio:

County
.; cn 11

.

Progra:1.;:-...

in medicine

social

Eared

neH
Curr(Aq. ti,erapoutics, reirobl.r co:Ires in mItr:ecialti, practical ,:on;trations of ncthnds of dia;;u0L;if;. Stop lectures.
Prer:torrihip,; for practicin-,, physicians arc i;reat.
shonlrj not be di::continued.
clinical, current research, federal and state lesilation
CurreJ
CirciA3t rider prof,,ra

i

groups from medical centers
,ny topic: wpicnme--travelin
could give concise inforr.ation of general interest.
Topic: USAD nines of drugs; har:lonal therophy of menarche;

medical adinistralio-.
S.

ReSuarres:

State govrnmcnt in Olympia.
EductIon,-,1 telc:vision, taped lectu.es, les!3 travel.
BcautiJul, corc.hicive envirc)nent.
Specs ;Bits :n area coul.l be asizcd to teach classes
',O.

specially.

Other ccv171encs ur suu,estions:

Mem'aers express appreeThtion of programs and the. '..nitiative that
keel,'; them goin!

Kitlp County carrying out intensive course in coronary can!.
Cour::e:, given at Unive.-sity of Washington and Green River College
have been valuable.
We have no medical education program.
Training foe paramedical personnc>) is needed.

Le..rnel Social'
7.

Educational Programs:

Education for nelical techologtst::.
Xore 2-day reetin!s concentrating on one dr,ficalt area
Televtion progra Cc slmw the value of therapy to multiple
sclerois patients. So far, uniole to interest stAticms.
Also, cent...n- for mdtiple sclerosis.
for e,71ernci,-,;.
frainin

of btooi oni

blood cepo:ft.nt th ra;'2.,
co-..pon,

LCc tur,";.

:11)1

Vilcolapv.
Better vazfety of :ose
relatively
.

: eel
7-.Ind,Ine

:y.

!

top.:L!.; ni

t;;Iich

ao,1 RN

com!
3.

(cunti

Rc!,-)ur.

PatLolists could be tappod for goneral pbysician education more
of Surgeons has lary filpl library.

Arerif.%;1

The Udiverity.
State, R7d Cross blood banks enthusiastic abo.lt serving.
Cadre of suhspecialists practicio,
but on clinicai faculty.
T.argelt lab in United Status for blood ccvatibility, nearly larg.i:st.
Rh lab, third largest blood hank.
Only biood bank with cem3],2tely

centralid co, ranuity.
10.

rther co]rd--,nts or suggestions:

Would it be helpful for state medical societies to have lists of
patholots who arc "experts" so as to spread teachinC load?
General meetings no longer do adequate Job.
2-3 day meetings are best for keeping abreast of what 1..:1 new.
The dInproportionate tirr2 spent on general practice in view of the
decreasinn, roinher is not doing the Job.

Travollin; leans educate at "grass roots" level.

County Pc,Ilth Officers
7.

Ldocatioal Programs:
Any new knowledge from Seattle; labs need closed circuit television; specialized teachini; personnel.
Sex education, alcoholism, emphysema, recopritiun of orthopedic
problem.
Olin society could 1:.nefit from any progr:1.
Venereal disease, tuberculosis, glue sniff ing, hallucinogenic drus,
narcotics, also better utill7ativ.1 of local allied serviceschild guidance center, crippled children's clinics, etc.
Office preventive medicine, 11.!14 medical hazards (contamination,
drul;s, cosmetics).
postgrdduate training; for Public Pealth Nur!:s.
r:

S.

rily

ildnainp lab methods in CO.

Resources;
Specialists in T(....11cal and par.lm.dical statc depart7,:eats Wealth,

01"tho;1ist in cripld children's clinic.
btoadcast on CdIdno.A

(:ducat cu.al channel,

0,%.e A nn' -k at i:c1 1.n.

Facilitios of Nealth DeArl-leat (Jal), etc.); facilit1.7s of c1Irk

:!7

(cnnt
nue(1)
10.

Oth,-1- co77:11ts a7i(1 sutions:
Kcep it up!
0Jr society is alarmin!',1y apathetic about pror,-,rams.
lad: of 1..nw.ledgo a[lor
phyicianr; co7,in to
Tlire is a dcfini
public Ilalth about
rc,1:-Iti-,-1
public 11,:alth, ard
valuable resourceL; through public health.
Local educaton
to

helping .;cmlo.

Great difficulty finditp speakers on sex education, VO, drop abur;e,
etc., which ore vitally irTortant.
tath so few doctor:: in the county, a pro;;ram
much too expansive
to be local.
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OBJECTIVE 3:

Determine the types of educational programs t.rhicli should
be developed to meet the needs of the physicians.

During the course of this Contract, a significant changa has taken
place in both the philosophy and method of developing educational programs
for the practicing physicians.

In broad terms, the criteria for select-

ing and developing programs are now being based more on the expressed needs
and requests of local physicians rather than upon the desires of members
of the medical center or academic community.

In point of fact, many of

the programs offered under the guise of continuing education have been
up to now really exercises in "soft sell"--and occasionally "hard sell"persuasion of the attendee of his ignorance or incompetence and of the
speaker's unique expertise.

Put differently, they have often represented

the pronotional platform of new specialties establishing their place in
the sun or medical centers recruiting patients.

Partly based upon the results of some of the course evaluations we
11,-ve done. such as "Urology for Non-Urologists," the content of some of

the programs has shifted from concentrating upon evaluation of limited
scope to that of content evaluation, which is seen by participating physicians as review, reinforcement, an

the updating of knowledge.

Many

courses are making more use of small groups for discus ion and individualized instruction; there is less emphasis on the large cc,Itinuing medical

education short courses; and there is an increasing use of the problemsolving technique of instruction rather tlln a series of short lectures,
one after another, during a t...;o-day course.

An exmple of a course

incorporating a ,ariety of methods is the "11-merrhage and Throi'Lbesis"

course, where four different teaching methods were usedlecture,
pro'olem solving, small group demonstrations, and panel disrl!ssions.

in

essence, areas of "wants" and "needs' ore increasingly being converted
to educational programs packaged in a variety of forms permitting the
local physician to select his own method of learning.
Sever.it of the recent programs have been planned by non-University

individuls and local commit'ees.

For example,

P, cardiologist from the

Central Washington area, Dr. Richard Twiss, examined hospital records

in Yakima hospitals and determined Tat there was a need for upgrading
the physicians' abilities to interp -et FCC's, particularly as they are
related cc arrhytbmias.

There was also evidence cf missed diagnosis

and inadequate treatment of arrhythmias.

Resulting from this deter-

mined need, television programs were specifically designed, vislting
cardiologists presented seminars, and handbook:. were printed to meet
the needs of this area.

Subsequently, Dr. Twiss has taken it upon him-

self to train physicians in outlying communities,

Several physicians

are now coming into Dr. Twiss' hospital via preceptorship-type nrogrcurs
to update themselves.

This activity is a product of identification of

sp'cifie need within a community by a member of that community.

Committees comprised of other physicians from the Central

7,1s1Lint,,-

ton area have identified needs in the area of heart, cancer, and stroke,
and have requested pregr:_ms designed to meet these specific neds cis they
per(eiv,!

A series of throo programs in each of these arel; Live

been vidoeta])cd, followed by a "wr..41-up" session with the lecturers for

discussion of '6pecific areas not well understood, or for extension of
the cente,lt in,tterin1.

These prora7ns are now being made available to

physicians throtOlout the entire state.

As a result, continuing medi-

cal education activity has been stimulated where none existed before
because a small community tried to meet its own needs.
College, located a few niles south of the

At Green nver

Seattle medical complex, a group of local physicians spurred on by
Dr. William Shaw continues to attempt to identify their continuing medical education needs.
decided upnu h'

The contents of programs and Loi'cs are being

local pl,y,Le.

;roup,

in turn, then requests

personnel iron the University of Washington and/or from private practice to develop programs that would meet the particular expressed needs.
The community college is being used as a resource in the Green River
area.

All of the courses and seminars are channeled through the com-

munity college; they are he3d in community college facilities and, to
a large extent, are administered by the adult education division of the
community college.

In addition, the college reminds attendees of each

of the sessions by telephone to his wife--it uses the sane technique
regarding educational television programs -and conducts siTnple queLiolnaire surveys of attendees after each course.

These studies core insti-

gated by the Project Director.of this Contract and feedbac% of comments
to course organizers and individual speakers has proven particularly
benefici'.1

to those plmining subsequent courses.

the outco. :r,

;Hroover,

revie...: of

ith the attendees thriroivcs 11;15; helped to sic-it-poll the
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definiti.ons of their own objectives,

Similar efforts arc t.tettinp 111,!CY

way and will. soon be initiated in Taccma, lJashingten.

A pilot proccptorship proc,ram was initiated aheut two years Ago.

This program involves the participation ri a local physician in a oneweek individumlize

program Ath a specialist in the area of the local

physician's expressed needs in the Seattle medical complex.

The physi-

cian identifies the areas of weakness or the areas of study that lie

feels essential to improving his practice; he then is matched with a
specialist in a hospital setting that can
has expressed.

est meet the needs that he

Evidence of the popularity of this program is that,

presently, there are more than 1,200 applications from physicians
throughout the state to participate

preceptorship program such as

Plans are in progress now to 11::e hospital:5 in Seattle, Spokane,

this.

Yakima, Wen:Achee, and Tacoma in an e.'1"ort to provide learning environ-

ments for those physicians who have indicted a desire to participate
in such a preceptorship program.

Participants in the tradijonal continuing medical education short
courses sponsored by the University of Washington are consistently asked
to indicate what their needs are .and what kinds cf programs they feet
would le essential to keep them updated.

The responses are then All::.-

lyzed and an attempt is made to develop programs to meet the expressed
needs.

The following are examples of specific progrars which can 17c

cited that were cic vc lrpc c1 directly as a result of the participants'
cxPres!jed

coLmitt.e-;:

excrjinatioa of hosiital records, and request:4 frem local
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1.

The. :edsidr_l Dianoais of Stroh.

2.

Ancillary :letho('.., in Diagnosis of Stroke.

3.

Recognition and Treatment of ArrIlythmic.s.

4.

lhat's :,:eu in 1.ndorriaology?

5.

A Review of CastroenLerology--Nedical and Surgery.

6.

Is It Neurological, Neurosurgical, or Psychiatric?

7.

Preceptorship programs related to arrhythmias.

8.

Animal laboratory experiences are now available three times
a year, for 15 physicians to gain skill inserting, pacemabers
on a one -to -one basis with a cardiologist.

In summary, a greater effort is beime put forth to organize continuing medical education programs around the expressed and /or deter-

mined needs of the practicing physician.
been cited,

Several such COM-I-SOF, have

The impertanca of incorporatin,; a variety of educational

methods instead of a series ut Lonsecutive lectures seer!-: to be catching on.

As needs of the practicin;g physicrns continue to be

: ore

specifically defined, objectives for continuing medical education progrAL,s can be more adequately developed resulting in programs that can
be designed to achieve the objectives.

A)
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01:JD;TIV]: 4:

To develop a system for Lvaluati-1

effectivenes

of these prorams.
A great deal has Leen ,,ritton and much morn said aLcot the net,d

for evaluation of contiuuing medico] edneation protra7:_, yet 11w

evidence of effectiven

of cont:Inalni; medical education on medical

practice continues to be elusive.

As we have worked on this phase of the contract for the past
several !loaths, researched the literature, and talked with other people

concerned about this aspect of continuing medical edv-ation, we have
come to accept the followitv. conceptual framework for evaluation.

Six premises upon which to build a system of evaluation are:
1.

The purpose of evaluation is to judze decision
alternatives.

2.

To apply criteria to decision alternatives, it is
necessary to hive relevant information.

3.

Different studies require different evaluation
strategies.

4.

Different decision questions require different
evaluation designs.

5.

While the substance of different evaluation designs
varies, a single set of generalizable Acts can be
followed in tha desi!-7,n of any sound evaluation.

6.

Since evaluation studios should answer decision
questions, evaluation deslns should satisfy the
criteria of practical utility as well as criteria
of scientific adequacy.

Based upon these premises, we rii ^fLt defir,c evaluation as

process of defini,:

obtaining

liVe3" (Stufflk17,, P.,(6).
is a process.

1

u.:in

teL

iHfor ition to jod:;c alteraa-

definitfoa

ev.;ltritieu

Th...! process Is a ,-on'iumini; onc ard ray l2 repreeptd
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2

!nd mc.n,rir;; of

that th e

5iee:r.etcicAily a!-; a hl i.<,

objectiv.::, and critorfa co on continually in a ,icriiRritial

constant review a.1 revision of c.cM step.
definin

inicriiition to

in mal:in

Thi.. approli
thin iafor.'!atica, ad

11,-.

tic obtained infornticn.
to assif4c

;iant...1- with

information g;ithrk.LI is used

decisions ar-icr.:; avalla!!Je alternutivcs.

The scien-

tific criteria Ii1JA include intcrn11 validity, e:-..ternal vdlidity, and

reliability.

In adJition to the scientific criteria, tho evaluative

inforitioh should mcpt utility critvrir,,, such as relevance, significance, scope, crcdihility, til4cliness, pervasiveness, rind efficiency.
iNrith this conceptualization of evaluation, we have proceeded in
the fulfillment of this controct to appre.-;c:. the evaluation of continu-

ing neural educat4on propsa7!s in sicl, a y.y

evaluative information are met.

hit the criteria for good

Since 1,:c ;Ire

in a very real

world, obviously we were not always able L., 5:;11.:fy these criteria.

The approach that we have taken on the var ous projects is to wor
with the project director of the sponsor of

lii

c..ur.,5e in a team effort.

It is assumed this approach will yield Lon. s; .nificant roe! Its than
the approach of havini, an "outside ova) not

cvAvate a priviram for

the individuals responsible for it
Examples of the approaches we hive wieP in lilding evaluation

desin

for contim,inii redieal education in7o.ila:1,1 arc included he-rein.

exaTlos include the Central Was'ain;t,,n Proj..ct, this Coronary
CU.('

till Proj,ct,

.c.101.,-1,. and Iliro-';o," ant a pilot

opproich
evaluator!: Tlet

t

nil h 1k-me respon-:ible for to, coort,c or

I

e-and,

tiff!

project.

for 1:10

1,Lct:
ae.l,

of the

1'1111

for

LI:,

soc

;1c],Hyt.I,

11 ;rt

V1,71.

Crt!71

hi

as

pr,...tvrr

yLeth-r or

c..,

1%

objE2cLive, n

wc't

the:ws that 1:11ll

i

nf tie

a

co,:-.;,ri,;ci of

11,:t of

cH.,r-tive

0,r.1

hIs:; thtt le,7Jed to be co-tired, such as h:Toter:t.!d, del'inition!, of ccocopL;

tercm

stutitieal pre:-eJur.r, ho-r

in the 01j(J,:li"r,

data rriht he intrt:rotr!, iii

cnrlit ti evaluation intru50.,.ts,

either instrn..-.;:nts readily available or intrti:euts tat would be con-

structed for this particular project.

designs werc prcte:I.
entific rerit,

Secondly, alternative research

esin

Each

discussc.I in terns of its sci-

precedIlre, dato-collectin-, precedurc ani gen-

eral achlinistrntion proc,rdnres.

The interiu...tation of results one

wuld get from each design was discusiied in terr.s of thm degroc to which
genoralizations c(2ald be made fro.1 this study to a broiler popalation.
Acc(rrpanyin,.. the discussion on research design wai; our recos,,.1en'!atioa

regardte,-, which one to follow.
Titer
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Yxampl,:,

1

(.1D-1

1.

_Live

1-]valnotion Str,,petionn

To provid,,, opportunities for
teachintt and learnin which will

ifoloctive

root

with prowntotioo of nro,ro:t.

improve care of victims of heart,
cancer, stro?te, nod related dirteases.
2.

To iryrove cola-uoicaticll 11:!tt:een

the Seattle neaJeTje co7plex
Yakiv.a which will
education.

3.

;-77(nt

To impro., corl'unicntion betveen Yal:itio and its surround-

ing coprunities in ways which
will aucoent continuing education.

4.

1YJ havinr Ors. Fr;er and Tict;
.eei, a record of informatical
communications from Yaltimo area
startinp not, and continuing,
through Pee. 31, 1968. The records will be kept on fort:s provided by Dr. Dohner (see attLL:hed),
A follow-up questionnaire
will be devised which will include which prograes were
watched as a question and also
yield information as to ho::
many physicians watched.

Or. Gustafson and any others in
Yakima he [cols appropriate
would keep records starting as
soon as forms are sent to themand continuing, through Dec. 31,
1968, in the manner above.

to identify their (r,:n edu-

Perhaus this can be pet in port
with a question on the post-

cational oecds.

proFrom folk -up n,ue::ticr. tai re

Stimulate health practitioner;

used for o5jective 3.
(le be
sent out and collected by
Gustafson.)
5.

To iovt.-;tigate records or whatever yortincnt data ;Ire
,',1d/or
to suh5;tnntiace

cams

Pre:;uped done by

nod prior questionnaire sent
out before the preprc.r began.

deterrrin,2 other~.
6.

To deiFn
tics to Fain ra:..i7111.- profit
fret- ho:;hita] vi::its by zcat-

tle ncadcric per:;ouncl.

at with

7.

To design evaluation inr;trt:-

A.

rents which will reveal practitioners' pro,!.ross toard

A pre- and post-test covering telelecture content adminitered to a savole of
physieinns in the Yahima arc;
and surrounding coymunittes.
require:;:

i ii

I.

2.

P.

A list of potential
viewers.
A sample of physicians
from a similar mom mnity
for instrumoi.t reliability.

Administering a Somatic
Differential attitude measure
(see attached) along with
the pro- and post-test to
measure attitude toward the
telelectures and the pre ran
generally .

C.

8.

To re-create habits of selfinstruction.

1.

To provide latest ;,dvancos in
the din,,,,no,;is, treatment, and
relu.hilttation to victirA of
heart, cancer, and stro%o in
Central Yashingtr'n area.

4 ")

An examination of hospital
records covering a period before and after the program
using criteria established
by Drs. Fryer and Titus in
order to see if any behavioral
change in practice tales
place following the program.
Possibly using flea, students
to eathcr this data and also
to conduct short intorviws
with Drs. who watched the program for opinions.
(A pilot
study would begin this stirrer
as soon as personnel and record availability are obThe data would be
tained.)
examined the folio-jog surer
depending on the results of
the pilot study.

Presur.od ret with lecture:;.

33

nETAODS or EVAL17,T1u::
1.

Utilize data re].-sting to:

L.

patient care
practitionir participation

record study
follus-up questionnaire

c.

cliant-o3 in practice pnttorg,:;

record stud::

a.

2.

Perodic examinations of:
record study

a.

hospital record,

b.

disease Tortality-mor;)id/t,;
data

3.

Demand for self instructional
equipment

4.

Degree of vicYor respoiv-;e.

follo-up questionnaire

5.

Participation in summary

head count?

discussion.
LIST 01, IVTAILS
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

watch the pro<,,ram.
:dares of physicians who wil]
Use of the Semantic Differontin1.
r'a
Sample for pre-testin(s, of %no771ede pain
(wake: rind 7-,t dies) for record
Funds to support tJ?dter,1 student
study.
Approval of instrurcnts and procedures.
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PECIITSET) 11.V:11.1'AT

I.

T'OP, YA1:1'.!.1 Pi1.0,TITT

AT11TiV,.

Considrations:
The Seylantic Differential is a device for measuring attitudes toward a construct and also the relationship7; of the construct concepts to e-ch other.
The nest commonly used scales define the
construct selected on the din,,rnsions:
evaluative (good-had),
potenc7 (wea::-strone), art! activity (active-pa3sive).

Thus a concept such as "television" could be seen as strong,
active, and potent or as various degrees of these factors. It
could also be seen in relationship (i.e., where it stands
all other concepts being reasured). The overall evaluation of
the concepts defines-, an attitude toward the construct (here, the
Yakima Project).
The purpose of the Differential is for attitude measurement and
it ray he used to test attitude hypotheses. It is suggested that
one way of measuring the effectiveness of a continuing medical
education program would he to measure attitudes toiprd relevolit
concetAs of that propram befor and after he program.
The following are examples of what are felt to he SO7.o relevant
concepts to continuing medical education attitude; specifically
for the Yakima Project: televised learning, television, lecture,
televised lecture, review material, research naterial, continuing medical education, practical material.
The research hypothesis is that there will he a significant dean;-:.
of physician attitude during the course of study: specifically,
that "televised lecture." "televised learning." and "continuing
medical education" trill come to he seen as more active, stronger,
and bettor.

We feel that it is also important to see whether participants'
"television," "lecture," "reviwr material,"
attitudes toward
"research material, " and "practical mat.-rial" change as a
tesult of these ptograms. Other studies, such as "Croloy for
Non-l'relogists," have shown di;:agrent abort tho:ie coneent
The data would provide guideand continuing medical education.
lines for the pinnning of future progis by serving to 1) idcntif
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roprcnt
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c-111
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Ctit tcrH! for

pr,irs of vor l:;.

+.;H:t7H

very

very

sTod

had

passive

active
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Fir it, you ',..c5uld dccide

yo..1 feel linSE woes "sood" or "had."

you feel UOUSE wao very "bad," you would place an X in that spee.

If

You :iny

place an X wherever you feel 'it should be to represent your feclri.ns ahoit the
tern flOUSE.

While this may sc,2:3 difficult, it has been ShCreil that such ratings of ter

are pon.:;ihle and reliable if don: rapidly, ACIont dYellin
is

possible to Slot a picture of how cIch Lerlr

varlco
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dull

sharp
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had

o,1

beautiful

ugly

stron

cicln

:

dirty

3-)

the desire:, of the al:Hence, 2) specify tie comnositin of the
audience with rec,ard to tl:eir attitude toward the nroo!,
and
the 7-)reontation of the proram.
the 5ce7,an tic niffereatial is tints a fle;,:i',1e. and 00-men!ltr:11)1v la-

liall1e device for resurina attitues. It is felt that attitude!;
are one indicaton of the effectiveness of a oro,,ram such as
the Ya7Jra Project. The scale is completed rapidly (npprosirately
15 Ninuces) and the data ern Lc dealt with anonymnuly.
II.

K!x:J1,1,,i)(7, GAIN IT.ASUL

Consideration,;:
1.

There taus[ be a hose rate group which does not attend
is tested before and after the sessions. If necessary, the
comparison could be made on [WO random nroues frets the pornlation of non-participatinr physicians.

2.

There must be a pre- and post-test demonstrably equivalent;
or the same test may be used if test-retest reliability is
shown to be high,

3.

If the same group can be tested before and after a particular
session, or series if possible, then the data can he evaluated in terns of net gain.

I,

Ideally, the flroups would be stratified samp/es; hol:ever,
this seers to present too many problems of data gathering.

5.

All designs are for one session or one series; they would
have to be repeated for each area, e.g. , cancer, stroha,
heart, if information is desired for each.

6.

Prelininary test conatrucrion shotIld be done en tl:n greup:;
se.parate frca those who attend and these who do not attend
samplen.

7.

Whether the physician watched at hero or at a hospital, what
type of practice he enray.es in, age, date of graduation, and
postgraduate study should 1:e considered In evaluation. Thus,
a third
.,ould he analysis of covariance or rondmized
blocks.

B.

The purled after the ses.;1(..ls llefer most -tvstin,- dcternIncs

whether se are

it-.7-ediate recall or perr..,anc'nt

Jv

knowledge ruin.
Thth;, a decision rut he nude for when posttesting will tone place.
DESIGN 1:

A random sample of the non-participatin7 physicians for any given
session, or series If possihl, In to be administered test a. A
random sarple of the participating physicians for the same sessin
or topic will also receive test a prior to the sessior.. After each
session, a randc;n sample of particinatin physicians, as well as
(Norm':
a sanple of non-participating physicians,, will take test h.
The same design won1,1 apply for a test retest ,:sing the same instrument.)
D/STGII 2:

A random sample of non-participating physicians for a given session
A random sample of participating
(or series) will receive test a.
physicians would also receive test a.
Goth groups would be tested
at the end of the session or topic.
DI:SIGN 3:

Data on age, postgraduate work, viewing conditions, practice, and
date of graduation would be gathered for all physicians particiPre- and post-tests would be administered
pating in the stuC.:.
to those physicians attending a given session (or series). Also,
a control group would be censured and demographic data gathered.
A randomized block design would be used to evaluate the results.
Design 3 is the most preferable, design 2 is next preferred, and
design 1 is least preft.red from a statistically defensible viewpoint.
III.

CHA:.;GE IN FRACIICJ: YEASUFJ:

Considerations:
1.

Cooperation for access to records would he nocesso.ry from time
hospitals serving the central area.

2.

Criteria for desired diagnostic tests and treatment:: would
have ,o he established.

3.

It would he necosr,ry to 1.no which doctor; attcrldcd each
lecture.

i7

4.

A staff would Lo necessar: to search the records.
Lncr:leci.re testinr would be nece:;sary to evaluate tho

5.

effectiveness of the project.

hospital records would be exrincd for a ,,oriod prior to
series for patients whose final diagnosis for the admiini, srwton.; is known.
Histories, tests, ;Ind treatments ordeted could be
recorded.
The re,ults could be assinncd score:, based on criteria
established by the lecturcr.;.
In order to derive criteria fat. a,;siFnin scores, it ':/euld he
necessary to reet with Cie lecturer(s) for cart :nroT!ron.
rally acceptable practice and desired practice levels as yell
the relative iraportanee (Yeiyts) of tire various parr
(i.e.,
history, treatrent, and tests, etc.) would have to
ascertained.
,E1

The first eamination of the hospital recor,is could bc0_11 as soon
as the finol prcTrar. hal been written and the criteria estah-

lia.
At a deterrined period after the series, the records
;wain
be examined usinc the same criteria. The scores before the serics
and after the series would then le corpred.
Eiyher scorc.s
follo,7ing the series wculd indicate practice
The relationship bet..coca nurber of lectu-e3 attended and prrLtice
change could be exarined as Yell as ether relationships ceterminod
in advance provided the data are accossi5lo.
IV.

COYYPICATIO:: 1:V:'hUAITON

Objectives 2 and 3 for the Yakira Project arc to ir.prove co7,7unication LJ;tJ,cen Seattle and 'a%i7e.a and Ya.,:ir.-a and its surrocadin:-.
cor.munitics.

Ve feel that four types of rleaura',Ic
I.

2.

letters.

3.

personal visits.
referral letters.

4.

Increases in frecmncy of there
interpreted as
rolfcd tc, te
rate coast
Purpesc,..

nnication are:

telephco.

ehrenHs could
Preir:of if p.
Orris: for ;o7par:Ai,,

3L

othod:

1.

!Thlect a nrrT,lo of phyHcimn in Cie.

oatt1e and

dro;

(-,uld 1)e :-;clected for

n,ArTle
:olio are referral tnr:-ele.
nn0 ',meld include ti,c !.7eriou
enc11 sorlo
2.

If cooperation can 1,o (11..tined, the scretarior: \7ould record

(count) the nu:Ther oc ccntacts for each of the four a1)ov
count lu-or/d

roC!ocl.; of

and cr!itintlo for three rciithn
3.

lecturor(.0.

1l'ocord.;.ne

foir.
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Pro;;rall Corctry
Care Unit Coonlioation Project, CceT.,ack fro:1 the sull-roion!:, has vlade

it increasint-Oy clear that educational prora7in of excellence ritA
mova to the 13uh-reintls--the sub-retens cannot
to centrolitd
trainir cr2oLer. T!Ii:; project in degioed to provide a 1),.T.innin:;
',-;c-)

fra:7,c,:lrk for developnt 3nd irlprovc:7,Lut of cc>oper,5tive notwor;:!: v!ithin and hett.Tcn !;ub-r(Tional cc:,v,onitie,;, their !co.alth care profe;,,-Jeralrl, and institAltions In the devc!lopnt of onnlice1 elf--:;u0portiN,,
cont!noin nur.4ing education.

The evaluation (7k2" which ha

hoop prculrod for ttiS s projcct by

our office is al;

COlt°;;ARY

eoJT LVALVAT10::1 SUE7IF

I.

There e!,:ists, at present, In the !;tato of ',7,1!;b1ton a nerd to
train Coronary Gin! Uflit (CCU) nnr:;os on a large scale of operahotn locally operated, yet centr.Illy r:onitored,
tion which

and ptrtillly controlled for qu:lity.
In older to natntain a desired l(Nel. of quality, it
to evaloAte th procc,ss and proidtet of car:, pro7,r.1A

tcria estiblild centrally by the CCU Project :Jar(
tion wiC1 th! Office of aoenrch in .1r,.ileal
Lv,--11utioa, In torn, ;1!:.t-

criin conjonc-

rd,!catien.

17.cel statklleA critcria,

proce1(ir.2s, reliability

is nercry
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CCU Project will In.:11:4n
mcasurfs of %ncyle, ;%i.11., attitude mid confid:nce in
and hit n(2,..e:4ry level:. ci attainnt in each of tl,,2:;e four

be detcrmin.:.(1 in 0,1vance of LL ons(A of

.:be.

ASSOT:)tiOUS:
A.

Ti.

and

[hero inc ninilla70 levels of
Cliii iccsnary to 1) be. of essential tire in a (iia;

Is assumed th:tt.

and 2) avoid prevent0ble harp to patients.

Thos., Lt.a

clauses am ,-? co:flonc.nts of post-pro:.,ral effectiveness.

Only essential knocdcdr,c. an] skill will be included in
delerminin thcse minil,;un levels.
11.

It is as54orod that tenJcixies to hold certain por;itive
attitudes favoiald.e to CCU work are 1-Wrc dcsirohle than
nei;atIvo

C.

1r 1; iiiinct C;nt ?7rnIficince is an trilnto uf ro,itprocan effctivene::-.s (n0 definH in Assu:!;ption A),

Hypotil:.nos:
A.
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is hyrothr:sie1 tilat attitale and knowled

a:).1 Ltl

:111
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D.

Tilts evaluation

A.

Enowled

not

io-Tart on patunt (aro.

inclu.L:o

V.

will be neasnrcd usint; rultiple-choice nnJ recall.
Each Lnowlele,e item will h., acconpaniod by an it.01c,1-.
tor of confidence to re.:ponr:e frot I (confident) to 5 (I ,!lit
know).
troth essential InowleF,i; and non-en: t:ential knoolede
will be identified and 11,..asnrc,d.

will. In' noisnrid usiml a si:lalatd probl
in a CCU Tlni:operations will he "cbecla.i off" as done or not
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V[.

VII.

Pro

).

(1 1CP:

A.

confidence, and skill tests will lie developed
and pre tested on a grout) of nares not involved in the project
otherwise.
The final intru::::-nts (pre- and post-) will be
nailed out to each prce!ra:2. director with instructions for
administration and return, or will he administered by a field
coordinator or another designated individual.

B.

The attitudinal measure will le developed and mailed out nlon,i1
with the other instruent. It will he given pre- and postprogram.

C.

The s14111 measure(s) will be decided on and mailed out at the
end of the program in order to avoid contamination, i.e.,
teaching of the instructor only for the final skill measure,
which is only a sample (hopefully, a good sample) of behavior.

D.

Administration of the skill test may be done by one of the
field coordinators or another designated person in order to
assure reliability.

E.

A random selection of data from all of the programs will be
made in order to test the hypotheses.

The r:nowlede

Desly,n:

Figure 1 below shorts the 2x2 factorial design for hypothesis A.

Attitude

------ ---high
pre-knc,,,lede

A1B1

A

13

1

2

-------- -------low

A

A

13

2

1

11

2

Figure 1

2
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n0:1

EVALnTi0:;

TE;;VLIS"
A different

desipn e

coarse, "ile;lorrbuge rata' Thrembozj,

initiated for evaluating tbe
'

We are

ahout

the feedback inform-tion ti: it tbis mathod rade available.

'lire approach

made one of an evaluation team of observers from various academic areas
which was comprised of two participatin

physicians, two tochnics,

two participating faculty l'emhers, and two education specialists, not

associated with the medical school.

Each team member was given a rather unstructured outline consisting
of a few questions around which he could record his impression of each
session during the two days.

After the program, each evaluator sub-

mitted a written report of his observations, including
for improving the course.

recom:o.endations

A week after the course, a meeting was held

with the chairman of the program at which time each team member was
given opportunity to share observations aboat what was done well and
what needed improvement.

The chairman also queried each vartiripant

by nail in an attempt to ascertain his reaction to tIi

program.

The follovin:; reports are examples of the obsezvatiorr; made by four

of the eight team r(mbers:

4 5

EVALITATIO:: i;J:PORI ON THE COURSE

1'111DIORPHACI. AND 1'HkO!,-6OSIS"

by John Driscoll, Ph.D.

Part I:

Effectiveness of course

A lay viewpoint on effectiveness is naturally quitr, limited.

If

one attempts to judge "effectiveness" of planning, organization and
presentation, then I would say the course rates high.
demonstrated careful relationship to proceeding topics.

Presentations
There were

ineffective spots; for example, the first presentation -- obviously a

clearly thought-out review of coagulationwas too long and could certainly haw, 'seen streamlined for such a shet course.

The panel on

"Treatment" (11:20 second day) was useful and looked forward to by the
audience, but was reduced in effectiveness by an over-due intermission
and by following another panel.

At other points in the course, two or

three speeches were lumped toFether and seemed a little tedious for the
audience.

Part II:

Appropriateness of teachin-. methcds for adult education

There are characteristics special to medical education which arc
difficult for the non-redieal person to assess, but the following generalities about the course methods are offered:
A.

Projected teaching aids:
1.

The slides tended toward dullness of presentation due to
lack of contrast In the first set and repetition in the
two sets following.

B.

III.

2.

The slide showings were almost ruined by the nceium light.
A directional light for the podimr which does not spill
onto the screen would he very inexpensive in comparison
to its usefulness in improyin7 presentations,

3.

The slides using colored letters on blue bac grounds were
the most effective, but even these badly needed some
variety. I believe there is a tendency to use the many
advantages of the projected image largely for words to
reinforce words uttered by the speaher--this is underestimating two great advantages of slide showings, i.e.,
use for reinforcement via symbolic and pictorial representation of abstractions, and for stimulation of interest.
These advantages should not be by-passed for the sake of
traditional limitation to listings and photomicrographs.

Speaker presentations:
1.

There was a certain amount of inconsistency in these due
to some speakers presenting too much material in a short
tine and thus hurrying over some points while a few preline graphs in the talk on
sentations were overly long.
prophylactic uses of anti-coagulants, for example, tended
to be tedious to loop: at and to lengthen the talk.

2.

The presentations would seem to he more meaningful if
more use of statistical evidence were incorporated.

Recommendations for improving such a continuing education course:
A.

B.

Ceneral plan
1.

Streamline ar.d edit material to fit into a fast-moving,
cogent, one-day learning experience.

2.

Plan learning facility so as to avoid large auditoriums
for small groups.

Teaching techniques:
I.

Improve slide presentations by employing more photographs
and symbols. Avoid deep research-iypc graph presentations
such as that on megakaryocytes.

2.

Whenever talking. about changes in blood biochemistry which
are visible through me:i 1, use the motion pictures availtter rt,in a long set of
ableeven a brief film-clip 1s
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slides if and when motion is inherent in the changes
being taught. Do not, either, underestimate the intercs-tstimulation advantages of film clips.
3.

Use more clinical. presentations, such as the panel en
clotting and the case problems discussions of Friday
afternoon.
(In fact, using the case problem technique
earlier could make the learning experience far more
involving.)

4.

Pay more attention
mare visualization,
groups significant
group discussions,
and talks,

5.

Consider variety possible by bringing in a pharna' ltical
person, as you did with bringing surgeons.

6.

Recapitulate briefly and make some quick observations
of tomorrow's trends and research.

to pacing- -less speech after speech,
more bring- hack -in- brief to the large
points from demonstrations and small
less overlap quicker, edited reviews
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by Villiau D. Ocarick, r.A.
I.

Ideally, what should a short course such as this attempt to- ,.o?

Confront the practitioner with data, procedure, equipment
ri
not now be aware of, and provide him itfricint opportunity to gain
some competence in its use.
This me.-is teat a highly pragmatic
orientation is necessary.

ii.

To what degree did this course approach the ideal mentl.oned in
number 1?

The presentation of problem cases, the case study small sroup discussions, and the panels on diagnosis and treatment seemed to meet
this standard in that order, although it might be a toss-up betmeen
the first- and second- named items.
Both brought cot the most dynamic pirticipatiou of those in the course.

However, in conversation with two of the participants after the
last session (a technique for evaluation I would recommend for futate
use), bosh doctors to whom I spoke praised the entire two days.
They
labeled tire case studies at the top, the problem cases next.
both
did recognize the necessity for the other data-presenting lectures with
appreciation. They expressed praise for the authorities who presented the lectures and noted that hearing them in person was much
more effective than reading articles by them (or others).
They stressed
the dynarism of the lecturers particularly.
One rr,c
has attended several conferences this year but marveled
that, in his area, there are so few doctots who attend their local
efforts to "keep up" or core to such conferences. Be hypothesized that
perhaps such a necessity wasn't nurtured in their initial prep.-ration.

The other noted that he felt the brochure advertising the session
misled him--he suspected it right be just another bunch of boring
lectures, and couldn't understand why some of his colleagues didn't
cone along too, except for what appeared to be a boring format. He
urged the emphasis on the "practicum" sessions, e.g., the "presentation
of problem cases" and the "small group discussion" case studies in
advertising these to help others see the applicable value.

Session 1:
A.

9:00 a.m., Thursday -- Dr. Nvie

Excellent oreanizajou, ideas moved one to another smoothly,
logically.

Evalu,mer not qualified to comment.
C.

1.

Effective:

Slides on time; light control smooth; arrow on
slides generally well used; converr.ational speech
style.

2.

Less effective: At times the arrow on slides was tee active
and distracted and at other times it covered the
material speaker was talking about; two sets of
numbers (Roman and Arabic) confused both speaker
anq audience at times; slides were not consistently
liht-dark or of same type face which forced readers
to extra Ftrain.

3.

This seemed to he a statement of current position -- what we
no...7 know.
As suell, it seemed logically essential as a point
of beginning.
Although the speaker had to shoot in the dark
tn guess what his audien:e already lret,7 about this, from general
audience receptivity (and conversations with participants) it
seemed to hit the mark remarkably well.

9:45 a.m., Thursday -- Dr. Rapaport
A.

Organization seemed adequately smooth anu orderly.

13.

Evaluator not qualified to cnritent.

C.

1

Effective:

2.

Started by exibiting a sense of humor; he handled
a forgotten slide easily without distraction.

Less effective: Ile seemed to be racing at the outset altlic,:gh
At the start I felt
I got used to it gradually.
that he wondered if his "review" was necessary because he almo. , seemed bored with giving it. His
use of the arrow on the slides was very global and
distracting.
lie looked often at Dr. havic and nr.
ilouCie as though he felt he were chiefly concerned
with addressing them.

10:50 a.m., Thursday -- Pr. Harker
A.

Didn't soil to be a matter o' organization; he merely presented a
rationale for the manual.

Session II:

2:00 p.m., Thursday -- Dr. Harker

A.

Even I was able to start follrying with some understandins.

L.

Evaluator not qualified to co: m.mt.
1.

2.

Etfc7tIve:

Slides excel] nt and well used with arrow generally;
excellent sur. .lry; took less time than allotted;

Less affective:

Drew in itews from morning sessions to good

use.
3.

Less effective: There seers to be an assumption on the part
of all speakers that all these participants 500
what they see in tl:e slides and in the charts; I
wonder if the participants road such data as constantly as the speakers do and therefore don't
need help in locating specific material as quickly
passed over by the speaker. When obviously new
interpretations were at stake, Harker did take
time to explain.
Right after lunch it's pretty deadly to have so
much dark auditorium with so little active audience
participation required.

2:30, Thursday -- Dr. Gardner
C.

1.

Effective:

Somewhat con.yarsational in presentation; nicely
outlined introduction to entire presentation on
first slide helped the audience see where he was

goig.
2.

Less effective: Some slides had too much on them; the material
not used in the presentation seemed distracting, at
times.

3.

This presentation was less research oriented and more theoI wondered how the participants reacted to this
retical.
shift (although they were obviously hearing from a specialDo they want un-"usaSle" theories or data they
ist's theory).
can trust? Or is it an objective to push the thinking of
the participants to consider theories of their own?
In the discussion, questions concerning treatment persisted.
This raises the question of quantity of practical data--how
much should they get or should that be a matter for them to
apply later? If so, should they be aware of that expectation
bccore they conic?

1,1

B.
C.

Evaluator not qualified to comment.
1.

Effective:

SlIcles uniform; use of arrow controlled, concise.

2.
2.

3.

ics3 effective: Initial impact on audience was colder, more
reserved than previous speakers; was there an air
of defensiveness?

I found out later that many of the participants 'lad received
the manual earlier through the mail. The highly technical
nature of the data "turned off" some which ray account for
the general coolness o: response sensed by this appraisal.
Would a time for questions about it have been appropriate,
or a need to use it as the reference it seems to be?

11:00 a.m., Thursday -- Dr. Hillman and panel
A.

Although the panelists seemed to frequently move away from the
probl.em cases, Dr. Hillman forced them back to complete the task.
Smooth and orderly would not be appropriate terms to apply, but
the lack did not distract from this session.

B.

Evaluator not qualified to comment.

C.

1.

Effective:

Hillman won the audience immediately by siding with
them "against" the panel of experts. His humor as
directed sarcastically toward the panel was weil
received. When the panelists drew conclusions without thinking aloud for the audience to hear them
progressing, Hillman forced them to talk their
thoughts.

2.

Less effective: When the panelists' natural interest. in each
other's work (as contrasted with the work of the
participants in the course) was generated, they
tended to speak to each other and move away from
the basic task.

3.

1 wondered at first at the threat which this situation might
Hcwever, Hillman started with
create with the panelists.
Dr. Harker, one of his colleagues, and opened the way for the
others via this. It also warred uo the audience toward Dr.
Harker bccaule he so obviously knew what he was talking about
and knew when to stop; in other words, both iLillman and Harker
were sensiC.ve to the .iftuatien.

/1
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4:GO, Thursday -- Laboratory demonstrations
False:
A.

Because this was to be used the following day, it seemed
almost illogical to consider after the sessions just held.

C.

However, Dr. Folse's presentation was direct, oriented to the
"field" use of the equipment.

Hougie-Rapaport:
A.

No formal presentation trade while I was present.

C.

Two parsons seemed to dominate the entire time by their questions
which may have been relevant to others, but this ended up being
a conversation between four persons rather than involving most
of the group. when specific cases were mentioned, ho-,'ever,
all perked up.
See notes on 2:30 session re this.

Harker:
A.

Tightly organized and smoothly presented despite allowance fcr
multiple questioning interruption.

C.

iimeo details were available for later reference; delightlully
warm response to questions which generated more from many.
There was an assumption again about the ability of the participants to do what the presenter was skilled in doing, i.e.,
find 16 in the slide; speakers must think about the abilities
of the viewers to read the data as easily as they do,

Session ra:
C.

9 a.m., Friday -- Dr. Gardner
Conversational rather than dynamic.

1.

Effective:

2.

Less effective:
I again wondered abut the ability of the
viewers to read graphs as readily as those do
who are steeped in research. Presently ry own
skills have been in rather constant use re this,
but I was not able to follow the speaker ms
rapidly as he seemed to think I should he able
Spoke overtime.'
to.
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9:45, Friday -- Panel. on Diagnosis
Bruce:
Figley:

Dynamic, well organized.

nonotcne but exhibited great care in reading his slides that
all could follow.

Weinright:

Folse:

Butler:

3.

Careful description of slides although seemed quite selfconscious in first appearance at least.

Excellent explanation regarding what to hear and see; the
coordinated use of sight and sound impressions scorned to capture the imagination of the audience (novelty?)
Tbe questioning during his preservation forced audience alertness rather than the usual passive intake of data; although
the drawing for first presentation developed the ideas in
logical sequence, the second drawing simply took tire to
I suggest
create without forcing thought to follaw with it.
the use of overhead projector transparencies for such thought
development with arrows, etc. drawn en by the presenter when
appropriate and/or use of overlays to add to the sequencing.
Several questions from the audience sought criteria for
ducisionmakinr, which seemed to show a felt-need on their
part that perhaps the presentations were not making satisThis was too long a session 9-11:30 without breabi
factorily.
The moderator (Dr. `finch) did as excellent Job in providing
a rationale for each aspect of the presentation by which a
unity was achieved that vas missing in the previous day's
presentations. The end of the session again was reduced to
interaction between the participants; perhaps they should
have some lunches or dinners together to allow for this and
not distract from the learning of the participants. I recogni!:e the value of some of the dtalogue a-8 it is "overheard,"
but it quickly degenerates to matters of primary concern to
the researchers rather than the practitioners.

(Although I attended the 11:30 session, I have no significant notes regarding it since I had to leave early to cttend a 12:30 class. Then
I was able to return for the small gronp discussions at 3:50.)

Session IV:

A.

3:50 p.m., Friday -- Dr. Hillman, chairman -- Case Study
Discussions

The case studies forced the focus to an organization, although
several comrents by the participants regarding the cases might be
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relevant:
Case V (1), D. 1:
qUeStiOR -- the first question is
artificial; it obviously wouldn't he such a straightforward case
to be included for consieeration!
On rage 3, the third questir.
tells the expected answer; page 4, none of the participants know
what the Hardisty test meant - -was it included to distract? If
signiiicant, it should have been treated in the earlier sessions.
C.

The moderator (even in the obvious presence of this "outside" observer) created an atmosphere of relevance with a sense of authority en his part (although he denied that he fit such a category).
He did his thinking aloud as he took a turn on each sheet of each
case for all to follow; several times to digress to his "biases"
but recognized them as such; it seemed difficult to get the participants into the "guessing" game- -that is, they seemed hesitant
to put their thinking on the line, but lartman gradually eased them
into an increase of this; this was accomplished in part by keeping
the participants from comritting thkrselves to gross errors by
leading them do%rn the straight path with gentle nudges.

11
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nay 23-24, l958

May 1 pre race my comments wiLl the statement that this is the first
of these sessions I have attended or felt remotely qualified to rttend.
Therefore, I hope my comment-s are not just a statement of the obvious,
irrelevant, too specific or too impractical. In fact, I may have missed
the point entirely.
However, we were asked to put down our personal
ideas, se I did.

The two-day course, I feel, is good because (1) Post of the registrants are probably from out of tcr,n--anything less would hardly
be worth it, (2) Not' have a chance to "sleep on it" and therefore get
points cleared up the seconC day which you weren't sure about the first.
Some determining factors in its effectiveness are going to be the heterogeneousness of the audience and the scope and depth of material covered.
.The scope and depth of the material to be covered is determined by the
audience you are trying to reach.
I feel this was done very wen on
the whole for this course.
The course was well titled and tbe subject
matter for the lectures or sessions quite explicit.
Sending the manual
out ahead of tine was an excellent idea since it cut down lecture time
needed for review, nomenclature, theory, etc.
The clinical orientation was gond since the audience was probably
mostly out-of-town clinicians and technicians who expected to take information home fror. this course that they could use to improve what
they already had.
Here 7 might mention I feel panel discussions of
problem cases an excellent and practical teaching device. It brings
out the practical problems much more effectively and maces audience
participation easier.
Having guest speakers from other parts of the country is a must.
It is tremendously valuable from the standpoint of giving different
experiences, viewpoints and areas of emphasis.
The lectures on the whole were good. In only one or two cases
I thought an excess of time and effort was spent just proving a point
and could have been done more succinctly. The questions and discussion from the audience is a good thing; however, the size and heterogeneousness of the audience must he considered.

Small discussion groups are good, bet here again, the less heterogeneous the group, the better. naybe this could he reduced without
losing the "fluidi.y."
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My per3onal feeling is that methodology should have been better
covered, but I realize I at speaking as a technologist. The tests
to be used and the reasons for using them were mentioned throughout;
but what was essentially overlooked--and this may be unique to coagulation--is what I will call "hazard of the laboratory."
The primary
cause of this is that nest of the coagulation tests are biological.
assays -- indirect measurement of activity from which quantity is often
inferred.
Consequently, the chances for artifactual influence are
many and I think dangerous if rot recognized. I presume the laboratory
demonstrations were meant to take care of this, and this is fine for
something specific such as the platelet count and doppler device but
general clotting techniques is much too broad a subject to be covered
here.
Better to discuss the various tests, their limitations, and
the hazards inherent in each and how to recognize them.
(See
recommendatict,s.)

In order that more people get more out of the course, I would
suggest the following:
(1)
At the beginning of the sessi,Ins the registrant could, if he
wished, write on a provided slip of paper anything he especially wanted
to know or was interested in.
These could be placed in a box and
collected.
It may h2lp in the forming of small discussion groups end
give an idea of what the registrants want.

(2)
Questions following a lecture and in discussion groups are
very good, but sometimes the best questions don't get asked because some
people are simply too shy or Feel their question might be stupid, irrelevant, or not of general interest. Would it be possible for questions
to be written with name of lecturer and have a panel answer these later?
This is probably impractical jut I do think there is a problem here.
(3)
It would have helped me if the lecturers could have passed
out a mimeographed summary of their talk with pertinent slides thereon.
Maybe I am not a good "adult" student and am t..king to be "spoon fed",
but since the course in concentrated, retention becomes a problem.
In
trying to take notes and copy slides, I was in danger of missing part
of what he was saying. With the mimeographed sheet I could have merely
underlined and written questions in the margin; then what I bed to tdr2
home would be more organized and meaningful than my present notes are.
(4)
For the technicians I would recommend a session in which new
techniques or tesl:s are discussed.
This discussion would include such
things as equipment necessary, ease in performance, reproducibility,
specificity, pitfalls (how to recognize and avoid them), and circumstnnces In which the test would be of value.
Actual "recipes" would
not be nccessaty, but a mimeographed list of references would he
great.
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It was
On the whole, T was very much impressed with the course.
certainly stimulating and I feel I got a great deal out of it.

Mary Willemin
Coagulation Laboratory
Children's Orthopedic Hospital
and Medical Center

"HEMOREHAGE AND THROnOSIS COURSE EVALUATION"

ry nim in enrolling, in the program was to obtain current infor-

mation on the various parameters of hems!-asis and a fr-levork for the
rational approach to the diagnosis and trentrrcnt of hemorrhagic and
thromboemholic disorders.

My holes were realized.

The thought and planning that went into the course was obvious
from the first lecturer on.

The overall approa-± to the problems of

clotting and then thrombotic disorders was logical, sequential, and
complimentary.

Its organization and presentation of "take home" know-

ledge exceeded the two A.C.P. courses I have attended.

The following contributed strongly to the effectiveness of the
course:
A.

The excellent Itemastasis Manual was succinct with al.propriate,

pertinent diagrams and charts.

It will be very useful long after

the course.
B.

The hand-out case histories made available for the audience were
thought provoking.

This again had considerable "take home" value.

(They should have been handed out on the first day so that those
interested could have worked on them that evening.

I noted several

people working on them during the second day of the course while
the lectures were going on.)
C.

The presentation of several problem cases to an expert prnel was
one of the high points of the session.
and moderation was excellent.

Dr. Hillman's presentation

He was a perfect foil in his
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persistent questioning of the expert passel ovor its approach to the
problems presented.

(More time should hnv

I'oen allotted for this

so that the third case could have been cc:r,Ideled.

Would it not

have been more appropriate to have this st2s1ril tcr!ard the end of
the course?

For example, one case had cle.-.ents of intrava,icular

clotting and yet Dr. Rapaport did not cover this topic until the
second day.)
D.

The final small group sessions sound Ii e ai excellent iaea to

allow one to clear up questions on a pel3-tH-person basis.

(

I

was, unfortunately, unable to attend.)
E.

The choice of guest faculty was excellent.

It al)owed for a breadth

of ideas and approaches that lb unlikely if all the faculty are
from the same school.

This was demonstratLd repeatedly during the

course.
F.

The excellent breakdown of much complex information on anticoaguThe handouts were of great

lation by Dr. Seaman was most helpful.

aid in summarizing considerable, complex information.
G.

The choice of experts in various fielc3:

for example, Dr. Rapaport

in intravascular clotting and Dr. Harker on thrombokinetics.

Their

enthusiasm while talking on these subjects was infecttous.

Minor deficiencies seemed to me to be:
A.

Less than ideal slides in some cases.

Fox instance, if all the

slides during the first day had been consistent with the Homastasis
Manual, they would have been more readily grasped by some and would
have aided in the repetition and reinforcement of the information
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in the manual,
B.

At tines, the projection of slides was very poor with regard to
focusing and keeping, up with the lecturer.

Each time the speaker

rust wave, repeat his request for the next slide, etc., the train
of thought and concentration is effectively broken.
Summary:

The course had breadth, variety and ctrrentness.

presentation of material was generally excellent and ti
material could not he improved upon.
all that I had hoped it would be.

The

"take-home"

For my purposes, the course

The audience may hrwe been :ass

receptive than it could have been.
Sorry I cantt be more cri.tical,

It was a good course.

H. P. Potter, M.D.

as
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Example 4

"THE PILOT STUDY OF THE TECHNIQUES USED AND THE TIRE
SPENT BY PHYSICIANS IN CONTINUING EDUCATION"
Surprisingly little is known about the specifics of the techniques
used or the time spent by practicing physicians IA continuing education.

Approaches to measure each have resulted in significant distortiorw consequent to the presence of outside observers.

The need for such data

exists for many reasons, including the determination of success to any
channe in behavior which may be attempted, i.e., do H.D.'s respond to
any innovations in continuing medical education?
The put..inse of this pilot study was to oLtain data on how one par-

ticular group of physicians "continues to learn."

A basic premise was

that physicians are continuing to learn even though they may not believe
enough.

The method employed in this investigation was that of a time -

and - motion study.

For the purposes of the study, physicians' behaviors

were divided into two main categories--that related to behaviors directly
or indirectly contributing to physician overall "medical learning," and
all other forms of behavior-- examining patients, driving a car, boating,
skiing, etc.

The term "medical learning" is intended to be broad, such

as socio-economic items, political items related to medicine, but obviously, not all-inclusive.

The "medical learning" behavior was subdivi-

ded into several categories:

1) Verbal behaviorface-to-face confron-

tation with professionals, telephone conversations with profesiAonals,
conversations with pharmaceutical representatives, attending rounds,
lectures, conferences, etc.; 2) Readirla behaviel:--medical journals,

e
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both subscription and throwaway, text books, magazines and newspaper
pamphlets, books, reports, letters, and consultation reports, etc.;
3) manual behavior--practicing to perfect a skill related to medicine,
trying out a new device, listening Co heart beats, etc.; 4) all other
learning behavior -a written description of each.

A diary record of the

various learning activities became a matter of simply checking one of
the distinguishable categories on a 3" by 5" simplified card form at

random times thre,Aout the day.

To sample their activities at random

times throughout the day, a portable random alarm mechanism--smaller
than a pack of cigarettes--was worn by those participating in the study.
The random alarm module (RAM) is a self-contained portable, battery- -oper-

ated device which generates alarm signals at pseudo-random intervals.
A small piece speaker plugged into the output jack of the RAM has a
period of high frequency whistle (approximately 10 seconds) at random
intervals.

The basic intervals selected by the factory electronic com-

ponents are varied during field use averaging 1-3 hours.

The user has

a small thumb-wheel which is moved after the output signal has cause..
him to record the necessary data.

Moving this wheel sets an indeter-

minate time into the R.',M before the next output signal occurs.

The sampl, for this pilot study was comprised of five physicians
on the staff of the Virginia Mason Clinic, which is recognized as an
exemplary representative group of specialty practice.

Not only would

this method permit documentation of what physicians actually were doing
but also rcsampling after introduction of sone new approach to continuing
medical education ...ould let all concerned know whether it had any impact.
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During this pilot study, the five participants recorded the activities they were involved in at the time the random alarm sounded.
total of 125 responses were recorded on 15 cards.

A

These contained 25

references to continuing education activities or 20 per cent of th
responses were so designated.

Broken down, these activities includfd:

house staff contact, 1; conference, 2; telephone to doctor, 1; talking
to doctor, 2; talking with the nur,:e, 3; attending lecture, 2; teaching
rounds, 7; r. =ding behavior, throwaways, 1; text book, 1; journal article, 2.

About 3 per cent of the responses were related to reading

behavior; about 17 per cent to vernal behavior.
tact with detail representatives was recorded.

Interestingly, no con-

No mechanical behaviors

or other types of learning act!vity were recorded during this brief
sampling period.

The sample of physician learning behaviors was not

large enough to make comparison between the sub-categories under reading
behaviors or verbal behaviors.
small proportion

These findings suggest that a relatively

the medical learning activities of physicians are,

in fact, those in a category of reading behaviors.

Tnis pilot study did yield information to support the postulates
that 1) this method of assessirg the learning behavior of physicians
is, in fact, a feasible method; 2) the RAM device, even though distracting the physician somewhat fros his work, is cr efficient and reliable
means of ptovi,ling a random sample of physician activities, assuming

that the physicians will conscientiously record their activities at the
indicated random time intervals; 3) physicians arc able to distinguish
between verbal learning behaviors and reading learning behaviors; and
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4) hypotheses concerning the learning habits of physicians can be set
forth to be tested in a larger study comprised of an appropriate sample
of physicians over a sufficient length of time for statistical analyzds.
Based upon the findings from this pilot study, the investigators
believe these data are. encouraging enough to warrant a research project
that will yield valuable information that has not been rw:lilable heretofore.

The implications from the results of a larger study could yield

significant information about the learning habits of practicing physicians that conceivably influence the nature of continuing medical
education programs.

Preliminary discussions have been held with a group

of rural practitioners; unfortunately, despite the presence of a monitoring senior medical student in their respective office settings,
their failure to wear and to record appropriately occurred with such
frequency as to make this pilot study totally incomplete.

So, too,

discussions cintinue with a group of house staff in tha University's
residency program seeking to involve them in a comparable approach.
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In summary, the examples presented illustrate some of the methods
used to evaluate continuing medical education courses.

They have

included pre- and post-knowledge tests, attitude measures, rating scales,
que.Aionnaires, and observations by health and educational specialists.

A variety of techniques should be available to gather different kinds
of information to assist in making various types of decisions.
More con lete write-ups of selected program evaluations are found
in the Appendix.
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033ECTIVE 5:

Selective continuing education programs as a model for
investigating why some physicians choose to participate
in these programs and why some choose not to participate.

The two programs agreed upon by the Contracting Officer and the
Project Director were "Urology for Non-Urologists" and "Early Detection
of Disease."
.

Each participant in these courses was given an information

sheet in order to gather demographic data as well as to ascertain why
physicians attended, both through the determination of one primary reason from a set of five prescribed reasons and through an open-ended
question, "In my own words, my primary reason for attending was...."
Self-return post cards were sent to a random sample of physicians who
were invited, but who did not attend, requesting I) demographic data;
2) primary reasons for not attending from a set of prescribed reasons,
one of which was "Other"; 3) the physician's opinion as to whether or
not he had kept updated regarding most recent research related to his
practice; and 4) what topics would prompt the physicians to attend.
For the course, "Urology for Non-Urologists," all the participants
were also asked to estimate through a four-point rating scale the usefulness that each ascribed to current medical literature, specifically
in the field of urology.

On self-return post cards sent to a random

sample (n..297) of those physicians who had been invited but who did not

attend, a request was made for the physician's opinion about whether he
had kept "updated" regarding most recent advances related to his practice, and what topics would prompt him to attend a short course.
Various responses were made to the statement, "In my own words,
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my primary reason for attending was...."

The following are representa-

tive of the responses:

... to be sure I'm with it.

... to make certain I was giving the best up-to-date
care and diagnosis.
to keep abreast, hence adding to one's confidence.
... a check on my own metiods with an eye for updating.
... as a refresher course.

to get the specialist's view on recent developments.
The reasons for attending the conference are given in Table 6.
The most frequent response, "not sufficiently updated," was given by
4B per cent of the participants.

Of those attending the conference, 5B per cent viewed current
Medical literature as "of little use" as a resource for acquiring useful information in the field of urology.

Nonetheless, Table 7 shows

33 per cent saw medical literature as "reasonably helpful," and only
6 per cent viewed it as "extremely helpful."
Returns from the non-participating physicians were received from
53 per cent of the sample.

Reasons this group gave for not attending

the conference are presented in Table 8, the most frequent reason being
"could not f-ee myself from patient obligation," followed by "program
lacked relevance for me."

Age of physician may be a factor in attendance since the average
age of non-participants vas 49 years compared to 42 years for those
who attended,

in terms of their responses, there was no significant
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difference between attendees and non-attendees regarding whether they
were in group or solo practice.

Of the non-participating physicians

responding, 76 per cent felt they were adequately updated regarding
most medical research relating to their practice.
they were not.

Seventeen per cent were not sure.

Only 1 per cent felt

This is in notable

contrast to the replies of those who attended, of whom only 48 par cent
felt they were sufficiently updated (p < .001).

"Early Detection of Disease" was the continuing medical education
topic of the program for the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Washington
Academy of General Practitioners, planned jointly with this association,
the Division of Continuing Medical Education, and the Department of
Medicine of the University of Washington.

Instructors from the Depart-

ment of i!dicine were selected to make presentations on topics which
would be pertinent to general pract'tioners.

Over 200 physicians in

general practice from the Northwest attended this conference, most of
whom were from the state of Washington.

Most of the participants and

a random sample of non-participants were queried regarding reasons for
attending and not attending this course in a way similar to that discussed above.

The participants were asked to check one of three rea-

sons for attending and also, in their own words, give their primary
reasons.

These data are found in Tables 9 and 10.

Nearly two-thirds

indicated that the primary reason for attending was because "material
would be of help in my practice."

It is interesting to no

that 29 per

cent gave, as a primary reason for attending, "a chance both to learn

WSJ
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and to get away."

Practicality and a break from practice seemed to rate

high as primary reasons for attending.

When given an opportunity to write in their own words why they
attended, the most frequent category (36 per cent) was a rather general
and vague statement about wanting to learn and/or continue their education.

Apparently, a large percentage of those attending found it dif-

ficult to state specifically what they hoped to get out of the conference.

The second most frequent response (18 per cent) was "to keep

updated."

This

combined with "review" or "refresher" accounted for

30 per cent of the responses.

The fact that 13 per cent gave program

topics as a primary reason for attending is of particclar interest.

The attractiveness of session titles may well be an toportant mctivating
factor for some.

In Table 11, it is seen that the most frequent reason (52 per cent)

for not attending the conference was "patient obligation."
followed by "personal or family" reason (24 per cent).

This was

Geograihical

location (at least for those who responded) was not a hindrance to
their attendance.

One must be careful in drawing generalizations from

these data, however, since the replies represent only a small percentage of those who did not attend.

The findings from the survey of continuing medical education for
physicians in the state of Washington (see Appendix) are quite consistent with what we found in surveying both participants and non-participants in these two courses.

Nearly half of the physicians in this
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survey said that the greatest deterrent to their attending courses is
time; and it makes n

difference if the course is in-state or out-of-

staZ!-.

Of the critical comments, 39 per cent were that the courses were
not practical.

The Washington State physicians ranked specialty group

meetings highest in attendance followed by one to two, three-day symposiums, with extensive postgraduate courses attended least.

Specialty

group meetings were ranked highest as to c.er3ll effectiveness, followed again by one- to three-day symposiums, whereas the county medical
society meetings were rated as least effective.

The survey further

showed that one out of three physicians had suggestions as to subjects
which have not received sufficient attention in continuing medical
education programs and that the practical aspects of practicing medicine were thought to be slighted most.
In summary, participants and non-participants of two selected

courses were studied in search of rcasohs why physicians attend and why
they do not attend continuing medical education courses.

Most frequent

reasons given for attending were feelings of not being sufficiently
updated, the content was seen as material that would be of help in
practice, and for educational experience in gene.al.

A large number

expressed that it gave them a chance to learn and to get away.

An

analysis of the open-ended responses showed an expressed desire for
assurance, confidence, and a sense of practicing good medicine.

These data suggest that those who attend courses have a greatel
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sense of inadequacy while those who do not attend apparently tend to
feel-they peep updated in terms of their own practice.

Both surveys seer to substantiate the fact that geographical location is not a very significant factor in whether physicians attend or
do not attend continuing education courses.

However, time and patient

obligation arc prime deterrents to participating.

The practicality and/

or relevance of course content to physician practice appear to be one
of the most important factors T:otivating attendance at continuing

medical education courses.

OE the reasons given for not attending, the major ones were relevance, c!ather or not the program lacked relevance, and the fact that
many physicians could not free themselves from their patient obligations.
With 63 per cent of the physicians who responded citing these two reasons for not attending, it would be well for those planning continuing
medical education courses in the future to reconsider the time when
such courses are conducted, as well as to plan courses more relevant
to physician needs.

'

4

TABLE 6

REASONS GIVEN BY PHYSICIANS FOR ATTENDING
"UROLOGY FOR NON-UROLOGISTS" COURSE

N=33

Reason

Per Cent

I.

Not sufficiently updated.

487.

2.

Increasing number of patients with
problems in this area.

12%

3.

Chance to learn and get away.

15%

4.

To be familiar with latest research.

15%

5.

Other.

9%

TABLE 7

COURSE-ATTENDING PHYSICIANS' RATINGS OF CURRENT
MEDICAL LITERATURE AS A RESOURCE FOR CULLING OUT
USEFUL INFORMATION IN UROLOGY

Useful Index

1.

2.

3.

Extremely helpful (most
important source I use to
"update" my praztice).

Per
Cent

6%

Reasonably helpful (I often
use this source).

33%

Of little use to me
(occasionally helpful).

58%

4.

Of no use to me (an
impossitle task).

5.

No comment

3%

4

TABLE 8

REASONS GIVEN BY PHYSICIANS FOR NOT ATTENDING
"UROLOGY FOR NON-UROLOGISTS" COURSE

Reason

Per Cent

1,

Could not free myself from patient
obligation.

33%

2.

Program lacked relevance for me.

30%

3.

Unsatisfactory previous experience with short
course.

4.

Inconvenient location.

5.

Personal or family reasons.

6.

Too expensive.

7.

Other.

1%

TAbLE 9

PRIMARY REASON GIVEN FOR ATTENDING WAGP CONARENCE

?er Cunt Response

Reason

1.

I felt material would be of help
in Ay practice.

65%

2.

A chance both to learn and to
"get away."

29%

3.

I wanted to find out newer methods
in diagnosis.

t

"

6%

TABLE 10

PRIMARY REASON FOR ATTENDING BASED ON OPEN-ENDED QUESTION

Categories

1.

Educatic.tal (General)

2.

New material--keep updated

3.

Program topics

4.

Review and/or refresher

5.

Number

55

27

Per Cent

,

36%

18%
13%

18

12%

Professional organization- socializing

9

6%

6.

Practical material

8

5%

7.

Diversion

6

4%

8.

Professional credit

5

3%

9.

Other (proximity, tax deduction,
"pearls")

4

3%

152

100%

Total

TABLE 11

REASONS GIVEN FOR NOT ATTENDING UAGP CONFERENCE
(N=52)

Reason

1.

Patient obligation

2.

Programs lacked relevance

3.

Unsatisfactory previous experience
with short courses

4.

Inconvenient location

5.

Personal or family reasons

6.

Too expensive

7.

Other

Per Cent

52%
2%

0%

6%
24%

0%
16%
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OBJECTIVE 6:

Develop and field test evaluation procedures of clinical communication systems, e.g., hospital patient discharge summary sent to local medical doctors, telephone
conversation and/or correspondence between hospitals
and referring physicians, etc.

An initial appraisal of the impact of consultants' reports in
our region had already been conducted at the time of the initiation of
this Contract.

A copy of the report focusing on reaction of the reci-

pient is included; under the aegis of the Contract, a follow-up study
focusing on content analysis (also included) was conducted.

As can be

toted from the data presented, in the absence of the transmittal of
additional information, the traditional consultant's letter "summary"
proved remarkably effective in bringing to the local community physician between 75 and 90 per cent of the totality of information he
needed to act appropriately with this patient.

While some deficits

did exist, it is fair to conclude that any deleterious effect on patient
care would more likely arise from non-application of the information as
opposed to its non-transmittal.

The inference was drawn that on theo-

retical grounds the discharge summary or consultant's leport ought have
signigicant impact as a vehicle for continuing medical educ.ltion.

The

Department of Medicine at the. University of Washiagton has b.,en approa-

ched and is currently considering implementing some of the recommendations offered.

Yet another clinical communication system has retcived preliminary
copaideration.

After some four years of discussion and with a multitude

of support techniques, "Medical Radio Conferences" were introduced to
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the Pacific Northwest in September, 1968.

In collaboration with the

University of California (San Francisco), the Project Director arranged
for the production of some 18 hour-long local panel discussions on a
variety of medical topics.

When these were added to those generated

in San Francisco and the series broadcast, the potential existed for
broad reception throughout Washington and into parts of Alaska.

More -

over, an additional series of conference calls was held with the 46
physicians in Southeast Alaska--via seven location points following
their local choice and review of relevant topics.

respite only a year's experience, it was deemed desirable to try
to gather some simple measures of reception and potential receptivity.
Both interviews and questionnaire post cards were used, neither of which
was financed by the Contract.

Replies were secured from 65 of the 120

hospital staff throughout the state--some 30 of which were, unfortunately, outside the reception area.

Personal interviews were conducted

at some 20 institutions in tht.

Sound area and in Spokane.

The

questionnaire returns can be summarized as follows:
Fourteen hospitals have already installed FM radios and another 14
are in the process of doing so.

Nineteen staffs are known to have lis-

tened to the program series on at lea.,t one occasion as a group; the
total number of individuals involved is not known.

Twenty-five of the

hospitals look forward to involving nu.ses and other allied health workers and 13 indicate they would be willing to pay $100 a year for subscription costs.

In view of the limited promotional campaign involved,

this is somewhat of a more favorable response than anticipated.
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OBJECTIVE 1:

Evaluate the recently initiated seminar program conducted
by representatives from the Schools of Medicine, Architecture, Education, and Communication Arts for those
faculty members participating in continuing medical education programs. The purpose of this seminar program is
to improve understanding of the learning processes and
to improve teaching skills.

As noted in the previous correspondence to Mr. Norman E. Tucker
(May 5, 1968), shortly after the initiation of the contract, the seminar program referre3 to 'Al Objective 7 was discontinued.

Preliminary

appraisal of the previous seminars was forwarded with above-mentioned
correspondence.
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OBJECTIVE 8:

Select two additional continuing education activities
conducted by the School of Medicine for evaluation
purposes.
Activities to be selected may include:
relevance of medical student appraisal programs for
practitioners education; relevance techniques currently employed to assess needs of residency training
programs; and methods to improve the quality and
impact of medical journals.

Even though the original intent was to select two programs to
evaluate, more than two were evaluate,: udder this contract.

Evaluation

reports are found in the Appendix for the following programs:
1.

Urology for Non-Urologists

2.

Computer-Assisted Instruction

3.

Early Detection of Disease

4.

Central Washington Project (Yakima)

A study of internship advisors is also included; so, too, are four
graphic representations of a Semantic Differential inventory of students
and faculty attitudes and their surprising congruences.

Both have impli-

cations for continuing medical education.

In addition to these, the contract staff consulted in the development of measuring instruments, objectives, and evaluation designs with
the Washington/Alaska Regional iiedical Program staff and project direc-

tors for other projects including:
1.

Sub-Regional Coronary Care Educational Programs

2.

Postgraduate Preceptorships for Physicians

3.

Guest Residency Program

4.

An Educational Program in Finding and Treating Lung Failure

-At 3 1

7C,

In conjunction with the pnrsuiL. of Objective 8, preliminary studies

have been initiated regarding the impact of medical journals.

The

relevant usefulness of current medical literature as detected from our
"Early Detection of Diseas,a" (Olympia) and "Urology for Non-Urologists"

studies (Objective 5) is reported in Tables 12 and 13.

The general

practitioners found specialty journals least helpful as a resource for
culling out information.

General journals and "free" journals are seen

as extremely useful by 24 per cent and 14 per cent, respectively.

Spe-

cialty journals were seen as "of no use to me" by 12 per cent of those
attending the Olympia conference.

[he Project Director has extended a study begun several years ago
into the characteristics of pediatric specialty journals and their continuing medical education relevance.

Two preliminary reports available

to date (attached) permit inferences to be drawn--again pointing up the
contradictions which evolve when a given task is contrived to solve two
or nore almost mutually excluAve prob3.ems.

Phrased differently, how

can a publication looked to by readers for clear, concise updating of
relevancy,

such information when it is prepared by non-el

ti-

tioners with content reflecting either their research interests or
their personal publication needs?
ommendation to resolve the proble-

;1tIlough we have no immediate rec,

-o we proceeding first to attempt

to define its extent and then to evolve alternative appro
resolution.

hes to

Ps a consequence, additional studies are being planned on

this particular topic.

TABLE 12

PER CENT OF GENERAL PRACTITIONERS WHO PERCEIVE
CURRENT rEnICAL LITERATURE AS A HELPFUL RESOURCE
FOR CULLING OUT USECIL INFCRMATION

Type of Journal

Extremely
Helpful

Reasonably
Helpful

Of Little
Use To Me

Of No Use
To Me

General Journals
(i.e., JAMA(GP), NEJM)

24%

62%

14%

0%

Specialty Journals
(i.e., Ann. Int. Med.,
J. of Peds., etc.)

6%

38%

44%

12%

"Free" Journals
(i.e., Med. Wld. News,
Mod. Med., etc.)

147.

57%

26%

370

TABLE 13

CURRENT MEDICAL LITERATURE AS A RESOURCE
FOR CULLING OUT USEFUL INFORMATION IN UROLOGY

Useful Index

1.

2.

Extremely helpful (most important
source I use to "update" my practice.

Per Cent

6%

Reasonably helpful (I often use this
source)

33%

3.

Of Little use to me (occasionally helpful).

58%

4.

Of no use to me (an impossible task).

5.

No comment.

3%

Preliminary Report:
submitted to
American Journal of Diseases of Children

PUBLISH, PErtISH--OR POOP OUT

Piqued by curiosity, I recently updated a study begun some ton
,years ago.

The object:

to look at our pediatric journals, to see

what they are saying, who is saying it, how long they take to say
it, etc.

The subject:

Pediatrics, The Journal of Pediatrics, and

The American Journal of Diseases of Children; (at inception, Clinical
Pediatrics was not yet on the scene).

The method:

Simply set up

criteria, count and record data by specific: journal; then compute
averages, percentages, and so on.
'60 versus '67 and '68.

The years covered:

'58, '59, and

Nothing too fancysave for application to

the'recent set of Feinstein's memorable categorization on "Non-human-

non-disease" papersono other way of grappling with the issue of
relevance of journal content to problems of practice.

Each of those three journals provides nearly 1,000 pages of
textual material every aix months.

Figuring 700 to 1,000 words pc:

page, the average ret.dor proceeding at 300 words per minute for

reading--not necessarily for "studying" or "understanding"--would
take approximately 160 hours every six months or about six hours a

Evan then, he would

week to consume their respective contents.

have missed almost 65 per cent of the pediatric articles a'estractl.

by the Yearbook of Pediatrics--and purported to be important.

AT,

wore he to add them, he would encompass only artic:,es immediatel)
related to the field.

Obviously, the "crunch" is here, the stIver....

is on--and it has boon for a long tin,

Sole available options;

read faster, become more selective, or throw in the sponge.

Not

particularly attractive alternacives; only the second can be con;

sidered acceptable and oven that holds reservations.

1!

2

Rest ensured, however, that authors have yet to throw in the sponge!
As do Solla Price confirms, the information explosion as he calls it--or
is it simply a "publication inflation"--continues so that output of pa;.ers

and journals doubles about every 15 years.

(I)

While the rate remains rola-

tivuly constant--and has for more than two centuries!--the absolute numbers
of papers continues to burgeon gevAetrically.
authors.

And, so do 4-ho number of

Of the more than 1,500 pediatric articles published in the initial

interval, some 30 pen cent had a sing,le author; only 15 per cent "required"
four or more.

Over the ensuing decade, a change has occurred; now o,ly 25

par cent of these pediatric papers arc sired by an individual; multiple
authorship - -four or more--accounts for 21 per cent; and over the past five

years. in our !Wiz:trios Department at the University of Washington, multiple

authorship accounts for 24 per cent of all papers produced.

One wonders why.

Considerably more dramatic--and conjurins, up all kinds of additional
speculation--is the fact whereas 'SC- 'SO -'GO saw some 74 per cent of articles

spawned in the medical schools, '67-'69 saw moro than 87 per cent originate

And of the 13 per cent that did not, a significant proportion stomed

there.

from the amed services--and the NM:

By these criteria, practicing pedia-

tricians are the "silent majority."
Conclusion:

writing?
vious.

Itas the time-squeeze for reading lead

Possibly, but I doubt it.

a retreat from

!lore plausible possibilities are ob-

In it that the two worlds of medicino--academia and practice- -like

Snow's two cul,tvies, are simply moving further apart.

(2)

Practicing p)licians

apparently are not rccordinf, their c!,servations or, if they ;11'0, they are

havin

their efforts rt writil; rejecteJ by Yetorial Poards--a wevingly

unlikely occurrence. Could it <e that virtually ever. pediatrician es

his

brother 13 ahln to secure a faculty nppoint7ont so that the "University
without walls" in in ronlity a f,:ct of life?
1

1

Were this option correct, it

3

would portend real excitement for the future.

ShoulA it be another, i.e.,

that of "separatism," however, it could spell doom--and not si..)ly for
pediatricians bud the profenaion, but also their patients.

C,:xeful r!)ser-

vation) critical ara/yA.$) end concise, clear recording of clinical'expariences,
is a sine qua non of the practitioner who proposes to continue in the forefront
Of medicine.

Although "publish or perish" may he the ecoffed-at motto of

academe, it is extremely relevant to his frame of mind.

And, it is perhaps

oven an more relevant concept for the practitioner unless he is to "poop out."
The process ii7s14., a; Woe :lford has emphasized, can be a revitalizinz

experience when such( are clearly needed by all of ue.

(3)

Thus, a plea to

practitioners for prap,hylaxis In practice; prepare a paper for publication-promptly!
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PEDIATRIC ?FRIODICAIS--1!LAUSIBLY PERTINENT

Awe-inspiring in their objectives, overwhelming in their numbers,
scientific periodicals have obtained an almost deity status.

Their

annual content of two million papers is predicted to double within the
coming generation.

Medical journals spew u t a significant portion of

this total "literature."

By invoking his medical journals regularly, the practitioner of
medicine is said to learn to perform modern day miracles.
them,

By ignoring

is purported to risk the damnation of diagnostic and thera-

peutic obsolescence.

In point of fact, however, both the medical

practitioner and the medical educator, be either a worshipper of the
printed page or an agnostic, need to consider the question, "Does the
physician actually learn from his journals?"
the p;tucity of data relevant to this issue.

Several reviews document
This paucity prompted the

following study of pediatric periodicals, their contents, and consideration of their relevancy to the problems and practice of this specialty.
Today's pediatrician is cast in a unique role as he is simultaneously encouraged to "care" for the whole child, the whole family, and
in many ways the whole community in sickness and in health, physical as
well as mental, until death (or adolescence or some other arbitrary
criterion) do them part.

Having built himself a firm foundation by con

suming a medical school curriculAm, an approved internship, and a yellatrie residency experience primarily with sick hospitalized children,
the pediritrician hi practice deals pri7arily with orbulitory well

2

He attempts to maintain his specialty

children and their mothers.

competeace by a mixture of "postgraduate" endeavors.

Paramount

nong

these is devouring, absorbing, catabolizing, and occasionally even using
information provided in medical journals.

While more thar 13,000 periodicals are directly or indirectly
relevant to the medical care of his charges, the pediatrician focuses,

to a large extent, on three monthly specialty journals and one quarterly
periodical to keep informed of pertinent pediatric events.

Respectively

these are "Pediatrics," the official publication of his professional
association, the American Academy of Pediatrics; "The Journal of Pediatrics," an independent publication; and the "American Journal (,f Dis-

eases of Children," the pediatric specialty publication of the American
Medic:4 Association.
America,

His quarterly is the "Pediatric Clinics of North

a publication of Saunders Publishing Company.

Of the former

group, each issue carries reports of original scientific investigations
as well as reviews of clinical cases; each devoted one section to

worthy news releases, another to book reviews, and each has its on
unique additional sections and format, i.e., editorials, diagnostic
dilemmas, etc.

In an effort to develop a profile of the first three journals fir
a comparison among them and their potential relevance to pediatric
practitioners, a simple study has been carried out in terms of:
I.

The total pages of textual material per volume as V011
3S the total num:e2r of articles.

I

1'

3

2.

The types of articles contained therein- -i.e., "original"
article versus case report.

3.

The sources of the article

4.

The geographic origins--region of the country.

5.

The number of authors involved.

6.

The distribution of topics covered.

academic or practice.

Relevant data have been accumulated for the yemrs 1958, 1959,
and 1960 as well as 1967 and the first half of 1968.

Result and Dt_ussion
Tables 14 through 1; are in large part self-explanatory, providing
measures of size, origins, and contents of the three leading journals.
SoL,u points warrant additional emphasis, however:
1.

In terms of respective objectives as stated by the three
journals, and by their predecessor which has now disappeared from the scene (see Attachment)

,

it is likely that

all :hree have been and are being successfulin large
part because of tke manner in which the objectives were
written rather than in terms of what specifics the journals themselves have done or are attempting ) , do.
2.

In terms of the broad issue of contents, the similarities
among the three journals are far more striking than are
any differences.

3.

In terms ci relevance of content either to 7-.edic;,l problems

confronting pediatricians e,, a day-to-day basis

(

as deter-

mined from existing sources) or to those seen as t.:Irranting

4

more attention by practitioners as determined by Aldrich,
Deisher, etc., there would appear to be little evidence
of any significant relationship.

Such is understandable

when authorship and authorship purposes arc considered.
That is, by and large, authors not only are not practitioners but they are writing in response to their own
interests, activities, and needs as opposed to those of
potential readers.
4.

In terms of authorship, the practicing clinician appears
tc he going the way of the "dodo bird" and is on the road
to extinction as he contributes less than ten per cent of
the articles included--and this percentage is falling.

So,

too, the single author is being replaced by a "team" rissibly formed more fur tbe purpose of promotion than for the
purpose of publication per se.

A recent letter to the New

England Journal of Medicine (280:

1484 June 26, 1969) con-

firms this impression as a 40 -year span has seen the number

of single authors fall from 78.4 per cent in 1928 to 3.1
per cent currently of the spawners of articles.
5.

In terms of length, however, some evidence is seen that
parsimony may be in the wind--despite the increment in
authz,rship.

5

Summary

Confronted with an alleged scientific and technologic explosionor is it simply a "publication inflation"--the medical practitioner
is encouraged to update himself via his professional journals.

On the

basis of a review of the origins and contents of his professional journals, pediatricians as a class of medical practitioners are not likely
to attach much relevance to pediatric journals' contents--at least in
terms of their everyd.y practice or of the "real-life health problems"
of their patients.

This discordancy is likely to increase as practi-

tioners cease to serve as authors and as authors continue to write with
an aim toward impact on an almost negligible proportion of potentic.1
readers.

Conceivably, the "throwaway" or "controlled circulation" jou.-

nals may help stem the tide of postulated professional obsolescence,
but the words of Sir Theodore Fox, Vandet:ere Bush, and Peter Woodford
regarding options to sustain "this remarkable instrument of medical
communication" must be acted on--and soon.
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Acute 1:a:
Tonsiiliti~.

3.

5.

Disease and Therapeutic
Index N-10.000

Immunization and
Vaccination
General Examination
Otitis Nedia

Common Cold
CI Illness
Sore Throat
R:linit.is

All Others

4.
5.

Allergy
Psychiatry
Behavior Problems
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Dermatology

b)

c)

5.

(Ped:

22:366 Aug. 58)

SENT.

4.

3.

2.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Analysis of Journal Topic Coverage
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C' Problems
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Allergy
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(J. Med. Ed.:

5.

4,

3.

2.

1.
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5.

4.

3.

'58)
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Total Body 1,11ections
Acute Pulmonary
Illness
Immunization and

Del Sher Study
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Survey of Pediatricians' Opinions

Personal
(McCarroi:
Communication)

3.

2.

N=750.000

N-29.3_,900

Respiratory
Illness
Skin and Soft
Tissue
Total Body Illness
Digestive Disorders

Boulware Prite Practice

Brooke Army Dependents

Patient Load Studies

2.

1.

(Careers in Pediatrics, Ross.
Pod. Res. Con. Report, 1960)

5.

3.
4.

2,

1.

a)

Cornell Family Study
N=2,200

Aldrich Study
N=1,147

(Nat. Diseases and Thor.
Index: A Study of Pediatrics, 1957)

2.

1.
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Comparison among five leading pediatric topics as determined from a) Reports of Patient Loads,
b) Surveys of Pediatricians' Opinions, and c) Analysis of Topic Coverage of Pediatric Journals
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1

ATTACWIENT

Specific Statements of the Journals' Objectives

PEDIATRICS

1949

"Perhaps the chief of these is the intent Df the Editorial Board to publish an outstanding journal whose articles will be practically helpful
but which at tho same time.. will he challenging in their scientific con
tent.

Arid

1

P. sure we all must admit to a certain pride of ownership."

JOURNAL CF PE))IATRICS, 1:

143, 1932

"The editors wish to explain briefly at this time the scope of the
JOURNAL OF PFOIATRICS.

It

is their

ritention to make it as broad and

inclusive as the field of childhood itself.

It is planned not only to

include the clinical and investigative fields of pediatrics but iu
addition those tangential fields of medicine and child developrent

which give to pediatrics such a unique position among the medical
sciences.

Thus the fields f public health relations and movements,

child psychology, socio-medical conditions, education, as well as the
more strictly medical branches: as for example, surgery and its subdivisions, or dermatology, will be included in the material which the
journal will present to its readers in so far as they relate to the
field of pediatrics."

2

AMERICAN JOERNLI, OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN,_1:

I.

1911

"This new journal of ours, the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDR:A,
however, the first number of which we herewith offer to the profession,
is not published to compete with those already in existence

.

.

with

the increasing number of physicians interested and working in the field
of pedology, there will be more than merely a vast number of papers;
there will be more profundity and research.

These our new journal is

to gather in, and it is to be the companion and ally of the Archives
of Internal Medicine.

It may rarely give a mere case, still more rarely

a prescription; it is to be a receptacle, however, of the very latest
in the very best of American and European literatures.
will be few in proportion.

But extracts

Reviews, carefully prepared by competent

critics, will he offered from time to time.

The bulk of the contents,

however, will be original; anatomy--both embryonal and postnatal--physiology, biochemistry, nosology, and therapeutics will come to their
own, and will be welcomed as our sources of actual progress."

ARCHIVES OF PEDIATRICS, 13:

1896

"These facts being appreciated, the true work of the pediatric journal
is rendered clear.

It is the medium of communication between the ob-

server and the practitioner.

By observer is not meant simply the

laboratory worker and the pathologist, but it includes the physician
of the hospital and dispensary.

It is not limited even to these, for

wc should not fail to appreciate the invaluable experiences gained by
the general physician.

To him we allot ample space in these pages and

3

urge more frequent publication of the knowledge which he gains in his
daily contact with disease.

On the whole, however, it must be admitted

that the most important and substantial advances in knowledge result
from the researches of special workers.

the wisely conducted medical

journal, will be, therefore, in large degree, the medium of communication between such special workers and that great body of men who do the
practical

of the profession.

As the department of pediatrics cannot be restricted to a few consultants in large cities or teachers in medical colleges, so the pediatric
journal cannot be limited in its scope.

While its best contributors

are drawn largely from the ranks of the true specialists, the man to
whom it :Mould prove of the greatest actual value is the general practitioner, to whom the diseases 2f children are of such vital importance.
The true ai.ti of such a journal should be the education of the profession at large in the important department which it rz.presents.

It

should constantly strive to place the knowledge which is being continually accumulated by skilled ohse/Ners, in such forms as to be most
available for practical use.

It has been the aim of the ARCHIVES

throughout its whole history to attain this end, and no departure will
be made from this policy.

1 !:j
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OBJECTIVE 9:

Develop a comprehensive plan fro the activities (1 through
5 above) for a continuing education center for physicians.
This plan shall:
a.

Determine the functions to he carried out by the
center,

b.

Set forth working procedures to be followed in
establishing the center,

c.

Select specific areas of study and priorities of
work to be undertaken by
_enter,

d.

Recommend a detailed scheduling of tasks to be
undertaken for implementation of this plan.

On the basis of our interpretations and discussions of the foregoing as well as the existent literature, e.g., the Dyer report, the
Millis Commission report, the Royal Commission on Medical Education,
the Coggeshall report, etc., we would endorse or propose the following
premises as essential for any comprehensive plan of continuing education to be successful for physicians in the Pacific Northwest:
1.

From the time a phystciaa first enrolls as a medical student in
a medical school until the time of either his retirement or his
demise, he ought to be maintained on one of three rosters of students of that school--or a consorting school:

an undergraduate

roster, a graduate and postgraduate roster, or a continuing medical education roster.

Such would set the stage for agreement as

to mutual obligations and those of organizations and individuals
as well as a feedback system.
2.

The student who is progressini: through the 11 0.0 three phases will

receive less and less specific direction as he assumes increasin,;
personal responsibility for his own"curriculml and learnini,,."

1 r.

7h

child has much of his curriculum spelled

Just
out

hi

In d, tail, the radirtll student of the futurc--despite

f;-:t that be will have increasing oplrtunities to becoe
involed with his cnrriculum dehign and .:..ontent--can continue to

loot.: forward to faculties of schools of ndiciue or others in
society prescribing, largu sogwcnts of curriculum in undergraduate
years.

But as student

..clucaces diminish.

prore::s in their training, these outside
The individual tal.es over the decision tanking,

to an ever-increasing extent.

And although medical school facul-

ties are currently almost non-involved in curriculum flatters for

continuing medical education, it is postulated they will plan an
increasing role -but still a very minor coaponent compared to that
which will be lodged in the individual physician of the future,
3.

The past decade has seen a far closer interdigitation of existent
medical schools and medical school faculties with each other and
a surprising degree of standardization anion,; them.

The next

decade will, in all likelihood, see comparable consolidation of
resources and centralization of many components of the educational
process of graduate and postgraduate physicians (house officers- interns and residetts).

It is assured that a comparable netwerl..

of interrelaticn:lhips will shortly be formed at the continuing

aucation level to involve oot simply iudivIduall: but al.)
the inlivcritle.;, t%e ,.-_glean >fed/cal Asoolation, tae

of A.Irionn

Collcgca, al:

interested consu-ers!

specialty hoard---a!i well as

19

4.

War:: currently unde,-ay at the primary aly't secondary school

I

vcl

is bleniic,g the multitude of new tcehnoloies of instructional
media into the yducntional natri:r.

Wo% currently und(rway at

the und:rgradunte level in medical schools is also blending in
this nee: instructional media but, more significantly, it is also

incorporating application of educational principles in the teaching-learning process;.

It in nssuned thnt, shortly, this process

will be extended to graduate and postgraduate training and then,
in a far more significant fashion, into continuing medical education activities.

ra point of fact, the possibility exists that

both tha new instructional. media and the educational principles
may become better integrated in continuity; medical education

before being adequately exploited in the other two areas.

Over

the long run, we would foresee the development of "learning profiles" for individual medical students aul physicians, learning

packages for translation into the various mediaprinted words,
television, prograr,med instruction, computer-assisted instruction,
etc.

In short, refinunents arm well underway in the techniques

of transmitting new information and/or skills to students and in
predicting their reception and application of same.
5.

While tIe

past generation has seen tremendous "hypertrophy of the

hart sciences" col'on:Its of medical education and
evidmnce tel

su,J;ests tilit try pondalull is win

more c,ntral poaltio., of tuvolvin

extmesively in the overall proces,

,,riot `cc,
to:,:yrd a

the socil soior.cos 1.1r nor..7
reillap

trainees in

cdical

60

school in the 1950's won, overly imprinted to perceive only biochemical bits as oppo..;e,i to p.*,.oholo;leal, social or eeaorlic bit,

pf::ctice--of Jeservil, of coatinulh::

relevant

a:7

medical education effort:..

social cmpunents
is of

ssn7,,:e co:

1970's are likely to :;ee the psyc;lo-

Such a transition in priorities
determination of "needs

:

and wants" for the centinnio,;
6.

edu.:Atien procel;s.

As the educational process in 71edical school continues to evolve

from a hiehly structured, ndmittedly sometimes punitive approach
with nuc!1 concern for failure on the part of the students to a

more po3itive non-threatniv:; process,

o believe that the gradu-

ates of s ich prorans as thcy enter into ':ostgraduata and continuing education

activities will be far more comfortable in lookin

at their ol.n strergths and weaknesses without fear of reprisals

and thus participate in realistic deternination of continuing medical education needs.

Little doubt exists that many physicians

today find it difficult to welcome expoJisr, thcmselves to the pos-

sible onslaughts of the "geheimrat" professors of their medical
school memories.

With the above premises, postulates and assumptions in ninl,
would at first reject the concept embodied in a "Center for Continoin
1 ;d section for PhysiciAn," assu:77in,; the ten: "Crater" c%)fries

With it the usual connotations of cntrAII:7atien of control, pcn..or,

and decisions ;:o prevalent In the rolern acancH,
the contrali'ztlen

on anaehronis71.

We find

It Is totally inappreiriato

di

for what the future bolds.

Obviou:cly, a function such as continuing

medical education world suffer disastrously if seen as being confined
to a single physical facility with a re,[lion or directed by a single

individual and his professional societies tut, equally inport.intly, of
the Tredical schools and adult education.

Thus, in the state of Wash-

ington, tie state universities, state colleges and state coriIdnity
colleges would each play a role in the process of continuing ;Iedictal
education - -in addition to the existent associations, societies, local

hospitals as well as the individual physician.
Our investigations of the Regional

Program-University of

Washington I'receptorship Program for physicians, the Yakima-Central

l!ashington survey of "wants and needs," our collaboration with Green
River's studies, with the Washington State lledical Education and Research
Foundation survey, and with work beginning, a:::ong the Co7.:unity Coordi-

nators all serve to stress the desirability of a focus on decentralized
and individualized programs.

Moreover, our look into why physicians

don't attend coursesreal-time and patient-load problemssuggests
that this decentralisation process needs contin,n?.

Finally, even

though newer media have begun to make ponslble such decentralization of

dissemination of process, they, in fact, tend to centralize the decision-:zahing process about what, when, who, and whey givca lateria] ought
110. disselinated--,e; undesirable

Acctvin:;
roles

to say thee least.

oru:cnt gives rims to the need of cooriftative

missious; only if the ceenlirltive roles arc insertPd via

"participative nanagtlent" into the definition or coneci.t of a "center,"

S2

do we feel the real goals of eontinuin3
achieved.

While such a philosophy

c.dical education will be

J1), appar to be both naive on the

one head and unf nsiblr. on the other, we feel that it blends with our

findings and that it is rest appropriate to look at the so-called
idealized In.-15;e :lad outline it--and then develop compromise: rather
thin Lo

1th pcinci:L21 expre

In such coordinative endeavors, four specific functional areas rust
be partitioned between individuals and organizations in terms of policy
decisions and actual conduct:
1.

The determination of needs--knowledge, skills and attitudes--to
maximize current practices as well as future activities--both
from the constwer's point of view and from the provider's.
Obviously, even if the physician benefits maxir:ally and there is

no spin-off to the patient, the needs have been inadequately
defined.

On the other hand, if only the patient is considered,

it nay he that the physicians would bccole increasingly ineffective.

Self-appraisal approachcs as well as group approaches

warrant oxploration.
2.

The appropriate packaging of knowledge, skills, and attitudefornin7 techniques to respond to the stated needs will obviously
entail group effort --bul ought have

3.

TL L2
to hit:

tr.ti

ii,tal of

pc LIe I

c

to

t

11

'hive Ivo co:

individual vorbdi conani,-ation.

I

sti77.11n,.

Ip!.;

t

17,c,1

G

4.

Til2 evaluation of ,,..heth-r the tran:,mittal of the pr pared

does, in fact, satfsfy the needs specified will call for shill!,
of both oli-;.anizations and individuals.
In settin2 fort 'a uorl:ing T,ro::.cdnres to partition responsihility for

these arc.as, several stops seep; critical,
1.

They are:

Zion- can,ful speciricatien nr.1 quantification of tie existent
preble

r.nd

above in an attempt to roach

tbc- pr :alsos

conceptual concordance with all the necesslry individuals and
organizations.

goth group and individual decisions must be

made whether to cosnit efforts and resources toward refinement
and shr,rpenin

of existent tools of continuing medical education

or to atterpt to crc.ate an entirely new set of organizations and
tools for this purpose.

We assume they will opt for the fornor

alternative.
2.

Several years of discussion and involve:I.:at with the individuals

and organizations to attempt to bring about a com:aiment to the

philoonhy outlined above.

Here it would be critica', to involve

medical students aL the entering level as well as those in other
classes of the school.

Of particular relevance now is involvin

faculty and house officers in moving this particular function
(i.e., undergraduate, postp,radu.itc, and coatinuin education)
hi!;hor on their professional pr!.,-,rit list.

There see:-!: to be as

ihorent ass,.m!ptio;1 that the t.-.enity of a !-ehc,al of 1-a..Aiolia. c11

hrcath.., elsily once a stndcnt has gral,11tol -so they can cenckn-

trate on other entrants.

One tvloAiate rloasur,, in 1-01k:-:.Ailtin.,_;

our plan wo:ald he to have this broad objective of lifelozv,

nent stated and eadorsd in tho lons-rano plan of any nedical

schooli.e.,

COXIitrILlit to equal efforts on behalf of the

school for the three levels of education involved.

Let t1)o5e

throah on that detail of iwle-

responsible for fundin
mentation.

Develor7ont of task force.: with specificd action deadlin,-s repro,-

3.

the involved ort,anizations and individuals to focus on:
a.

Financing options.

b.

Decision-making processes.

c.

Comunication networks.

d.

Evaluation techniques.

Further expansion of the Washington State Medical. Association--

4.

Washington/Alaska ReT,ional :ledical Program-University of Washiatcn
Council of Community Coordinators to include sicnbersiiip from repre-

sentatives of various state and community colleges.

Gradually,

other allied health professionals slould also be added so that
eventually the resultant body cad nerve not simply as a forum hat
.

also in decision-raking regarditv, recomendatfozis for facilities

and equipment all of which need to be planned toward compatibility
of health sciences education.

Coeeivably thin group will per-

ceive the value of ustalinhir:., a r.ore structured coordinativead:Autstrativi, unit

thi! C,,Ancilps

"board -of- trustee.. cAHcity."

Vu'd ,.et such unit:; ei

in a
ie,.i

tip.

a.

Develop still bettui necd-drnination and plannir
services.

I>.

Peveln :Ippropriate "di:eHration networ" for ielcvisies
radio, tolephonc, an well a.; f1171s, loarnin

eventuAly ce::Ip.er
Develop

.ftstructioA.

pPl. çi1. a

in

activities as well a

packa;;es ard

cf existent pregratns and
erson.:4e1 resourcen 3.

hero a parti-

cular advantage exists in the already active Pacific

crth-

Ccalth Sciences Library, which fills this

s'est

role for printed materials.
d.

Develop nn,.,t or better utilize existing evaluative skills

and services.
e.

Develop, in consort with tl,e College of Education and the

various schools In our Health Sciences Division, training
progra:Is to prepare discipline-Ilased individuals to assune

responsibilities for the management and evaluation ot conedtwation activities.

We view such training pro-

grans as Itein,,; the ttost critical Ingredient of any letv,range cuvi-chensive plan for coatintLini-. :!.edical education--

if it is to be truly responsive to health care needs of the
co..71uoity via ii.,1cIontatioa of educational Frinciples.

For oNamplo, we would call attention to the fiudins of
stnly a

of iho-Gx1 (111-it: o ;le

l

ticilu ply Ic I it

invelvod.

rtAC-

c,.; Lrohension of tho paillophysioloy

Obvioa.tly, at Cita rein!.

in tint,

oar

n'.

el

continin:; ned[eml educavion efforts ne,.'d be undertaken to

transmit rcivaut new infor".1tieu
vities wad

eall,.d for.

Lion in tecnique

reinforment acti-

Ia its stead, we would view instrnr7-

of cop;-;anication with patients and prsuasion

principles as indicatA.

Thus, need deieroination test precede

the ir.plcmcntation pl-a!:e; horn, evi.:n the minimua basis of under-

standing of educational principles pernits appropriate action.
Finally, we recognize the impact of individual personalities in the
implementation of this particular plan; if participants are aggressive,
but not domineering, if they are capable of participating in two-way
communication as opposed to monopolizing via unilateral rontifications,
the program can be successful-

The right people in the right setting

could get the aforemcw:ioned program Into full operation witoin a year
provided a minimum of sustaining budget were developed.

In contrast,

the wrong people devoid of any budget would not s'.m?ly prolong inter-

minably an ever more ineffective program, but night postpone for
decades any rectification of the problems that would ensue.
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SECTION

A researcher is confronted with c. variety of challenging problems
in a study such as this.

Also, unexpected outcomes emerge.

In this

section of the report, our attention is centered on the problems, recem-

mendatiens, and implications of Mc study.

.'WOUNT'TTD:

A number of problems were encountered, some of which are listed
as follows:
1.

The breadth and depth of the issue under consideration, the
extent and ramifications of continuing medical education itself,
presented an inherent problem of focus.

Attempting to view the

broad spectrum of continuing medical education meant that parameters for investigation were virtually unavailable.

Neverthe-

less, an attempt to take an overview of an area such as continuing medical education is imp'rtant in order to provide for isterrelations of the several component parts so that the total
emphasis will be more unified and theretore more effective and
efficient.
2.

Professional resistance.

Becasse of the natural 'threat" to

group solidarity and the professional image that arises when
any "outside" party questions that group's practice and behavior, the physicians as participants were somewhat suspicious.
Also, perhaps because of the "soft'. repetition of
body of knowledge, there was a fair amc..:11

clucation's

of skepticism about

ti y

measurc[-eNt procedures and the validity of the instruents.
Fo'Ir ether factors are postulated to contribute to this

resitance to exusing personal professional inadequacies- i.e., assisting in the determination of needs:
a.

The past decade has seen a real shift in organizational
p

f

in medicine.

Medical schools have burgeoned

and assumed a tremendous control; hospitals are booming
and capturing more and more power.

County medical soci-

eties are lagging--especially on the educational forefront.
to some ways--in many ways--the individual physicians no
longer count.

Further change from the good old days is

not .ilways welcomed.
b.

The past generation has seen an elevation of the specialist and deprecation of the generalist.

Part of the spe-

cialist image i, to be interested "in his thing."

Reten-

tion of this image was maintained by not expressing interest
in "our thing.
c.

Success in a professional practice--like beauty--exists

in large patt in the eyes of the beholderin this instane,
professional colleagues.

Any public or group declaration

of internal inadequacies in the group could only r,erve to

taraish such en image with obvious real-life consequences
to those involved,
d.

For centuries the "professional" has evolved a self-accountability concept as part of hi

Opposition to this is

o!:)vioas; relicenstire and .,_!certification are

ccmcn--ard threateningwords.

Such implies that out-

side forces ar::± out to 1SSWIQ total coetrot of the profe!;siecal.

Hence, so710 reluctance to coorwrale with another

out sidle

3.

The r.-tiiIv

novelty of research in medical education.

The idea of

studyiu.4 Htdical education Was greeted with skepticism not simply

by indivHual physiciaps but by medical oranizations including the
School_ of Yedicino, the State Medical Association and many professional so,Acti.2s.

So, too, some of the :)ic,anizations involved in

this study r,..ere also novel--our Office of Research in Medical Education, the

,ishington State Education and I'Lsearch Foundation, and

The Washiai,,ten/Alaska Regional Medical Pt.vram.

All of this un-

familiarity presented probltms.
4.

Difficulties emerged due to the absenr_e of a) an accepted theo-

retical construct for continuing medical education, b) a concurrence
as to its go,is by intrvidual physicians and their professional
organtr,ttols, c) an extensive litcratat-o in the field, and
d) prov,11 techniques for its study.
5.

DiverEity of proiam sponsorship and lack of a uultral contact
point resulted in a "catch -as-catch-ccin" ;Tpreach to building
evaluation schemes.

By the nature of the contract, we were com-

pelled to work with existing prograns--not having resources to
develop our own.

Only slowly did we begin to develop influence on

1e

911

the atru, tIlre and cfaltcnt ol
6.

those programs we attemp*Led to L'.valLatc.

In m;iny :acs, evaluation w:.s "after the fact" or "tacked on

au apNnda;,e 1.atb- Elan eing an integral part at

like

the program

Nerly all tire evaluation approaches we sw,:,ested

p]anrung itself.

requ'.rcd sume type of adjust: cnt in the already existing progran

7.

No provi.n model exists for evaluation of curriculum, especially in
the area of adult education.

The contract was not designed to

develop such a r'eclei and what curriculum evaluation schemas were

available to us were not immediately applicable to the continuing
medical education programs as evaluated.
8.

The c.!eptance of only part of our evaluation program and design

by those responsible for the continuing education programs threatened to jeopardize entire evaluations at times.

Partly as a result

of lack of total acceptance and partly as a result of working with
intact groups, it is lupossible to generalize many of our findings
beyond th: populctions in the study.
Seemingly lirited techniques exist for assessing physicians' needs
except on an individual inventory basis.
to he s)ccific
economic area.

Lel

Many of th.-_,sc needs seem

a gi,cn specialty, a given geographic, or a socio-

Tials, a need o` ore may not be a need of another- -

even in the sane specialty because of the nature of his prJctice,
0 e t.aiquoness of his patio!.

population and his own priorities.

In general, tlic:.e individualized inventories have heen applied on

the self-applaisal basis.

hxceptions to such approaches do exist,
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witness Siye, WillThmsen, brown, White, and other audit stndie.
In our region, audit apprenchns hove. not yet found acceptance and

thus, were not available in assisting in realistic determinations
of continuing educational need,;.

Despite the afore7r,entioned problem areasnone of which ought
be minimized--,'e remain convinced that the fortuitous combinations
of personal and professional acquaintz,noes in our region served to

mitigate many of the inherent limits and to negate others which
might haw! developed.
:tECOMMLNDATIONS:

We feel certain recemrendations are warranted, but purposefully
hove not chosen to rank them. in order of our personal priorities.
1.

Neither cost nor geographic location seers to be a factor in leavening physicians' attendance at continuing medical education courses,
but rather it is the factor of their perception of time away from
the office al.d the lack of personnel to cover their practices during
their absences; consequently, ways need to be dev2lopcd whereby ',he

physician con have access to the training necessary in his own arca
for shorter durations of time more convenient to his way of practice.

This may well mean a renewed emphasis on providing such educational
programs within the nuspitals themselves.

As indicated Ire r., the

findings of this study, nearly 40 per cent of the hos:Atals in the
state of Washington mak,:, no provision for kooping their physicions
updated.
2.

A centralized olcaring-howzo for specialty areas ray, proviCe
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-mccliar.im for dissemination of pertinent information IC) physicians

throughout the nation.

The evidence from this study clearly indi-

cate, ho,,,:cver, that, if journals are to be a viable rioalls of con'.:Invino.

TiliCni cducrAion, impr,ivements must be incorporated that will

attract phl'sicic.ns to then as a source for calLinning their developr.eat

3.

in the area of knowledge and skills.

Mort. e-Thasis

a

i:d be pl(A on aad &reater attention should be

giv as to the promotional aspect of continuing medical education
programs to develop attractive, progrnm topics, and to stress unique
teacUiag techniques to be ih:orporated in ea given program.

Physi-

cians appear to be influenced icy title topics which indicate

the relevance of the course content to their particular interests
and needs.
4.

In a fel. instances, the community colleges have been used to advan-

tage in developing and administering continuing medical education

program; this resource should be devenped to z much greater extent.

It is a flexible institution with great potential as a

resource for continuing mcdical education in the state.
5.

A more in-depth study of physician educational ncds should be
pursued in specifcally def:ned areas.

It is further si.gc::,ted

that A nechanis:1 be developed whereby these needs u,rr be substauliated.
6.

The financial base needs to lie broadened in order to add additional

staff in the Division of Continuing Ildical Education to develop
prograns for allied health personnel as well as assistance to the

d!reeter in th: identification of niids, program dovelovent, and
program ad inistratien.
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i.

education should, in fact, be a continuous pre-

Cnntinuing
resR.

The attitude toward this process must he ,Manned for and

oevelop:-,(1 as part of the um:lel-graduate training.

Continuous edu-

cation should be built into the lifelong pattern of the study of
medicine, uhich might veil include periodical reassessments of
physician's
h.

to continue in practice.

Frc.n the iindiogs of this study, it is quite apparent that ue must

use the various media at our disposal to bring educational activities to Ule

The dcign and management of the learning experiences should incorporate basic learning principles relevant to adult education.
10.

There is n]ed for further research to clarify some of the unam,wered
questions about the management of learning for adults.

II.

Mien programs arc to be evaluated, the evaluation design should be
built in from the inception of the program and be an integral part
of the total program, not an afterthought.

DIPIACAT1ON

STUDY:

The following points provide brief highlights of the immediate ontle-scone implications of the contract:
1.

Continuing medical. education progra.7.s have been evaluated in

greater depth than at any time prior to contract.
2.

Prohlcm ares have been Orought above the surface and arc being
wrestled

3.

Continuing medical education progra'aL; in ..,:Asl'inO.on ace cha'ing
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with emi.hasis on more locally initiated, individualized programs,

and use of additional media such as television and radio.
interest has been ;tir..,ulati2,1

in continuing medical. education as

evidenced by Community Coc:rdinators, locally initiated programs,
and willingness to assist in feedback efforts.
5.

Entrance of educational. psyci.ologists in

area of planning,

developing, and evaluating health science programs has been
accepted.
6.

Unparalleld cooperative and coordinative efforts are being made
between physicians, educators, and medical academicians as sell
as between the University of Washington Medical School, Washington/
Alaska Regional Medical Program, rand the Washington State Medical
Association.

7.

The School of Medicine has shown, by substantial financial support
for the Office of Research in Medical Education, its commitment to
Leaching and learning.

This support adds stability to the Otfice as

a longrange resource for continuing medical education in the
Northwest.
8.

The Project Director, William 0. Robertson, M.D., and our consultant,
John Lein, M.D. are now serving as the liaison otwci2n the School
of Medicine, Washington State Medical Association, the Washington/

Alaska Regional Medical Program and many other groups throughut
the cem:unity.

Their relatinships ar:ong these instilul!ons anal

organizaLlons will enhance `u

i

e

ckl ,r ;alive continuing medical

9)

-c-..fft._s

in this are-.

"We talk cut and not aro.1

our probis"--and fornulate our ccflective solutions.
Two points ought be amplified.
pri:71.A1-y

First, this contract

6(n tire

,,ins for the devolopent of an Office of Roscrai,11 in

Medical Mucation to focus on continuing as well as undoric

.ie

.11'H

;,,,raduat

Historically, in September at

edicl Education

formally established in the Scho,

at the Univ-rsity of Washington.

ui

For several years prior to this time,

YAS being done primarily through the efforts of

the ;roue,'

Dr. W. 0.

1967, an Office of Res

Ron2rti-on, Associate Dean, and a faculty Research in Medi-

cal rducalif,n C07.nittoe.

A letter to the Dean specifying the assump-

tiGas, objercjv,:s, potential activities, and implicrtions of such an

office clearly indicates the breadth and depth of the scope of this
concept as early cc 1964 (see Appendix A).
The two-year period of development of boll' purpose and function of

this Office has fortunately received outstanding support from faculty

ond adminitracion alike, which has kept growing pins to a minimum.
Up to the present

,

a contract with the Public Health Service and

a grout from the National rend for Medical Education has provided the
main financial support for the staff and activities of the Office.

The

support fr,3 t'le!:e two sources dur:ng the ensuing critical years is

now being suhstantially assured by the School of Medicine.
iniIi, illy,

tie

nain efforts of the staff, comprised of Charles W.

Dehnvi, Ph.D., t)irector, secretary, and two

research assktant!=,
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have been Ti
:1
pursuit of Public lealth Service contractual objectives.
Concurrent-y, tl'e faculty has made considerahle use of C,e staff as
they havL

r,. trngjed with improviag the teacnf,)g and learning process.

These .1ctivaies have included school-wide and deartmental curriculun
develove:I and evaluation; conducting faculty seminars in educational
problems;

:onhniting with individual faculty members; and serving on

faulty committees.

a varf.ecy

activities is in Appendix B.

The first Annual Report of the Office

'the demands being placed on the Office

reflect an increasing involvement with the faculty and faculty committees in pursuit of answers to questions related to curriculum, teaching,
and learni:1g.

The Office functions as an institutional resource for

informtio.1, consultation, advice, and assistance to be offered, not
forced.

The chjectives for this Office, as recorder'

the AAnual

Report, en.-:ompass the total educational program of the School.

The efforts of the staff are being expanded in the area of continuing medical education by providing evaluation services for local. Region-

al Medical Program educational projects and assistance to the Division
of Continuing Modica!, Education within the School and continuing medical

education endeavors Throughout the region.

Several scoinars and work-

shops are being planned for the coning year centering on educational

planning and evaluation for project directors and community coordinators
of continuing medical education prolraTs.

Sore of these programi will

be made available to individuals throughout the Pacific Northest.
Secondly, as a cons,quen,e of the contract and

noted repeatedly
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during the ;ur:Ilt of this study-- emphasized by such individuals as
Sir TIIPOL

Vab'ev,fre hunch, and Peter t,:eodford--the actual role

of modiLal iornis in continuing medical education differs to a considere,h1c tt,nt frem their potential one.

!Sift even the actual role

proves ,:riH,..A and basic for most physicians' continuing medical

euucatii H-!ctts.

p,:rn.3is--format, style, or content--to maximise their poten-

c..edi

tials es
to them.

The challenge Olen exists to develop modifications

)m-jlly to "imprint" medical students tc react differently

Co that end, we are attempting to underLse a rather detailed

study vi ienmor-phvsician reactions as well as professional opinionsdrawn fro, the field of journalism--regarding the existent national
nd speciAl

me-dical journals.

lie would propose to devr-lop programs

to build on their str()gths and minimize their deficiencies.

Such

would be pnr.4ued an the assumption that the resultant changes would
lead to favorable reception by consumer- physicians and more effective

opportunities for learning on the part of physician-suscribers throughout the legion.

it would also be our premise that the generic model

developed under this approach could he translated into action in other
regions of the country mete such constder.d
avenue of investigation is long overdue.

1'1

desirable.

We feel this
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APPENDIX A

aeptember 30, 15'4
Dr. John R. Rognese,
School of Medirjee

William 0. Robertson, t4. D.

Medical Director

Proposal re " Research in Medical Eduction"

Ac you know, over tbe Past 10 yeare medical cchoole have bee
their educational functions - documenting, appraieing, and evalnatiee then.
Sparked by the A.A.M.C. and Oeorge MIller'a group (Butfalo and Illinois),
cuah pre rams are adding a dynamic and objective Reelect to "teaching and
leernirq which peraits this f'unetion of Medical f7ehools to achieve a
coereetative statue with the conventioael "recearch and pat4ent care" function to the benefit Le' all conceened.
At present, several Dapartmenbs in the School of Medicine have already
undertaken analyzes of their edle-ltionel prograns. An ndditional empheois on a school-vide basis would appear indicated. owterd that end - i.e. the
implementation of a more forctalized program of "Research in Medical Education".
I would propose:
1.

A number of assumptions be examined in terms of the likelihood
of their being accepted - or at least not actively re,"ected by the faculty and administration of the School of Medicine
prior to the institution of any program. These nclude:
a.

That the complexities of the educational process are legion.

11.

That these comnlexitica are an appropriate area for
scientific investigation; proper inveetigation maz
provide either (or both) theoretical knowledge about,
or practical approachea, to solving problem contained
therein.

c.

That the educational process in medicine - undergraa.tc,
poatgradoate, and continuing - lends itself in en extraordinary
fachion to sit1dy; appropriate study of it would affect, in a
constructive manner, the medical echool'a succesa in its
objective of providing optimal learning situations and
experiences to all its students.
(Moreover, as with patient
care, the incorporation of a research reogram seams
improve
overall function.)

d.

That, considering the total budget of the Medical School, a ueell
percentage devoted to "Research and Develounent" of its product oucceaeful learning - would seem appropriate.

As I nee it, none of our faculty world oppose such aosumptiona and, I
believe, all would favor developing a more foe al program.

1A

Sept=ber 30, 1964

Dr. John R. II:`,7.233, ltcn
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER-AIDED INSMCfIn::

EfART, CANCER,

STROKL, AND RULATI.)

This project itself was carried ou

11.5iASJ:5

am.'..or the aegis of the 'ic,sh-

ington/Alas'Ra Regional :Iedical Prograa.

it:; purpose was to develop and

then evaluate computer-aided instructicy, (1d) as a co;,Ipicentary and

supplementary method of continuing edien for physicians, nurses,
technicians, and other health persona41.

1,iLl project. was directed by

At-. Don Miller, Projecc Coordinator, 1.1.

h vd1cped and supervised the

production and the implementation of nine CAI programs during the first
year.

These programs are

"Arterial Fibrillation," "Arterial rlutter,"

"Bradycardia," "Introduction to ECG's," "Malignant Melanoma," "Renal
Function in Pregnancy," "Renal Hypertension," 'Review of Arrhythmins,'
and "Tachycardia."
Our office staff, supported by this Contract, assisted Mr. Miller
in the project evaluation.

The folloing is a synopsis of the field

evaluation as orepared by Mr. Miller.

The communities of Aberdeen,

Port Angeles, Port Townsend and Anacortes, Washington, were selected oa
the basis of their willingness to cooperate and their remoteness from
Seattle.

Duration of availability of equiment was determire!d by the

number of physicians in the community and computer time available.
Users were informed that they could use the system on weekends by spdcial arrangement, or late in the evenings, if they let the ceuputer
operator know what time.

Before the equipment was left in each comma-

nity, it was demonstrated and a "hands on" experience was Lade available.

In

2

Instruction sheets 1..ere left along with the phone numbers of where help

was available if trouble developed.

Evaluation information was collected as soon as possible after the
equipm.mt was moved from a given

In Aberdeen and Port Townsend,

evolua:ion meetings were added to the agenda of pre-scheduled conferences.

These communities provided the most feedback because most of the participating physicians were there.

Dr. Charles W. Dohnor from the Office

of Research in Medical Educa.ion and Mr. Miller attended all evaluation

sessions and coMected verbal comments at the meetings and also responses to a questionnaire.

In general, satisfaction was expressed in use of the system when it
was functioning properly.

The greatest hindzance to the machine's use

was seen as being the time of day that it was available.

Data supplied

by Mr. Miller indicated that the more times a day a system can be used,
the more it is used.

Evaluation Field Trials

Attached is a form with the categorical items summarized (Table 1).

The open-ended responses are summarize)
Question 1:

What operational difficulties, if au, did you experience?

In general, all who reported use of the system expressed their
enjoyment in its isa, as long as it was functioning properly.
failures were most frustrating.

However,

It was very difficult to contact the

computer room, especially at night.

Failure seemed to be caused by a

variety of sourc?s--terminal operation iguoranc., computer-operator

A

A
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error (i.e., pulling disc in middle of run), phone company ignorance,
instructional program errors, computer failure, slide projector jams,
and electro-mechanical failure of the terminal.

In short, just about

anything that could hawr happened did happen, at least once.
It was expressed that, after a long day, the physi:ian or nurse is
tired and that light material or humor is essential to keep up the human
machine dialogue.

The greatest hindrance to the use of CAI was :he time

of day it was available.
the more it is used.

The more times a day the system can be used,

To support this, figures from Aberdeen and Ana -

tortes are presented (Table 2 attached).
Also the users found it difficult to be at the machine within the
15-minute window that was available to them.

If they didn't start

within 15 minutes of their scheduled time, the computer operator assumed
they were not going to make it and started a "batch" process.

Other

problems were identified, such as a need for better labelling of slides,
better identification of trays, and some of the loops designed for
review did not answer questions needed to be answered.

It was expressed

that the CAI was esucially effective in causing the learner to be
actively involved in the learning. process.

appropriate for most of the programs.

The material level seemed

They also indicated that a wider

variety of programs would have been advantageous.

This, of course, is

a little difficult at this tine when only nine programs have been developed.
Some of the other advantages mentioned were:

they did not have to

expose their ignorance and could still learn; the typed-out answers to
take home were good; a variety of difficulty of questions was presented;
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the pressure of one-hour limitation gave them a sense of urgency.

In

general, satisfaction was expressed in the use of the system when it
was functioning properly.

Question 2:

What other proaram, if any, would you like to have on CAI?

The response to this question seemed to be related to personal
interest asd no trend could be established.

No. of Requests
3
2

I
1
1
1

3

Program

Drugs Used in CCU
Fluid Balance
Childhood Diseases
Skin Conditions
Respiratory Treatment (use of 02 teat)
Shock and Patient Treatment
Endocrinology
Acid Base Balance

Other requests were for a more diversified use such as a diagnostic aid; handling a .hysician's medical records (and medical history
acquisition) and patient instruction.

Participants' Suggestions for Future Field Operations:
1.

That there be another phone line to the computer room.

2.

That all old computer times be made available (i.e., between 12:00
and 1:00 p.m., 5:00 and 7:00 p.m., and may as well go on until
9:00 p.n. since the regular start was 7:30 p.m.

After midnight,

it ray as well be left on for use in the early morning ho'Irs by
nurses, etc. who arc up then).
3.

That data sets be used at both ends to cut phone costs and ease
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difficulties in getting coupled up.
would facilitate this operation.

Perhaps a plastic dial card

This was one of tun most consis-

tent troubles.
4.

Leave a stand-by terminal in the field as a back-up.

5.

Remount all slides in plastic (now under way).

6.

Have '.1moustrtion and evaluations as Fart of regularly scheduleu

7.

Since the feedback to the system is the primary route to improvement, the validity and reliability of returning information is
critical.

the quality of this information can be enhanced greatly

by additional programming.

Three cases of information neer' this

attention.
a.

Timing:

b.

All the information on the present questionnaire.

c.

Educotional strategy sophistication,

d.

Need error count form.

e.

Need error count individual error pattern through program.

f.

Need latency form for end of print to response.

g.

Spaced review.

h.

Ability to print error ratio on indiv!slual request.

i.

Pregram to detect legality of CAI addresses.

j.

Program to prevent the election of an in"alid frame number

when the program was taken and how long it took.

from killing the .,;ysten.

The second part of our office's involvement with this project was
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the evaluation of the use of CAI with undergraduate medical students
and nurses.

The Office helped to develop and analyze equivalent fo,os

of examinations to be used in pre- and post-testing tt:Alizing an anal-

ysis of variance design to measure the amount of knowledge gained as
well as to compare the CAI quantity of knowledge with programmed instruction and traditional classroom lecture method.

Four of the CAT programs

were selected to be used in the study of comi,arison gain in knowledge

with second, third-, and fourth-year medical students and nurses.
These four programs are as follows:

1) Malignant Melanoma, 2) Renal

Function !n Pregnancy, 3) Renal hypertension, and 4) Introduction to
ECG's.

Problems aro,e related LT the administrative aspect of these parti'7ular programs with the result that analyzable information was available
only from the "Renal Function in Pregnancy" program.

However, at addi-

tional study using a "Malignant Melanoma" program was carried out later
in the spring under the directi:l of Dr. John M. Shcrt, Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine.

This office also participated in eval-

uation of that program.

Student Evaluaticn:

Medical students wet: used to collect information on the relative
merits of lecture, programmed instruction, and CAI because it was hypothesized that students would afford a more controlled situation than

practicing health care professonals.

These are the same stu,ents vhu

provided a testing ground to improve the materials.
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The first group of students was taken from the conjoint course, 454.
Thirty-four examinations and comment sheets were returned from the lecture group, 12 from the group that had computer-assisted instruction
and programed instruction, and 10 from the group that ht.d programmed
instruction only.

The reason for overlap between PI and CAI for the one

group was dint oach stildeot was limited to oa-half hour on the computer
terminal.

Table 3 attached is a summary of the returned questionnaire.

There were several notes on the questionnaire showing'the desire
for more personraized learning situations such as a combination of th.e
media involved.

The results of the questionnaire indicate that the stu-

dents in the lecture method were more satisfied with the mat "rial and

methods than the students on CAI and PI for th!s particular experience.
Nevertheless, all groups wanted more CAI and PI but fewer and better
lectures.

Because of a limited number of students involved in CAI and

PI and just PI categories, test significance far mean error levels would
be meaningless; nevertheless, on the face of it, there did not seem to
be such difference in mean error levels.

Another problem wab that the

test had a very low "ceiling" and thus several persons got the entire
examination correct.

The results of the two courses, "Renal Function in Pregnancy" and
"Nalignant nelanoma," that were anlyzed by this Office are summated on
Tables 4 and 5, attached,

The reliability for the equivalent forms

tests lined in the "Renal Function in Pregnancy" study was .60.

For

Dr. Short's progran., the post-test consisted of the pretest plus 25
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additional items.

Reliability of these two instruments was .17.

As

shown in the tables, there were no significant main effects and the
ratios were non-significant.
ted for cithar study.

Thus, the null hypothesis was not rejac-

In addition, there were no significant differen-

ces for tin.: factors in the ilegional Medical Program study.

These

results concur with available studies in educational research (Stern,
1963; Me_eachi2, 1963).

For tke program, "Malignant Melanoma," the second-year medical students were assigned randomly to three sections.

The same program wan

presented in three different modes of instruction- -CAI, PI, and "trail- -

clonal lecture."

The final number of students in each section was 25,

24, and 31 in CAI, PI, and lecture, respectively, due to program changes.
Information was collected ref, rding the student's attitude toward Close
three instructional media.

1)

Me students were asked to indicate an

overall quality of the program by rating it en a scale from "poor" to
"excellent"; 2) the preference for various modes of instruction was
determined by asking them to rank the media used in order of their preference us a means of instruction :lust lowest to highest; and 3)

the

attention
__________ value of these triree modes wag determined by asking the stu-

dents to rate them on a scaly from "no attention" to "excellent attention value."

In a previous unpublished study by Dohner and Bamberg, "Selected
Characteristics of Medicat School Students at the University of Wash-

ington," programd instruction was rated as ilost preftrred wh2n stndents were asked to compare various media that they had previously used
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prior to entering medical school.

Programmed instruction, filmed

instruction, taped instruction, television instruction, and computeraided instruction were rated in that order,

The percentage of students

who had had experience with these various media are as follows:

filmed

instruction (99 per cent), taped instruction (85 per cent), programmed
instruction (58 per cent), television instruction (53 per cent), and
computer-aided instruction (17 per cent).

It is not clear if these

ratings are the result of novelty of the various media or of satisfaction or some other variable.

It is interesting, however, that program-

med instruction, while third in familiarity, ranked first with rega,:d

to preference for those using it and that television instruction ranked
next to last.

Based upon these findings, it could be hypothesized that programmed
instruction would receive higher ratings in terns of preference than
either CAI or lecture method.

It would be of interest also to see if

PI were rated highest using other concept variables.

Subsequently,

the following hypotheses relating to these three modes of instruction
were set forth.
HYPOTHESIS 1:

There is no difference in the overall quality
rating by students between the CAI. PI, and
lecture modes of instruction that they respectively experienced.

HYPOTHESIS 2:

There is no difference in students' preference
ratings between the modes regardless of which
mode was experienced.
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HYPOIFiLSIS 3:

Mere is no difference in student preference
ratings between the respective modes experienced
by the students.

HVOTITSTS 4:

There is no difference in the attention value
ratings between the respective modes experienced
by the students.

The students were asked 1) to give an overall quality rating of the
program, 2)

to rank the media in order of their preferences as means

of instruction, and 3) to indicate the extent to which the program kept
their attention.

All of these ratings were based on a rating scale

from 0 to 4, with 0 being the lowest and 4 the highest rating.

Mean

ratings were determined for each of the instructional groups and compar
isons were made between the means of the various instructional modes.
The statistical significance and mean differences on these responses
between CAI and PI, CAI and lecture, PI and lecture in each of the groups
was evaluated by means of t ratios.

Table 6 presents an analysis of the roan differences between the
groups on the attitudinal responses.

The lecture method received the

highest overall quality rating of 3.00.

The first null hypothesis is

rejected (p< .05) when comparing P/ or CAI with lecture.

The lecture

method is found to have a significantly Heller quality rating than
either.

There was no significant difference in the overall quality

ratings between CAI and PI.
In order t

test the sec.nd null hypothesis, the roans of the
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preference ratings for the three modes as instructional media were
computed across all students.

A significant difference 0(.05) in

preference ratings was found between CAI and lecture method with the
lecture method receiving the highest preference rating.

There was no

difference in preference found between CAI and PI or between PI and
lecture.

The data relating to the third null hypothesis are found in Table 7.
With the exception of two comparisons made by those in the PI section,
no differences were found in students' ratings of the three modes as a
means of instructional media.

Tin_ results show that the students in

the PI section rated the lecture method higher than CAI, and PI higher
than CAI.

This type of discrimination did not appear in the CAI or

lecture group.

The fourth null hypothesis set forth is not rejected.

None of the

mean differences in students' ratings of the attention value of these
programs is statistically significant.

Based on these data, there is

no evidence to suggest that a difference in attention value among
these three modes of instruction exist, at least for the population in
this study.

Comments from those students in CAl mode:
The CAI would be better at holding attention if there were sound available also.
Each question tends to be a discreet entity and a good deal of proactive
and retroactive inhibition is in effect. Noise.
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It could be that cramming for finals all day has made my attention span
very limited, but whatever it was, I was unable to really concentrate
(The time of day m14,ht be very important.)
Having had
on the program.
no prior experience with a program of this nature, I found the computer
completely overwhelming ani hard to concentrate on. I would be interested to see if a second exposure would be more profitable.
I like the ability to be an active participant in my learning.
I will be better able to evaluate it after several weeks or months when
I see how much I forget!
One trouble with this type of learning is that the student
no concise material for study at a later date as one would
class notes.
A tremendous improvement would be an outline
material to be received after the CAl. Clic time I really
is not on first presentation, but on later review.

is left with
have from
of the
learn material

The ending was rather unclear--would be better to he informed that the
end has come.
The program is good--as a variation from usual methods of learning.
The variation of methodology is effective in keeping one's attention.
Funt

But a second try at it would be helpful--but might break your
pocketbook.
Typewriter als distracting.
Quesrtons seemed lacking? One isn't able
to look back to refresh while taking CAI--as one could with PI.

Interesting but seems to jump around--no smooth transition in points.
No.

I think that a person certainly must be in the right frame of mind when
he takes this program.
Otherwise, it could be very confusing. Also,
the knowledge gained from such a program requires rather intense concentration if any of it is to be remembered.
This is difficult due to
several problems including 1) noise of output typewriter, 2) inability
to go back to previously done questions for personal (rather than programmed) review. Of course, this type of learning does not permit
questions or any in-depth probing of any subject introduced.
(This can
be done in lectures, texts, seminars.) The slides presented were difficult to view due to lighting, angle of projector ani general inconvenience of changing slides.
I found the program easy to follow, but fc,'Ind I could rot )em'all much
of the detail required by tho test.
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I got to the pink sheets and tnonght, "Ah bah!
Yes, finally you asked.
Now I an going to get to say something.' But no--all I get are "circle
the number, check the box, mark your preference."
The computer I was uncomfortable with. This may go away with use. The
typewriter is very hard to concentrate around.
On the whole, the pro
grain was not very interestingly written. By far most significant for
me, however, was the lack of opportunity to feedback more than one
flick of a finger.
Believe it or not, I do think during lectures and
while I al reading. And I get a chance to write something that comes
from my regurgitation circuit.
dere I haven't felt rewarded significantly.
The test was comprehensive but I kept thinking, "This is an
awful
favor I an doing," because it just dragged along.
Several
the questions were vague and/or presupposed a prior knowledge
that was rot given in the program.
The inevitable delay of typing also

caused a loss of attention that 2S undesirable.
tions are entirely too simple.

Also, come of the ques-

As an overall effort, however, you are to be congratulated for at least
trying something new.
Good potential in some areas.
Fcc topics that involve clinical observations and differentials that can be contusing, I question the use of
it.
I find also myself doing the irichinics of the program but retaining actively very little.
I think a seminar with slides both histo.
and clinically in small ;roues is the only way in dermatology.

Although the technique is interesting, once I left the computer I felt
I hai F.ttle knowledge of the subject.

Hy feeling about learning is that to learn best and fastest, and to
retain that knowledge, a person needs to use all his available senses
(hearing, seeing, feeling, smelling).
The impression in this way has
to be greater. The computer pro,Iram seems to eliminate most of these
impressions and makes the experience mechanical and transient.

Comments from those students in PI moie:
I thought one of the objectives of a programmed text was to allow each
individual to proceed at his own rate; whereas I sat so lo,Lg waiting
for the slides to change that I forgot the material I had read.
By the
time I finally got to ti.e post-test, it was basicall:, just another
guessing game.
case i

perit:Ips :caching new math to an old nath mind:

good deal of trouble c)solidating the progra,mcd material.

I have a
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It did nor seem to flow naturally.
Ilany times one just fell into the
next frame--a logical development was not felt to be present throughout.

The programed text was not completely explained at first (how to deterbut after it was explained it was easy
mid-. which oox to go to next?).
I probably would have gotten even more out of the program by
to follow.
taring a little longer to absorb the material in each case. Once a student is more used to this type of instruction, his time will be more productive and he can proceed at his own rate.
Once over the :laterial in insufficient.

You should O: more careful to give instructions on how to answer the
questions, 1,e., how to read t1
answers. Also it night help to point
out a few representative tnings on the correct slides--after we have
chosen one cr the other--it is possible to gu,ss the correct slide of
two not so clear slides and not know why it is right.

It would be ccesiderably improed with adequate projection and with a
typed summary of signs, symptoms, treatment and prognosis of each
disease placed at the end of instruction.
The instruction should have been reworked.
Programnd instruction needs some drastic . !provements.
I felt rushed.

Fairly well-organized and instructive.
I find PI done
ny own pace an extremely efficient way to learn.
This
program was not beveficird fot me because of the forced rate to keep up
with the slides.
Not enough tine. Can't work at your own pace Lecause of the slides.
Would be great for slf-teacbing.

I do not feel relaxed or as if I enjoyed this last two hours. I do
feel seminar accompanied by slkIes and with syllabus would be more
aivantageous.
I would prefer to he given the program text to do on my
own at my convenience.
In devisit,g the program I feel that were sequential ordering of questions does not provide enough recall from the student. In drvising
this program I would have pat in cone comprehensive questions at the
end of each patholoical entity.
Subject
Sequence qaeslion
Conpr-hensive question

II

I

5

6

7 3 9

.y 13
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I had tremble evaluating the program per 5,2 because 1 dislike program
texts so much.
I would much prefer to have the sane material presented
in 1/5 the space, memorize some definitions and characteristics, see
some pictures, nail leave the ;object for a while before returning to it
to relearn it.
My retention following the use of a program text is minimal plus I haw- not had adequate. chance to compare various aspects of
the subject so that I do not develop a good perspective on the subject.
I would spend my time writing a clear, concise, well-organized syllabus
(which the Dermatology staff has already done) rather than a programmed
text.

It would he -more effective for me if there were more review questions
throughout the program.
Otherwise, one night as well read it in a book.

At first, the directions of how to get from one frame to the next in
the programmed text ''ere unclear.
I prefer to read the material and
take notes on it at ny own speed in a text to a programmed text. I
don't like learning under pressure of any sort.
I don't feel I had time to really learn it. Because of the slides, you
had to stay with the group and couln't think things over at your own
speed.
1)

2)

3)

Original instructions on how to proceed were obviously unclear.
Howevet, once explained, the program was easy to follow.
Each iridividual needs his own slides to facilitate immediate reviewing, comparison, and to allow this to be an independent learning
experience that each student can adjust to his particular pace and
mode of learning.
In statements that list criteria in sentence form, I find it difficult to see and remember these criteria. My feeling is that it
would be
quicker method of visualizing and learning criteria if
they were lisLA in outline form, e.g.

1)
2)
3)
4)

lentigo maligna...
has atypical cells
appear only at derno-epidermal junction
do not invade deriis
tnflammatory infiltrate sometimes

Keep up the effort for improved learning techniquesvery very
tired of poor lectures.

It was a good program. After reading through it there shoald have been
discussion (seminar) before taking exam.

As an experiment, this course his been interesting; certainly it breaks
the monotony of a lecture schedule.
If the programmed instruction is
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continued to be used, I would suggest an improvement in the logical flow.
I have the feeling that some lesions have floated past without a definite concept of them.
I would like to have been able to have an instructor clarify SOM2 of the descriptions and distinctions for me.
I found that the ,xa.,1 asked for fine distinctions which were not apparent
to me in the program.

Comments from those students in lectur

mode:

SOP,, of the questions on the test were not ru_ationed in the lecture.

The enthusiasm of the instructors stimulated my interest (and attention)
in and to the material covered tins far,
the lecture seemed too much like a computer course. It presented questions that the ordinary lecture doesn'twhich is the main problem of
the ordinary lecture, e.g., you would show a slide of junctional nevus
several tines to reinforce it
whereas ordinarily the slides would be
all in one slug and not integra..:cd among others to contrast.
Dr. Sagebiel's presentations are lucid, concise and a pleasure to
attend.

I thought I knew the material from the lecture before the testbet the
lecture was either no complete or the tcs covered superfluous material.
It was a headache to answer all the questions, otherwise OK.
From the practical point of view, programmed instruction (paper and pencil) with, rarrouseis to show visual examples seems to be the best
approach.
In essence, I feel lectures are a waste of time. The reason the average student likes this is that he is told what is important aid it
takes less work than reading vast textbooks trying to sort out what is
relevant.
If he were first directed to pertinent material and rivAt
shown clinical or slide material to reinforce najor concepts in wall
seminars it would be an improvement of this lousy spitback rote memory
system.

The efforts of the Dermatology staff are appreciateu.
I like the way the lectures on the first day were broken up. I think
that it Jr much better to have 15-20 minutes from one lecturer and then
change.
This offers two rain advantages;
1)
Lecturer doesn't have tine to ramble; lecture must be short,
organized and concise.
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2)

Student doesn't have time to go to sleep.

So far program is great.

The "programmed instruction" was written confusingly--it takes longer
to figure out directions than learn the material. The slides were difficult or impossible to see. Ay past experience indicates that this
is the sloweat means of learning I have ever atteiptci and in this case
my anger at tha above circumstances made it impossible.
A good lecture is a tremendous learning experience. Most lectures, hoever, are giv1n, iu seems, by 3').aeone who would rather be doing something
else.

The sheer 111;:13or of lectures is a disadvantage.

It's hard to consistently maintain interest in any single teaching method. A variety is
aeedJd.

Future Planninn2:

There seems to be a sufficient amount of enthusiasm among physicians arni students to want continued work in this area.

Future eval-

uation of CAI programs should involve closer work with the evaluation
area in the development of the programs themselves in term, of objectives with the development of the instruments in order to build instru-

ments that possess higher reliability for evaluational purposes and in
the actual implementation of the design after the selection.

Coopera-

tion of all parties involved must be secured long in advance of the
implementation of the program.

The results of our evaluation lead us to suggest that there is
probably going to be no real difference in the amount of knowledge.

gained when different mathods arc used and that any valuable differences
will be dependent on other factors, such as time involved, convenience,
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However, there still remain many variables that

efficiency, and cost.

certainly were not controlled for or examined by this study, such as the
effect of different levels of I.Q. and times of day, levels of branching,
sophistication, etc.

If one simply views the CAI method in terms of its

ability to teach an amount, i.e., quantity of information, resalts of
our evaluation confirm that it functions in this manner as well as programmed instruction per se and the "traditional" lecture method.
The fact that no difference was found between CAI and PI in either
quality or preference ratings is in contrast co the study of first-year
medical students at the University of Washington (1968) when Pi received
the highest preference rating among various media, including CAI.

It

could be hypothesized that the two groups are from different populations,
or that the quality of the PI and CAI programs contributed significantly
to the apparent shift.

We did not test this hypothesis.

It has been

quite popular recently to deplore the lecture method as an outdated and
ineffective means of disseminating

knowledge, even to the extent of sug-

gesting it be completely eliminated in some cases.

However, the analysis

of the data in this stqdy tends to support the lecture method in both
quality and preference,

...east for the topic, "Malignant Melanoma."

This is a reversal of the expectation that programmed instruction material would have been preferred.

But

again, this phenomenon may be d_e

to experience and familiarity with the method.

It is also of interest

to find that students did not feel any differences in the attention
value among the media.

Apparently, even the novelty of the new approa-

ches to teaching had little influence on student attitudes toward them,
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although we did not test this hypothesis, per se.
Th.e only significant differences found in stu:ent c,amparisons of

the three modes was in the PI group where CAI was found to receive significantly lcn:er ratings than PI or lecture.

No other clear distinction

was found which suggests there may not be any clear pattern of preference among the instructional media used in this study.

Otlu-r studies

(Ncheachi, 1960; Koenig et al, 1959) find that methodology .'2es rict
affect learning.

Based on these findings, there is little evidence to suggest that
students will learn morc effectively or that they arc likely to be more
highly motivated with any one medium.

The quality of the program or

the topic to be presented may, in the final analysis, be more important
in deciding which medium to use as well as the medium itself.

The

instructional media have no inherent magic in and of themselves to
enhance the learning environment.
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TABLE 1

W /AR2"P CAI PROJBCT

Evaluation of Field Area Demonstration

3

1

BAD TIMING

Equipmenti Dissatisfied
Failure

!

5

-

2-PROGkAA

-FATIGUE

Other

Reason for not Comple-:ing

For each program you started to view check if you completed it, if not check reason for not
completing it.

Time Ran
Gut
in

1

Completed

Atriol Fibrillation

10

1

i,'rocjram

Atrial Flutter

15

1

3radvcardia

.t.

Introduction to ECG's
:ialignant Melanoma

7

5.

1:enal Hypertension

17

1

7.

Rev.:(2w of Arrhythmias

3

Renal Function in Pregnancy
2

8.

12

16

Mcnycaraia

84

9.

TOTAL:

3

7.
6.

PrtLra

Flutter
.:7,ryearLia

New Material

1

2

of Little Value

Review Material

U.
10
14

0

1

1

2

3

2

14

14
3

81

7

of Some Value

12

5

6

6

6

7

7

2

2

7

1

'3

1-F2ROGRAN

of No Value

vlewed either completely or partially, cnecA wnetflor the content wa
or review material.

Int-rocuctien to ECG's
::elanom,

:7:enal Function in Pregnancy

F,cv_icw of Arrhythmia

TTI

:-:a1-_7:9,4nt

Very Valuable

rate toe program you viewed.

Tacnycarcd
Plear:,

5.

5Ieoa. Function in Pregnancy

3

Program

rlutter

5-

Neoal ..pertensor,

3rac.yca-f'cli

7

-::eview of Ahyth;:lias

to 2CGs

5.

-,-achycaria

5
3

TABLE 2

PHYSICIAN RESPONSE FROM TWO CITIES

COMMUNITY

Aberdeen

Anacortes

PHYSICIANS
IN COMMUNITY

22

DAYS
IN COMMUNITY

HOURS USED

NUM3ER OF TIM'S
AVAIL/UM: PER DAY

25

20

7:30-8:30

6

50

7:30-8:30
plus time
requested from
limited periods
of availability.

TABLE 2.

STUIJi.N1 RH:AlONSE TO CAI IN CONJOINT COURSE 454,

InGRATORY PROCEDURES

LECTURE

CAI & PI

PI

Satisfied with 41ateriai
Yes

17

5

2

9

4

3

Yes

21

7

5

No

15

4

4

0

0

0

9

2

2

More
Less

4

6

0

0

0
0

More
Less

6

6

4

0

0

0

No

Satisfied with nethod

Future role of CAI, PI
and Lecture
Lecture
More
Less

('Al

PI

Dr. John Short

TABLE 4

MALIGNANT MELANOMA

SS

MS

2

29.485

14.74

error

63

1013.682

16.09

total

65

1043.167

source

di

treatments

F

0.916

N ... 66

TABLE 5

Regional Medical Program

RENAL FUNCTION IN PREGNANCY

SS

MS

1

.05

.050

error

18

64.50

3.586

total

19

64.55

Source

df

treatments

N

20

0.013

TABLE 6

COIIPATS01; OF QUALITY, PREFERENCE AND ATTENTION VALUE
BETWEEN flPEE 1TDES 01- INSTRUCTION A5 SEEN 3Y
SLCOND-YEAF MEDICAL STFDENTS

Modes of
Instruction

Overall Quality
Fenn
'-ratio

Mean

CAI

(C)

2.44

C-P

1.30

1.8

C-P

1.86

2.64

C-P

.24

21

(0)

2.34

C-L

2.96**

2.1

C-L

2.61**

2.71

C -I.

1.08

(L)

3.00

P-L

2.14"

2.2

P-L

.30

2.90

p-L

.95

..ecture

Preference
t-ratio

Mean

Attention
t-ratio

Moan computed across all students.
**

p <.05

TABLE

7

COMPA%1SON OF STC,DI:1T PREFERENCE FOE THREE
OF INSTRUCTION IN EACH OF TPE THREE

114MUCTICNAL CROUPS

Modes of
Instruction

Moan

CAT

(C)

2.0

C-P

.0655

1.4

C-P

2.(:'.0

PI

(P)

1.7

C- F.

.5313

2.4

C-L

2.524*

Lecture

(L)

2.2

P-I.

2.3

P-I.

.140:"

**

F

()2

CAI CROUP
t-ratio

1.1.114

l'oan

PI CROUP
t-ratio

".1; G:T1T

t-ratio
'.-r

i,

i

1.776
.3611

.770
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In D,!ce.:.iher of l'.;05, .1 co:H.:Attee of
t physicians in the isolated area of
Central 1Jashinton et to discus the need and opportunities for continoill eaucation
of physicians and ocher health professional; In that area. After a nerlber of meetins,
this group initialed and completA a ecr.rehesive survey of medical facilities and
i

nenpower resource.; in Central f,!ashii-;ton.

:lost of tie 24(.1 physicians in the area participated in an atte:Tt to identify their Gwv contini trig education needs.

These 240 physicians serve approximatAy 250,000 people and are isolated from
any academic and r.ledl:cal facility by as much err 100 Niles There are nine: sall hospitals in colvunities within a red iris of IOU
of Yakima, the major city in this
Central Washington area, whose staffs confer with the specialists in the "akima -medical community as frequently as time and distance will permit. No major professional
society meetings are held in this area and physicians who wish to attend coutinuir
education courses must travel 150 miles or more to Seat.-..le, Portland or SpoKane.

The content of the program took several forms, including exchange of teachers
and practitioners between Seattle and Yakima, audio-visual programs, and the use of
educational television. Visitation teams co :apriced of two physicians from the Seattle
area spent two days in the city of Yakima in continuing education activities that were
primarily directed toward physicians. Various; topics determined by the Central Wash in ton continuin education committees have been televised in a series of three shows,
followed by a fourth meeting at which the instructors who made the television tapes
visited Yakima for a two -Lour wrap-up session during which a question-and-answer time
provided opportunities for discussing pertinent points in the televised programs.
The over-all purpose cf the project is to provide members of the Central Washin;ton c.edical counitie:, with opportunities for teaching and learning in order to
improve tne care for victims of heart, cancer, stroke cud related diseases.

GUICTIVLS:
The specific o!jeclives of the project are as follows:
1.

To provide opportunities for teaching and learning which will improve
care of victiros of heart, cancer, stroke and related diseases.

2.

To improve co..7:7,unichtions between the Seattle academic complex and the
Yakima co:aplo,.. llich will augment continuing education.

3.

To improve comAanication between Yakima and the surrounding ccmnuuities
in ways which will augment continuinr, education.

4.

To stimulate health practitioners to identify th.Ar own educational
needs.

J.

To investir,atk, records or whatever vrtinent data are available to ;:,YPstinlilLir needs or dctermin others.

h.

To entire
visit: by

7.

To desi:-,n c,alu,ationa in.stral,nit,; which will r.,veal practitioner'N

towArd

p,t.:onnel

facilities to gain .axio., profit from ho-,J.ilal
erscpncl.
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8.

To recreate habits of sell-instraction.

9.

To provide latest advances in the diagnosis, treatment and rohhhilitation of victiws of heart, cancer anu stroke in the Central Washington
area.

LVALUATIO
The Office of 1:et:earch in ::edical EdoLation at the University of Wnshingtou
School of Aedicine was asked to assist iu the evaluation of this project. The first
step was to identify the objectives of the program.
These are listed above.
Secondly, our staff proposed an evaluation scheme for measuring the degree to which
these objectives were achieved.
Some of the objectives had been accomplished prior
to this invitation.
Also, it was not possible, within the limitations of time and
funds, to evaluate some of the project objectives.

The following is an outline of the evaluation proposal:
1.

Attitude Change 'cleasurc

A semantic differential was developed to assess any change of physician
attitude during the coarse of study.
Examples of relevant concepts to
be used in this study were:
televised learning;, television, lecture,
televised lecture, review material, research material, continuing medical education, and practical material. The research hypothesis was
that there would be a significant chan.ge of physician attitude during
this course of study.
2.

Knowlecit3e, Gain !leasur,

Three different designs were proposed to measure the amount of knowledge
gained by participants who viewed the televised series. A pretest would
be give,: to identify entry knowledge and a post-test was to be given at
least 30 days after the last televised series in order to assess longterm gain in .1nowledge.
3.

Change in Practice Ilea :ure

The hospital records were to be examined prior to the ser;cs for patients
whose final diagnosis for the admitting symptos was known.
histories,
tests and treatments ordered were to be recorded.
The results were to be
assigned sores based on the criteria established by the lecturers.
The
scores b...
the television series and after the series would be cu- pared.
It was pJ
d that higher scores folloitr the series would indicate
practice
...s.
Communic

al

I at on

It Was felt thit nu';
tors, personall vi!.its or referral
and sc.lect.d rir iic t1

frclanLics of telephon calls, lvtletter,i lieteeu the phy.A.Aaps in YaLi

profLaa.:ioia-Cs in U1' Ilcatt_le area cuald lie

as Leila:, relatA to the Ccntral

Projcct.

Ii terprottd
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3.

Vieser 1;rr::l'.)fln1

A brief questionnaire was to be sent to viewers and pctential viewers of
these programs in ord,r to assesc T.11.2 atten,iance cane attitude factors of
those physicians from the Central Waaington area.
A detailed proposed plan including; the above areas was then presented to
the Central Washington ccmmittee (see Appendix A).
All of the plan was
not accepted; for cxapic they felt it was not the proper time to attept
to assess attitudes 14 the tanner prescribed in the design. The other
phases of the plan woo,' accepted with none modifications.
With the exception of the com:ralnication phase, the modified plans were carried out.
Evaluation data collection was administered by th:, Project Director and
the results were analyzed by the Office of Aesearch in Xedical Education.

A:h)

Summary of the First Visitation
Extreme care must be taken in interpreting the evaluation data from this project.
The maximum return of evaluation forms was about 25 per cent of the group while, in
most cases, it dropped to well below 20 per cent.
There is every reason to suspect
that people who did return their forms were atypical. It is, therefore, misleading
to use such an inadequate sample to generalize about the attitude of the total group.
In fact, due to the small sample, the correlational analysis is not included in this
summary.
The following comments, then, apply only to those people who returned the
evaluatica forms.
In general, the ratings indicated a good, positive reaction to th,). experience
on the cart of all participant;. There were no negative ratings for aay session.
The material presented was highly relevant for the participating doctors, as indicated b:r the high relevance score (3.15 out of a maximum of 4.00) and the fact that
all expected to sec some patients related to the presentation, and most (80 ppr cent)
expected to see at least six cases per year for 'which the material presented was
relevant. Thu nurses' sessions, although not so highly rated, also seemed to fill
a need. The average relevance rating for nurses was 2.8 and, while 22 per cent
reported that they were unlikely to see patients related to the material, 57 per cent
felt that they would see more titan five patients per year for whom the material
would he relevant.
The lowest ratings were assigned to the "suited to objective" item.
Since no
objectives were specified, this is not unexpected: when in doubt, people tend to
use the center of a rating scale. However, the concomitantly lower ratings assip,ned
to "interesting" and "innovative" nay Indicate that further attention to methed of
presentation and more stress on the purposes of a session would be worthwhile.
Nevertheless, the total picture seems to irdicate that participants were well satisfiedas indicated by the over-all real! of 2.5 assigned to "objectives fulfilled"
by both doctors allrl nor!;c:;.

Co Miendlyea's.:
inyhn,:ent In
the.
evalultioa procelarks
especially, where inf-oLmat ion (such as
ohjectiv,H; )
f ro-t the spea't

neecsary;
is needed

2.

The spc!al:ccs should he involved in the evaluation plans in order to
elicit their cooperation and assistance in both instruments' developIt is imperative th.it they kne,:
ment and administrative proceduros.
and accept the purpose for the evaluation.

3.

Plans for collecting data most be more carefully worked out. It is
rather useless to analyse tne results unless at least do per cent of
thu participants respond.

4.

nnere is sufficient evidence to support the continued use of these
evaluation instruments or modification of the same for gaining information of the type they purport to measure.

5.

Consideration should be given to the following two additional ways of
evaluating these activities:
a.

Use of personal interview.

b.

Use of a grou
program.

(M.D.'s, nurses, educator) to evaluate the

Stroke Telecasts

KNNLEDGE GAIN LVALUATION
A 25-item multiple- choice test was designed by Drs. Fryer and Titus covering
the material presented 1n the three televised stroke presentations. and pretested on
a group of physicians in a community similar to that of Yakima and its surrounding
area, based on location from major nedic:s1 facilities and size of tow
The test
was then administered to 55 physicians in the Yakima area who had agreed to participate in this aspect of the study.
Five weeks after the 14st presentation of the
series, the physicians were again administered the same test.
Unfortunately, only
27, or 50 per cent, of the physicians completed tine post-test due to various reasons,
which included not having attended one or more of the televised sessions. All of the
tests were administered anonymosly, using codcs,and results have been made available,
pre- and post-, to the participants strictly on an anonymous bas's. Generally, interpretations made from the data on this project should be guarded.
The 50 per cent
who took the post-test nay, in some manner, be atypical of the whole group.
For
instance, of the physicians returning the post-test, 85 per cent attended three or
four of the sessions while those who did not take the post-test tended to attend
two or less of the sessions. However, there was no mean score difference between
those physicians who did complete the post-test and those who did not complete the
post-test in terns of the p'etest mean scores.
.

Results:

The test retest correlation coefficient for the instrument was .81 for
those ?hysicians who co,lploted both pro- and post -test. This is a pretty
rood indication that the instrument itself is a fairly eonsislnt errands of these
people takin:,, it.
The pr-tost sccr(. for ChOSC pirson!; co ,ptloth prc- and host -test was 3.C4 anl the po-4-tcA scni-c
r,Tr..-f:ont:;
mn.an score
difference
tlif
.02 level (t=2.07).
The ,n'
ion of practice effect is not of : :mach olcern in this cas as
the ti ,c interval letl:een pr.-- and post-testin'l is rather eNtrnled over
a three-;:onth pericl.
it is prism ),1 that Llic increase in ;.roAcd-,w is due to
the p!rlicipatinn in the tcicvised
conre, in rcallty A study s..ch as
this Joi.s not pri.ve Mile in a definitivo vzy.
.are: certait.ly opi.orloaition foi
Discussion:

other variable
to huve intervened and coied this increase. However, one ight say
that participation lu the project iJ; aY.-71:1JALud with an increase in knowledge that

is sinificant.

Change in Practice

fa order to reet the objective of designing instruments to reveal practitioner's
progress toward goals thronh the use of hospital records, a study has been outlined
which would examine patients' records before the onset of the strol.,e program and
after the completion of the Aroke program wita an eye toward measuring any differences in physician behavior in terms of diagnosing, test-ordering, history-gatherin
and examination procedure.
It was decided that a method which would facilitate this
type of investigation would be the preparation by Urs. Fryer and Titus of a saw le
"ideal" check list a5linst which each case folder could he co:Ipared. With this in
7-linJ, a pilot stud
conduc!.ed durirr; the fall by a medical student who went to
Yakimu and collectee this data froi- 13 cases (see Appendix 15).
His results, which
are summarigx3 iu his letter, sho, tiaL such data collection is feasible and the
results are interpretable. Generally, the pilot study seems to indicate that on
preprogram case reports roughly only one-third of the "ideal" information has been
gathered.
It is planned to progress with the study in full over the summer of 1969
and a further report will be made of the results of that investigation at a future
date.

Viewer KosTonse to the Red!-Jde Dia;:nosis of Stroke Program

As part of the as.,,essmont of the Washiugton-Alaska Regional Medical Program
telecast series, "Tine bedside Diagnoris of Stroke," the Office of Research in Medical
Education was asked to make a btief inquiry to assess the attendance and attitude
factors of those persons who viewed or had the potential to view the three broadcasts
dealing with; stroke.
A more intensive investigation into these two factors was not
seen as feasible by the pro!,:am planners and, consequently, a post card was constructed which was felt to adequately assess the type of infori-!cion desired. The results
of the 'ata are sumlarized below,

The total number of post cards sent out was 144, Returns were divided into two
those persons having attended a final wrap-up session following the three
telecasts and those persons not attending the final wrap-up session.

groops:

Table 1 shows that a very low percentage of those who did not attend the wrap-up
session returned the post cards (25 per cunt).
Of those who attended the wrap-up
session, Cu per cent returned post cards.
It is impossible, presently, to say whether
those who did not return the post card and who did not attevi the wrap-up se.:sion
viewed or did not view any of the three telecasts, On the other hand, those persons
who did attend the wrap-up session and presulably viewed one or more of the telecasts
seimled mere motivated to answer the post card and, thus, rest like'} constitute a
differ 'Pt
HIle thin the non-att,adees.
Thou it is not appropriate to Vic,w the
data ani 3tatemcnt,; A:VIC about the,_ data In Cif:: rcp.irt
aplying lo the selpl,:s
cf
of

the

noa-att...uiec
lo,.:Lcr-;

h:

,,n 1^ and eel to e,onerali;:e to tA..
Ccatrat VA!lill.1.11 AV 'A.

intirestih, feature of the re!,alt is that te.e.:c persons who did not attend
-12s!;i011 Sci-12,1 Li' Vic: the proIr,e7s on the whole 1.orc at here tu.in 'Ili 11;h
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hospital (see aller_;

1
and 2).
Perbas all thi:: means i, that tose who or rots
involved with the hospitals or located cl.w.er to th, hospitals are more likely co
view telecasts such an these in the hospital.
Vut it could also mean that thoe rho
were more ;:-,etivated (i.e., attended the wrap-up session in addition to the three
tel
were those types of persons who would tend to go to tine hospital to view
the telecast.
Of a possible total viewing percentage, that is, the number of people
respoudir; for each sample timef3 the namber of pro;;rans (i.e., 70 persons X
210 possible total. viewing), 174 total viewings were indicated, or a viewing ratio of
83 per cent.
For those who attended the wrap-up session, the ratio was 91 per cent.
Again, either those persons who seemed motivated to attend the wrap-up session tended
to view more telecasts, or else viewing more telecasts may have created an interest
in attending the wrap-up sessio:,; from the data available, one can only hypothesize.

Looking at the percentages iv 'fable 2, there appears to be a slight trend on
hospital viewing to decrease over the three programs while the hom.e viewing percentages seem to remain rattier stable.
The forsier tendency would agree with other studies
involving radio or television presentations to medical audiences, one in New York
State and tuc other in Utah.
Tho latter phenomenon would have to be compared with
information gathered from subsequent telecast series for conrirmation.
The respondents were as. d to indicate whether or not the telecast had been a
worthwhile e;:perience for them (see Table 3). A mach higher percentage (92 per cent)
of those who had attended the wrap-up session felt that
telecast had been worthwhile.
Table 4 shoos that, again, a much higher percentage of those who attended
the wrap-up session seemed to be more involved in this case using the stroke pamphlet
which was mailed to all doctors in the Yakima and surrounding area.

Attached are the various comments made on the post cards with regard to the use
of the stroke pamphlet and general comments about the telecasts. In general, the
telecasts were viewed favorably and it was felt that they were both worthwhile and
instructive.
There seems to be some feeling that the programs should be shown more
than once with better physical arrangements, and that the sessions could be more personalized; but, overwhelmiagly, the responses were enthusiastic.
In summary, the programs were well-received, the stroke pamphlet was considered
valuable, not only for the programs but in its own right, and those who were involved
were very much involved,

MULTIllED1A FOLLOW-U,

hue to a delay in getting Phase 2 of the Central Washington Project underway on
time, the :te:donal Xedical Program substituted five "fill-in" snows dealiirT; with
"Hand, Voice and Eye in the Diagnosis of Heart Disease"; ":-:ultiplc Trauma"; "Obstelrieal Emergencies"; "Face Pain"; and "Placebos." These programs were aired at the
saAct tines and over the saTe channel as the stroke telecasts.
these ;'romans
not deal with tbe same subject matter, it S,1,; Jct.:lied to
rosonc 1.o far as r1311-11 as a forth- r indication of the roactic,a
to hot) t wse tch.viioa 14oscniations a: a L'![. modfo;-.1 avd of
of tie' s;.oFe progra:.1s.
In ilivcnttga;in
we aro .1.,-Arc loll no ecacioslims can he
from sun co:Tarisol a.; to whoth,,r the one series ws more iopnlar

oTTarc

thin 11C r.oc.111.
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Approxiately one north after conplotion of the five progra...s, double po;t
were seat out to all ph:,,iciatn; is tie 1'a'-i.-ht and surrc.indin
request.in
gnat
they indicate whether they had watched ,any of the prty!ra--:s and, if so, burr
extent to which they liked or disliked the serien, usin a Li.::ert scale rangila; fro1

"not at all
preference.

to "very ouch"; whether they preferred a :Ielticopic, unitopic or ihtd no
They wore also asked to ;.mke se.;gestions for future pr,_,sentations.

Kesults:

An averae of three of the five maltitopic ...hows were watched by 93 physicians.
Physicians woo pave reasons for being, unable to ,..etch were not
included. 1:inety-one physicians rated
over-all series on t1i
lfl.e-dislike dimension,
The aver,-ve rating was 4.49 out of a possible 5.
The preferences were indicated as fello.rs:
Aultitopic, 27; UnItopic, 35;
Prefere; ce, 33.
..;c,

Discussion:

The results s..?e71 to indicate a very popular and (!u;'e favorable response

for the multitopic presentation.
It should be noted that nowhere air
the amount of publi.:ity that accopnie. the stroke presentations occurred with the
irultiLopic series.
Each individual presentation was not rated because such inforHation was not of interest at this time. The rating with regard to the series is
obviously very positive.
It would be desirable to see whether the preference for a
multitopic or unitopic or no preference was significant.
A chi-square test was utilized with the result that the chi-square was not significant at the .05 level.

one can say that some people have no preference for either type of series
and that soAe people do have preferences because of the actual indication (i.e., 27
people prefer multitopic, 35 people prefer unitopic), it is not possible to say that
significantly nor; people prefer one cr the other nor that significantly more people
have no preference. Perhaps a study is neccss ry atte....ptin3 to determine what factors influence the liking and disliking of either type of presentation.
It Ilay be
'pal there are. other factors that related to whether the topics were hultitopic or
unitopic which have influenced these results.
Anotiv.:.r observation is that whether
the respon(':nt..; preferred 1-alltitopic, unitopic or had no preference, their ratinpa

for the series based on present data wore very positive.
Thus, it is not possible
to say that preference goes along with 11:,e in this case.
SuFgestions:

Suggestions made by the physicians were not numerous and centered arouad
more convenient scheduling usually later in the day, surprisinly--and
around specific areas such as diagnosis of fractures, differential diagnosis and dyslexia, dermatology, chronic respiratory disease, infectious disease, current status of
antibiotic therapy, and use and abuse of laboratory tests.
But also, there were !-,lf.gcstions for wrap-up session.; at the end of each series and re-runs of the series so
that those who missed parts of them could view the;a.
There arc, of course, innilerable untold variable;: operating so that a study
such as this cannot d.e conclusive in ter -.s of cause-and-effect relationship:.
Or even that the relationship;; that esit are not due to see ude...nown factor.
ror
instance, it is not known why tin rultitopie proi;rams were liked so well; only that
tiwy is-re libel.
For that matter, the stroke pro,,,ro-%s were also liked althoOL not
an well, apparently, as the mAtitel,ic; yet, there is no preference for
over ant:topic, ,:ech AS the 1;trohe
irlicatia:, A necd for a farth,r study lute
the can,,.tive faLtors fir 1U., !,
and preferunce!-i.
For :,.hit,v,r
the . A l t
r
pr
.,rh ..ory
1 - 1
,n;
Gcncy,)) 1 y :;11.,; t ( y i . .

i-,c!;tii.i;!;
r....7.asar

for later,
is

Arun hc k

h

1

,

pre.; nt.itk,n,;

at CA::
iu the future.
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ne

11111.,. it in.:
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Li, wit it
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\.'hile Lie full ilvact of t.,,15, prorm cannot bo aseed without Cie
ce7y1,.tion of Lie chance in practice il.,:Nur,! that will Lake p]:aee later
that th, progrs, as a whole,
!,athered to dace
in the year I'M,

Disc

n:

The nu-.1r
viewers racci them positively.
were successful in that a najorily of
of viewers incra,;ed from the first presentation of the stroke series tkronh the
pro
multirldia presentations. ;:hetb,!r this iron due to the content of the followin
grams or whether it was duo to an increasin interest in the televised C:1E broadcasts
dot, it 1.s possible to argue that LiE
is, of course, not discernible.
instruction seen ,1c that presented in the Central '.,:ahin±;ton Project is in part justified on the basis of the inter( -!-;t s!lown Ti': the physicians in that area over a said

Furthermore, comleats fro1 chi physicians
in,icate that, not only did they increasinly enjoy the presentations, but wanted
There were many so7.estions for future broadcasts, not necessarily centering around
the central MP gels of heart, cancer and stroke. One thing that is also perhaps
apparent is that it is probably not feasible to visualize any given physician viewin
an entire series of a prorml operated in a voluntary manner. The results of the
study i:;dicale, thin
this ea:; a rate occurrence and probably due to irregular and
heavy schedules thit doctors in practice are subject to.
variety of subject hatter nr,,is.

As expressed, It was demonstrated that knowledge gain of a content type did take
place over the stroke series. Whether the method utilized, namely televised instruction, was more efficient than live lecture method was not investigated; other studies
in this area (research on teaching the visual arts, Jerome Hausman, Ohio State University in jilacreoQ Df Ilesear(111
L. Gage (ed.), American Lducational
Research Association, ]land- :legally & Company, Chicago, 1967) have shown that there is
little apparent differences in terms of measurts .3uch as know) Jge gained when culparis,-)ns are made hotYeea televised instruction n,d traiitional lecture methods.
As the ultimate goal of the Central Washia,-,,ea Project was to effect a ehallE;e in
practice measure, the record study will be of cruF-11 importance. It is an attempt
Knowledge gain,
to quantitatively assess behavioral chan3es at a behavioral level.
enthusiasm of participants, and other non behavior ,1 chnges are of little value unless
used by the physician in the diagnosis and treatLlent. of his patients.

TABLE 1

LOCATION AND vImINc SUMMARY FOR STROKE TELECASTS

Program

Cl

02

P3

Viewii.,

Totals
(all
programs)

Total
Returns

Viewing
Location

Attended
Wrap-up

Did Not
Attend
Wrap-up

Hose
Hospital
Viewers

8
35

11

43

20

Home
Hospital
Viewers

12
30
42

Home
Hospital
Viewers

Home
Hospital

9

lota:.s

17
46
63

9

16
39

13

55

14
30

6

44

12

20
36
56

34
95

19
26

129

45

53
121
174

47

23

70

4

6

TABLE 2

LOCATION AND VIE4!ING SMARY OF STROKE TELECASTS

Viewing
Location

Attended
Wrap-up

Did Not
Attend

61

Hone
Hospital

19%
81%

45%
55%

62

Home
Hospital

29%
71%

31%
69%

03

Home
Hospital

32%
68%

50%
50%

Hone
Honpital

26%
74%

42%
58%

86%

25%

Program

Viewing
Totals

Returns

TABLE 3

"Have tLIse t:gecants been a worthwhile experience for you?"

Attended wrap-up
Did not attend

Yes

No

92%
62%

4%
24%

Undecided
4%

14%

TABLE 4

"Did you use the stroke pamphlet?"

Attended wrap-up
Did not attend

Yes

No

96%
57%

4%
43%

COMMENTS OF PARTICIPANTS ATTENDING THE WRAP-UP SESSION
FOR
YAKIMA STROKE PROGRAMS
(N m 47)

ITEM 2:
(12)
Excellent, good, well-done, etc.
To be seen at least twice.
I learned.
Regardless of interest area, they are opening local academic hannels.
Strongly advise they be continued in same fashion as now.
Out of my specialty, "kut interesting.
Not in my field.
(3)
Long time since last comprehensive review.
Difficult to view entire program.
Suggest one,:lialf-hour showing.
Lacks involvement of the audience--too general a topic.

ITEM 3:

Good, excellent, etc.
(12)
Will keep for review.
(2)*
Nice medical didactics.
This will become a part of my files with comments added.
Program would be lost without it.
Appreciate its brevity and conciseness.
Well-done, but too brief.
it as "2".
Not so hel
More detail on drawings.
Lacks ,any details t would like to review and don't remember from T.V.
Could have more systematic arrangement.
an a pediatrician--did not get a pamphlet.
ITEM 4:

Excellent, well-done, informative, etc. (31)
Necessary fer completion of troject.
Personalized the sessions.
Summary of emergency care good.
Excellent; night would be better.
I had to leave after 10 minutes.
Coed, not enough rine.
Not enough time, poor organizatirn.
Very 'ood.
Hard to hear loud speaker.
Poor reproduction.
Need better physical arrangements.
So-so--not too much he.p.
We need cv,re help with treatment.
Not dynamic enough.
777

T.V. repetitive, personal comments (Q 6 Ala) by doctors excellent.

COMMENTS OF PARTICIPANTS NOT ATTENDING THE WRAP-UP SESSIONS
FOR
YAKIMA STROKE PROGRAMS
(N

23)

IfEM 2:
1!e11- organized and informative.

Worthwhile in regard to this particulnr subject.
Outlinef quickly importance of several quick, easy steps in diagrams.
Would think a brief review in one to two months would reinforce retention
of material.
Would like conttauous program on one se,jezt until complete.
Well-done, though nit very ucoful to ma as a pediatrician.
I found them
interesting.
(3)
Not worth time and money spent by product...on.
Fair review.
By a good sttoke of fortune, I didn't Jee them.
Forgot to watch two programs.
Television reception was poor.
ITEM 3:

Well-done, north having for reference.
Adequate for material covered.
Help fix salient points.
No rime.

(2)*

ITEM 4:

Good; let's have more, etc.
(3)*
Desire more practical information; e.g., therapy relative to specific
problems.
Usefulness of cancer and heart programs would be debatable. as regards my
specialty--ophthalmology.
Telecast 02 did not begin until 7:50 a.m.
Local problems with reception.
Oontinling education program would benefit from long -tern series,

I)

RECORD STUDY
1.

Pur_Lcsc.

In the final stage of the assessment of the Uashington/Alaska
Regional Medial Proc:ram telecast series, "Bedside Diagnosis of Stroke,"
the Office of Research in Medical Education was concerned with mr!asuring the effect that the Regional Medical Program stroke series had upon
the car, of stroke patients in Yakima by evaluating the hospital records
both before and after the series.
step a feasibility stn,:y was conducted, August,
Haigh F,,x, a fourth -year medical student, investgated a sample of fifteen records from St. Elizabeth Hospital using
a Check list devised
Dr. David Fryer, neurologist and co-author of
A complete sunmary is available in the Appendix.
the video series.
Essentially the pilot study resulted in minor suggestions for revisions
of the check list and in confirming the feasibility of conducting a
cornletc evaluation.
Ito

At that

Desiyn and Method
A pre-series, post - series matched group design was employed.
All CPA coded files available at St. Elizabeth and Yakima Valley Memorial Hospitals for a period of six months prior to the series presentation,
October, 1968, and six months post were used.
The files were analyzed
and the number and kinds of inforration found were recorded on a "stroke
series check list" (see Appendix) by Mr. Darrell Hull of the Office of
Research in Medical Education.

The combined number of files was 180 with approximately equal
numbers in the before- and after- series divisions.
Inspection showed
that 38 physicians authored these files but, when a given physician's
patients were matched to Rift and divided into pre- and post-series
groups, some had handled only a single CVA patient, either pe- or post-,
and so were deleted. The resultant sample was 22 physicians matched
with their patients, each with one or more patients in his pre- and
post- group.
The stroke evaluation check list was the sole instrin7ent for the
medical ;ile evaluation.
The five najor categories:
diagnosis,
present illness, examination, order sheets, and laboratory tests had
a potential of a "noted generally" rating, indicating, that )111y go oral
inforation
s recorded with respect to that category. the 48 :.ore
specific subcategories could be rated "yes," (ther vas positive or
negative infermdtioa recorded regarin,i; followinO, or "no," ((1:Lie
was not information recorded), or "unol)tainahlt," (for whatever rcan).
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There was also a blocked area for additional clarifying
generally" and "yes" received a numerical value of one
"no" and "unobtninahle" received zero points. The two
pre- and post-group scores, for the 22 physicians were
summing and averaging the points front the chock list.

"Noted
notes,
point while
sets of scores,
obtained ly

Several limitations of this instrument should be noted
Perhaps the major problem was in "quantifying"
here.
physician recordings such as, "The patient's head and neck are within
normal limits." noes this ir.CAR that there is no skull tenderness bruits
decided to require an exact reference to a speolor neck r:gidity°
.rcditing A point; this issue still
fi,.'
Secondly, there
required some judgment on th, part of the investigator.
not
applicable
on
a
given
case, e.g.,
Were a nu-,her of scales which
"uses oral contraception" for males, or given "writing" and "reading"
The former proved to be no problem
tests for a comatose patient.
because contraceptive use was not referred to in any of the files and
the latter again required a judgmental decision from the investigator.

Delimitations:

III.

Statistical 9Teration and Results

The pre-series scores were divided by hospital to see if check
lists from one hospital yielded higher scores. A t-test was done
between the means of the two hospitals and the 1.934 value proved to
be not significant.
The physicians' files from both hospitals were combined and a
correlation was run between the total scores, the sum scores for both
There was no
major and subcategories, of the 22 pre- and post-sets.
consistent relationship between these pairs of scores, evidenced by
The means for the two
the near zero correlation, Pearson r = A00389.
groups were essentially identical and a t-measure of difference was .047.

Pursuing the notion that the number of television programs watched
might be related to the sores obtained, correlations were made, between
No significant
the number of programs viewed and pre- and post-scores.
relationship was found for the pre-scores (r = .23) but a negative
correlation, significant at the .05 level, was found between the number
of pregrams watched and post-series scores (r = - .'a9)!

Fivally. the "noted generally" scales far the five major categoric,:
l!eans weie be ived for this scale only and the pre- and
vit-scries evaluated for statistical difference. Again tao
to he assumed to he essentially the same with A t-value of 1.".1'>. A
.her of pi, .anti wAt.,211c,i 1'r the
correlation was next run between the
phy,,itians and their "noted generally" post-score i..ean. The coefficient
WAS not significant (r = .10).
.,:-!re examined,
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IV.

Conclusions

It can he concluded that the data does not support the hypothesis
that the "L,Iside Diagnosis of Stroke " series facilitated better care
of patients if chart recording behavior is our criterion for measuring
increase in quality of care.
Naturally this criterion is itself questionable.
Perhaps a significant improvement in patient care, diagnoi:;,
All we can say is tha. it did net
examinz.tion procedure, etc. did occur.
appear upon evaluation of tie redical records. It should be -ecalled,
however, that preciseness and completeness of file recordin-; was not one
of the .tod oble,-ti s in the stroke series program. To Expect a signitic,mt gbInge in rclording beh,vior may be, then, a little unrealistic.
Generally, the statistical procedures sh:,vcd that the extent of
relationship between such variables as nunber of programs watched or prescores and post-scores was negligible.
The exception was the relationship wherein the higher post-scores tended to go with fewer viewings of
the stroke series programs. While several interesting hypotheses for
this relationship might be generated, the most reasonable is that there
were simply chance-factors causing this statistical significance.

The scales were not of concern individually, for the most part, but
a few warrant coment. The final scale dealing with a judgment as to
the physician's apparent grasp of the patient's problem proved to be too
nebulous or elusive for the reseaLcher to adequately rate. The unobtainable rating coluan proved to be another problem area, which did not lead
itself to reasonable assessment and proved to be of little value to the
study.

STROKE EVALUAT:ON CHECK L1ST

_Age

osp.
d

Illy

_M or F: PRE or POST; Physician

(MobYes No tainable

DIAGNOSIS
type of lesion
site of lesion
degree of severity

PRESENT ILLNESS
at rest or activity
sudden or progressive
Type of
presence of headache
Onset
severity of headache
(if present)
site of headache
(if present)
use of oral contraceptives (female)
PAST HISTORY
strokes
syncope
transient ischemic episodes
hypertension
migraine
seizures
family occurrences
EXAMINATION
blood pressure both arms
skull tenderness
bruits in the neck
retinal artery pressure measure
neck rigidity
preserve of hemiparesis
degree of hemiparesis (if present)
pronations sign or leg drift sign (if hemi present)
presence or sensory disturbance
presence c f extinction
loss of optokinetic nystagmus
visual field defects
grasp reflex
aphasia
speech
writing
as applicable
reading
understanding the spokane turd

ORDER SHEETS & LA3 TESTS
sedative prescr ibed
blood ,agar
area nitrogen
skull X-rays
arteriogran
EE6

salt
H,0
,

Olories
PT (if ineAcated)
lur.bar punctures

anti-co3qulation

brain scan
apparent syntl'esis

c)

patient's prn1c7

APPE11DI X

Consideratioos:

The Semantic Differential is a device for measuring attitudes toward a
construct and also the relationships of the construct concepts to each
other,
The most commonly used scales define the construct selected on
the dimensions: evaluative (good-bad), potency (weak-strong), and
activity (active-passive).
Thus a concept such as "televisioa" could be seen as strong, active,
and potent or as various degrce: of these factors.
It could also be
seen in relationship (i.e., where_ it utands with all other concepts
being acosured). The overall evaluation of the concepts defines an
attitude toward the construct (Sere, the Yakima Project).
The purpose of the Differential is for attitude measurement and it may
be used to test attitude hypotheses.
It is suggested that one way of
meafuring the effectiveness of a continuing medical education program
would be to measure attitudes toward relevant concepts of that program
before and after the program.
The following are examples of what are felt to be some relevant concerts to continuing medical education attitude, specifically for the
Yakima Project:
televised learning, television, lecture, televised
lecture, review material, research material, contf.nuing medical education, practical material.
The research hypothesis is that there will he a significant change of
physician attitude during the coor,;e cf study: specifically, that
"televised lecture," "televised learning," and "continuing medical
education" will come to be seen as more active, stronger, and better.
We feel that it is also important to see whether participants' attitudes toward:
"television," "lecture," 'review material," "research
material,' and "practical material" change as a result of these programs.
Other studies, such as "Urology for Non-Urologists," have shown disagreement about these concepts and continuing medical education, The data
would provide guidelines for the planning of future programs by serving
to 1) identify the desires of the audience, 2) specify the composition
of the audience with regard to their attitude toward the purposes and
the presentation of the program.
The Semantic Differential is thus a flexible and demonstrably reliable
It is felt that attitudes are one indidevice for measuring attitudes.
The
cation of the effectiveness o; a progrerl such as the Yakina Project.
scale is completed -rapidly (approximately 15 minutes) and the data can
ho dealt with anonymously.
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DIRECTIONS

'Below is a term which can be rated by placing an X in the space which beet

represents your feeling about that tern for various pairs of words.

House

very

very

good

bad

active

passive
4.

weak

strong

First, you would decide whether you feel HOUSE seems "good" or "bad."
you feel HOUSE

was very "bad," you would place an X in that space.

If

You may

place an X wherever you feel it should be to represent your feelings about the
term HOUSE.

While this may seen difficult, it has been shown that such ratings of terns
are possible and reliable if done raoidly, without dwelling on each scale.

It

is then possible to get a picture of how each term is seen with regard to the
various pairs of words.
On the following pages arc several terms.
term on cveri scale.

Please work rapidly and mark each

Do not omit any terms or ratings.

Television :1.9:

very

very
heavy
light

good
bad

sTall
large

dirty
clean
slow
fast

strong

weak
beautiful
ugly

active
passive

_

dull
sharp

Tolevl.qkN1

very

nrrl.nr. is e
very

small
.large

sloe

veal:

beautiful

active

light

clean

good

sharp

f as t

strong

ugly

passive

heavy

dirty

bad

dull

Lectures are

very

very

slow
fast

beautiful

PglY
small
large

passive
active

weak
strong
sharp

dull
clean

dirty

light

heavy
bad
good

f .1

Televised lectures are:

very

very

slow

fast

active

passive
light

heavy
large

small
sharp

dull
bad

good
beautiful

Ugly
weak
strong
dirty

clean

2'.1i

Review material is:

very

very

beautiful
tgly
bad

good

small
large

dull
sharp

dirty
clean

light

weak

slow

heavy

strong

fast

active
passive

Reseilch materirll in:

very

very

passive

active

large

amall

fast

slow

dull

sharp

clean

dirty

good

bad

light

:

heavy

strong

weak

ugly

:

:

beautifvl

Fdttcrion i9:

Contiwoirv,

very

very

small

:

large

ugly

beautiful

heavy

light

sharp

Gvll

stroll;

:

:

slow

fast

good

weak

:

:

had

passive

active

2u i
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II.

Considerations:
1,

There must he a base rate group which does not attend which is
t:csted before and after the sessions. If necessary, the comparison could be made on t4o radom groups from the population
of non-participating physicians.

2.

There must be a ore- and a pest-test demonstrably equivalent;
or the sane test may be used if tei;t-rct,,st reliability is
shown to be high.
7,0 7,2.0,11) can be tested before
afteY a particular
session, or series if possible, then the data can be evaluated
in terms of net gain,

If to

4.

Idea:ly,

5.

All designs are for one session or one series; they would have
to be repeated for each area, e.g., cancer, stroke, heart, if
information is desired for each.

6.

Freliminary test construction should be done on two groups septrate from those who attend and those who do not attend samples.

7.

Whether the physician watched at home or at a hospital, what
type of practice he engages in, age,date of graduation, and
postgraduate study should be considered in evaluation.
Thus, a
third design would be analysis of covarianc(! or randomized blocks.

8.

The period after the sessions before post-testing determines
whether we are measuring immediate recall or permanent knowledge
gain. Thus, a decision must be made for when past - testing will
take place.

ti'.,
i;reups would ho aL:atified samples; however, this
seems to present too many problems of data gathering.

DESIGN 1:

A random sample of the non-participating physicians for any given session,
A random sample of
or series if possible, is to be administered test a,
the participating physicians for the rave session or topic will also
receive test a prior to the session, After each session, a random sample
of participating physicians, as well as a random sample of non-participa'.he same design would apply
(Note:
ting physicians, will take test b,
for a test retest using the same instrument.)
DESIG:; 2:

A random sample of non - participating; physicians ,:or a given session (or
A random sample of participating physicians
series) will receive test a.

would also receive test a,
session or topic.

Both groups would be tested at the end of the

2

practice, and date of
Data on age, postgraduate work, viewing conditions,
in the study.
tor
all
physicians
participating
graduation would be gathered
physicians
attending
a
Pre- and post-tests would be adllinistered to those
be measured and
Also,
a
control
group
would
given session (or series).
A randomized block design would be used to evaldemographic data gathered.
uate the results.

design 2 is next preferred, aad design 1
Design 2 is the most preferable,
statistically
defensible viewpoint.
is least preferred from a

3
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III.

C=GE

1.7.A:tici.

CASUR:.

Consideration,.::
1.

Cooperation for access Lc records wculd be necessary fro--1
hospitals servirv; the central area.

2.

Criteria for desired diagnostic tests and treate:,':s
to be establisaed.

3.

It would be necessary to know which doctors atte:AL.1
lecture.

4.

A statt would be necessary to ,2arch the record:;.

5.

No kno:ledge testing :'ould be necessary to evaluat, tea cf=octivenes of the project.

Cat.:

old have

DESIGN:

aospital recorOs Fluid be exalr.lhod for a period prior to ter.
for
patients whose final diagnosis for thl admitting symptoms is known.
Histories, tests, and treatments ordered would ba recorded.
The results
coutti be assigned scores based on criteria established by the lecturers.

In order to derive :riteria for assignin:; scores, it would be necessary to
meet with the lecturer(s) for each program. Xinimally acceptable practice
and desired practi.:0 levels ns well as the relative importance (weights) of
the various parts (i.e., history, treatment, and tests, etc.) would have to
be ascertained.
The first examination of the ..ospital records could hegin cs soon ac the
filial :ro,i;ram had been written and the criteria established.
At a determined period after the series, the. records would again be examined using the sane. criteria.
The scores before the :Feries Ind after the
series would then de com2are,s. Higher scores following the series would
indicate practice ehLoges.
The relation hip 'detweer, nimber of lectures attended and practice change
could be examined es well as other relationships determined in advance
provided the ata are eccesoible.

4

c

ICATiCc.-; Y.VALUAT,ON

Objectives 2 and 3 for the Yaidma Project arc to improve communication
between Seattle and Yakima and Ya.4ima and its surrounding communities.
We feel that four typos of measurable commonication are:
1.
2.

3.
4.

telephone.
letters.
personal vieits.
referral letters.

Increas,:s in frequency of these comnnnicotion channels could be interpreted as be.; related to the Yakima Project If a baee rate count wore
established before the series fur comparative purposes.
MctLoi:
1.

Select a sample of physicians in the Seattle and Yakima areas who
are referral targets. A sample would be selected for each series
and would include the series lecturer(s).

2.

If cooperation can be obtained, the secretaries would record (count)
the number of contacts for each of the four above methods of corrunication.
This count woild start immoL.,ately and continue for three
months following the particular series.

3.

Recording focms and instructions will be supplied to the secretaries
by the Ofice of Research in Medical Education.
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(a)
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is

(d)

c.lu::(.(1 by cerebellar
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8,

A grasp ref:ex fs
(a)

a si,11 of a lesion in the frontal lohc oa the
oppo:-.ite side.

9.

10.

(b)

elicited by firL pressure on the back. of the hand.

T

(c)

an earTy sign of temporal lobe herniation.

T

F

(d)

most ce;,4inly seen in suarac`ineid hemorrhage.

T

F

Sposri of cerebral arteries
(a)

gives rise to transient ischcilic attacks.

(b)

may occur in migraine attacks.

T

F

(c)

commonly causes completed strokes.

T

F

(d)

occurs with suharachnoid hciorrhage.

T

F

(a) produces homonymous hcmianopia.

T

F

(b) is associated with abnormalities of optokinetic
nystazTos.

T

F

Occlusion along the course of the Posterior Cerebral Artery
cilaractoristic;Illy

11.

(c)

produces an 4nfarct in the medial occipital lobe.

T

1'

(d)

is coimsonly not associated with symptoms othei than
ho7onymous hemianepin.

T

F

Paralysis cot:

the third cranial nerve produces

(a) severe plosis.
(h)

a large pupil

T

F

(c)

pa..alysis of upt-7nrd rand int:ard gaze.

T

F

(d)

deviation of the eve outward.

T
62

9

r-
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63
12.

13.

in heniparesis, th,
involved because
(a)

they are supplied by both facial nerves.

T

(b)

they are involuntary muscles.

T

(c)

they are supplied by both the 5th and the 7th nerves.

T

(d)

they are innervated by both sides of the cerebral
cortex.

Blood in the spinal

15.

F

F

F

is

not caused by
tranilatic tap if the centrifuged
fluid is xanthochronic.

T

F

(b)

always present in intraeerebral hemorrhage.

T

F

(c)

always present in subarachnoid hemorrhage.

(d)

usually absent in cases where the spinal fluid
pressure is elevated.

T

F

(a)

14.

nuscl.:.s of the forehead are not usually

r,

Neck rigidity is an important sign of
(a)

subdural hcmatoma.

T

F

(b)

subiachnoid hemorrhage.

T

F

(c)

migraine.

T

F

(d)

basilar artery thrombosis.

T

F

characteristically present in cerebral embolus on
the side where 0,2 embolus is lodged.

T

F

(b)

characteristically severe in subOural bematoa.

T

(c)

often absent in subarachnnid hemorrhage.

T

F

(d)

often absent in intracerchral hemorrhae.

T

F

Headache is
(a)

74

2 I ur

r.

KcD 14dr.U.Z.V.Aff-L.

16.

27.

C2-7

18.

19.

Extinction of sensation is a sin
(a)

of a lesion in the thalamus.

T

(b)

of prognostic Jrn)ortance,

T

(c)

of disease in the parietal lobe.

T

(d)

characteristically associated vith a grasp reflex.

T

F

The corpus callosum
(a)

a Iarge, structure connecting, the cerebral homi.,,beres.

T

(b)

supplied partly by Lite mideje cerebral

T

F

(c)

supplied chiefly by the anterior cerebral artery.

T

F

(d)

supplied partly by small penetrating arteries from
the circle of Willis.

T

F

A lesion in the temporal lobe characteristically
(a)

produces abnormalities of optokinetic nystagmus.

T

F

(b)

produces superior homonymous quadrantinopia.

T

F

(c)

is caused by occlusion of the anterior cerebral artery.

T

F

(d)

may damage the lower part of the optic radiation.

T

F

Paralysis of the 3rd cranial nerve caused by diabetes is usually
characterized by
(a)

absence of ptosis.

T

F

(b)

the pupil being smaller than on the normal side.

T

r

(c)

absence of papillary involvenent.

T

F

(d)

bilaterality.

T

F

....

!

18

-6-

19
20.

11-

In

(a)

charncteritically

with pto is.

catzHcH by d;. 0.

(h)

tc.,

th(2

lonL,,tudin

1

fascicnin-;.

21.

(c)

often

(d)

associnttd with ny,;(a.; in One eye.

F

'1'

F

the onset of arter'al pulsation as the pressure is
increased indicates systolic pressure.

I

F

(e)

pressure is applied over the anesthetized cornea.

T

F

(d)

measurement ;lust

T

F

In menureillot[t of retinnl artery p;,,re
(a)

the exal:!inc't

n?

the ,arteries only

in the optic

dine
(b'

,
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23.

he made on both sides.

Stroke-in-evolution
(a)

is associated with migraine.

I

F

(b)

is characteristically associated with hypertension.

T

F

(c)

is characteristically followed by good recovery.

T

F

(d)

may be caused by a cerebral hemorrhage.

T

F

Internal carotid artery stenesis may be indicated by
(a)

reduced retinal artery pressure on the affected side.

T

(b)

lowered blood pressure in the arm on the affected side.

I

(c)

neck bruit.

T

(d)

Amanrosis

T

2 15

F

JJ
SLiioioral

24.

may ho

T

with sej..,ures.

t.ociated yith a hit]toly of trauna.

iT; nc'arly

may Icr a:,:nmiatud cc th oral contraceptiv.

is

'1

1'

'1'

1'

with-:-,evore

etnI-Jcteristicnlly

'1'

11tasia

25.

(a)

(b)

is w;u211'i caused by a lelen in broca's Orer..
L.01,4 0 by Lli:ce in

1

riOlt hccii cc p!cc it'

T

(c)

nay involve readin cod

T

(d)

icc characteri:Aically asnociatcd with dcftentin.

T
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This test is dnonyrous.

Fowevt,r, in order to evaluat,2 this prow-am,

it in necessar2 to love see rococo of 1;eepinr. tice results separate.

For this rea:,on, please -Jrite the month and day of your birth aid

your middle initial on the linos below:
Month
Day

Initial
PLIASE check to make sure that you have answered each 1)1/-1_ of oach

question and have filled in the persona] information requested above.

Charles Delmer, Ph .D.
Office of lic:;carch and

Medico] Iducatioa
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INTRODUCTION

Receidly tine President of the Washington State Medical Association,

Charles D. Muller, M.D

wrote in part:

"Adequate health care of the highest quality for all Americans
has been moved from the realm of debatable social issue to a

position of public policy.

.

.

.

II

I

The medico! proie.is;on has promoted this quality by sever]I means. One

is by providing opportunities for continuing education for its members.
Licensure laws were enacted before the technological explosion which

bega,, in the late 1930's. As a result, these laws did not recognize that n:..w information and innovation would render a licensee's original qualifications obsolete unless

periodically upgraded. Few state laws regulating medicine require the prevention
of professional obsolescence.

But the physician know, that he must keep up because,

as Dr. Muller points cut, "The medicine of today and tomorrow is different from any
ever practiced before. It can do enormous good, but is also dangerous and ran harm.
At one extreme, contemporary medicine is so complex that a single physician cannot

provide it with safety and efficiency. At the other extreme, it is so simple that a
remedy can be applied by anyone of averoge ability.'' 2
The needs and the demands of the phy ;cinns for continuing medical

education in recent years have been provided in part by the University of Washington,

the county mcdical societies, hospitals, the Cancer Society, ti e Heart Association,

1.

2.

Mayer, Charles D., M.D., President's Page, "Guolity of Heath Care and
Licensure", Northwest Medicine, August 1968, p. 769.
Ibid.

specialty societies, the Regional Medical Program, and the physicians' own State
Association.

Seminars, symposia, circuit courses, grand rounds, consultations, and
extensive postgraduate courses are all used as means of transmitting this medical know-

ledge. And in the interim, the physicians read journals, newspapers, books, and
listen to the radio and recorded tapes, and watch medical television In an attempt to

"keep up".
How well are the continuing medical education needs of the physician

being met? Are the physicians satisfied? Can they find worthwhile courses in the
state or do they have to go elsewhere? Whai about costs and time and convenience

of location? is one type of program, one sponsor, one media better or worse than
others? On what subjects would the physicians like to have more emphasis placed?
These are pertinent questions to those who purport to serve the physician.

Physicians,

as a group, are very astute, wonderfully dedicated and motivated, and busy servants
of mankind. The physician needs help, the right kind of help, and he is 0 e one to

ask how well we are doing by him.
This the Regional Medical Program and the Washington State Medical

Association, through its research arm, the Washington State Medical Education and
Research Foundation, decided to pose these questions to the physician popllation of
the State of Washiny'c.n.

From November of 1966 to January of 1968, Mr. Richard F. Gorman,
Dis. Lucius D. Hill, Donal R. Sparkman, John R. Hogness and others wrestled with ihe
problem of 1..w to conduct the survey and how to finonce it. Their original plans were

rather ambitious -- very complete and well considered -- but financing br,:ume too

2

much a problem so the plans were modified and cut down so that the Regional Medical
Program could underwrite much of the cost.

By January of 1968 the plans were complete, the financing was allocated,
the survey was pre-tested, all the ground work was finished, so the questionnaire with
which to gather the necessary information was turned over to the survey staff.
Seventy-five percent of the qw_stionnaires mailed were returned and it was
thought to be quite good under the circumstances. The 4,778 in the survey included all
physicians with Washington State addresses registered with the American Medical
Association. This included Washington State Medical Association members and non-

members, ir.terns, those in residency, teachers, administrators, those in the military,

other government service, retired, private practice, some were ill and some had died.
This study is based on the findings fran 3,364 questionnaires which were filled

in (not necessarily in their entirety) and returned prior to the cut-off date of July 18.
In summary, here is the breakdown of the questionnaires:

QUESTIONNAIRES MAILED, RETURNED, AND USED

4,778
3,604
75.34

Total Mailed
Total Returned
Percent Returned

3,604

Total Returned
Not Used in Survey

Returned too late
Returned without name

37

Returned but not used

for other reasons *
Total Used in Survey

200

240

3,364

*Physician wrote that he did not fees qualified because ne was retired, not in
private practice (teaching, in armed services, intern, in residency), or in
the case of six physicians, their wives wrote that the physicians were
deceased.

3

CONCLUSION

The completion of this survey on the needs of the physician for continuing
medical education leaves the project directors with these conclusions:
1.

Those responsible for providing continuing medical education fcr the

physicians in the State of Washington are performing their task well. The quality of
courses and formal pr,,grams, however, is rated much higher by the physician popula-

tion than is the quantity. More needs to be done.
2. Specialty societies are doing much better with their programs old

journals than any other group. This suggests that the other groups may well examine

what the specialty groups are doing so well to please the physician. Perhaps this
examination will show only ihat comparisons should not be made, for the audience
and the purposes are not the same.

Broad in one case

specialized in the other,

perhaps the meetings rating the lowest are still proving their worth and cannot be

expected to be more effective in the area of continuing medicol education.

Likewise,

media such as Tel-E-Med, educational television and motion pictu...s, which were
rated so poorly by the physicians, may be doing all that reasonably can be expected
of them.

It is entirely possible, however, that a more imaginative director may produce

television and motion pictures which the physicians may ;ate rruch differently.
3.

Greater attention needs be paid to the continuing medical education

of the rural general proctitioner.
4. Concerning the questionnaire itself, this conclusion was reached:

The questionnaire was a good one and provided much interesting and

infourriative data. As with most things, though, flaws did show up.

Some of the onswers

were difficult to evaluate and others raked further questions. Some of the information
4
11.)

gained needs to be clarified and expanded upon or related to other pertinent informa-

tion. The !est can be done by catching the questionnaire results with certcin physician
data, e.g., how did a particular specialty or age of physician answer which questions?
This can be done by matching the questionnaires to the physician on file in the data
bank of the Washington State Medical Education and Research Foundation through the

physician's identification number. Several variables can be extracted from the data
bank to cross-tabufate with the results of the questionnaire.

Clarification of some of

the answers rece red may best be done by personal interview or through another more
specific questionnaire on a sampling basis. In any case, it is felt that more needs be

done to make the results of this questionnaire as meaningful as practical.

5

SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS

1.

Of those physicians who attend courses and formal programs of continuing

medical education, 71% ore usually satisfied.
2.

Twenty-one percent of the physicians in the state attend continuing education
programs too infrequently to render an opinion on the subject.

3.

For every critical comment on courses from those usually satisfied. ten comments

of a critical nature were received from those who were only sometimes satisfied
with those courses they had attended.
4.

Four out of ten (39%) critical comments stated that the courses were not practical.

5.

Almost two-thirds (58%) of the physicians can often find an interesting course

to attend, one-third (33%) occasionally find an interesting course to attend,
and only 8% rarely find an interesting course to attend.
6.

Nearly half of the physicians say that the greatest deterrent to their attending
courses is time, and it makes no difference wliether the course is in state or out
of state. (This certainly attests to the fact that we live in the jet age.)

7.

Specialty group meetings rank highest in attendance, followed closely by
one to three day symposia. Extensive postgraduate courses are attended least.

8.

Specialty group meetings were ranked highest as to overall effectiveness, followed
again by the one to three day symposia. County medical society meetings were

rated as lecst effective.
9.

Specialty journals were rated tops as a medium in "keeping up". Tel-E-Med was

a distant last, with medical educational television and motion pictures only

slightly better.

6

10.

One out of three physicians had suggestions as to subjects which have not

received sufficient attention in continuing medical education programs.

The

practical aspects of practicing medicine were thought to be slighted most. There
also are a large number of doctors who think that more courses should be aimed

specifically at the general practitioner.
11.

For the management of heart, cancer, and stroke, the greatest need, as the
physicians see it fog their own communities, is to elim1.1ate the financial

Lerriers to the availability of service. .)iagnostic facilities were thought to
be the least needed.

7

RES MS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
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Answers to this first question provide insight i"to the degree of satis'-:ction
which physicians generally obtain from having taken continuing medical education
courses and how effective the physicians think these courses are.

More than half (55%) of the physicians in the survey indicated that they were
usually satisfied with those courses and formal programs they had attended. Twentytwo percent answered that they were only sometimes satisfied, arid 21% answered

that they don't attend often enough to make an evaluation.
Twenty-one percent of those who answered Question i also provided comments.

Those who were usually satisfied seerded to attach importance to selectivity.

Eighty

specircally mentioned that they were selective in the courses they attended. Only
fourteer, were critical of the programs they had attended.

Eleven of the fourteen

made the comment thut courses were too didactic and three cornm<.nted that they were

too specialized.
On the other hand, 124 of those who answered that they were only sometimes

8
1

satisfied lent criticism. The comments follow:
Comments

Number

Not of practical value

54
20

Too elementary
Poorly prepared
Too general
Repetitious
Too esoteric
Poorly presented
StereotypLd
Too social
Teachers often promoting selves

ID
7

7
6
6
5
3

Of the 689 (21%) who answered that they don't attend often enough to make an

evaluation, 164 made comment es to why they do not atte.'d. These comments will
be combined with the comments to Question 3 d, "Other reasons why you seldom
attend such courses and programs."

From this group of physicians who said that they oidn't attend courses and programs often enough to make an evaluation, soir4e did go right ahead and evaluate parts
of Questions 2 and 4. Following is the detail:
Question 2

"I .)ften find on interesting course e attend."

6% said ''In State"
10% said "Out of State"
19% said "Both In State and Out of State"

"I occasionally find an interesting course to attend."
11% said "In State"
9% scid "Out of State"
18% said "Both In State and Out of State"
"I rarely find a, interesting course to attend."
7% sold "In State"
2% said "Out of State"
8% said "Both Ir. State end Out of State"
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Question 4

(They were asked to leave blank any which they did not attend.)
44% evaluated One to Three Day Symposia
26% evaluated Circuit Courses
50% evaluated Regular Recurring Hospital Piogiarns

How these physicii-ins evalur :ed the above continuing education media and how

their evaluation ,:ornpared with the evaluation of the physicians who said they attend
courses and formal programs is discussed in the section dealirg with Question 4.

QUESTION 2
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This question pertains to the availability of courses, in state and out or state,
The question is somewhat difficult to evaluate because the physicians were asked

to check all statements applicable and as a consequence, the 3,364 who answered
checked 3,645 statements. Of the 3,645 statements checked, 2,124 (58'0) were

under 2 a, 'I often find an interesting course to attend", 33".0 of the checks were
under 2 b, "I occasionally find an interested course to attend'', and &% were under

2 c, "1 rarely find an interesting course to attend''.
A further breakdown of the answers follows:
2 a.

I often find an interesting course to (Mond: (2, 124 answered)
answered "In State"
answered "Out of State"
67`'o answered 'Both In State and (Nt 'if State"
10

2 b.

I occasionally find an interesting course lo attend: (1,213 answered)
.)0% answered In Stele"
16% answered "Cut of State"
54% answered "Both In State and Out of Stale"

2 c.

l rarely find an interesting course to attend: (308 answered)
43% answered In State"
H% answered "Out of State"
46% answered ''Both In State and Out of State"

How Question 2 was answered depended somewhat on how Question 1 was answered.

A larger portion of those who were usually satisfied with courses they had attended
often find interesting courses to attend than those who are only sometimes satisfied with

courses they have attended. Of the latter group, a larger percentage only occasionally
find an interesting course to attend than from among those who are usually satisfied with

those they have attended. Here is how the two group:. evaluated Question 2:
Those who in

Question I stated
that they were:
Usually satisfied
Sometimes satisfied

"I often find en interesting course to attend."
In State

Out of State

Boer. In and Out of State

17%

17%
16%

52%
34%

7%

"I occasionally find an interesting course to attend."
In State

Usually satisfied
Sometimes satisfied

Out of State

13%
18%

Both In and Out of State

7c.3

16%

i I%

34r0

"I rarely find an interesting course to attend."
In :state

Out of State

790

I%

Usually satisfied
Sometimes satisfied

t.,

Both In and Out of State

QUESTION 3
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This question dealing with the barriers to attending courses was answered by

2,610 physicians. The results:

1,237 (47.39%)
372 (14.25%)

435 (16.66%)
268 (10.26%)
366 (14.02%)

checks for "Time"
checks for "Locale"
checks for "Costs, such as
checks for ''Tuition''
checks for 'Other direct costs"

They were invited to check one or more and they did provide 2,678 chicks.

Further programming on the computer will eliminate the checks for 3 c, which duplicate
checks in 3 cl and 3 c2.
The inconveniences itemized in this question which cause scanty aItendance
to progroms and courses were cross-checked with the ans,yers in Question 2 with these
results:

A.

The percentage of those who said time was an inconvenience:
38% of the 401 v -ho said they _often find an interesti t course to attend
in state
39% of the 5087NTIO said they often find on interesting course to attend
out of state
44% of the 1,359 who said they often find an interesting course to
attend both in and out of state

1?

50% of the 460 who said they occasionally find an interesting course to
attend in state
43% of the 274 who i.H1
sa t tey occasionally find an interesting course to
attend out of :tate
54% of the 684 who said they occasionally find an interesting course to
attend both in and out of state
37% of the 203 who said they rarely find an interesting course to attend
in state
43% of the 60 who said they rarely find on interesting course to attend
out of state
64% of the 103 who said they rarely find an interesting course to attend
both in and out of state
By merely adding the rerc,?,tage points from among the three levels of

evaluation, i.e., often, occasionally, rarely, of Question 2, we find that for those
who often find an interesting course to attend, the points total 121.

For those who

occasionally find an interesting course to attend, the points total 147, and for those
who rarely find an interesting course to attend, 144. Thus it may be said that time
seems to be considered a slightly greater hindrance to attending courses for these who

occasiona;ly And an interesting course to attend than for those who rarely find an
interesting course to attend, and a substantially greater hindrance than for those who

often find an interesting course to attend.
By odding the percentage points for in state (38, 50, and 37), and the

percentage points for out of state (39, 43, and 43), both totals equal 125.

3o it seems

that the physicians rate time iust as much a deterrent to attending courses in state as

out of state,

B.

The percentage of those who said locale was on inconvenience:

13% of the 401 who said they often find an intelasting course to attend
in state
17% of the 508 who said they often find an interesting course to attend
out of state
12% of the 1,359 who said they often Arid on interesting course to attend
both in and out of state

lo

17% of the 460 who said they occasionally find an interesting course Io
attend in state
20% of tine 274 who said they occasionally find an interesting course to
attend out of state
18% of the 684 who said they occasionally fi-d an interesting course to
attend both in and out of state

24% of the 203 who said they rarely find an interesting course to attend
in state
28% of the 60 who said they rarely find an Interesting course to attend
out of state
31% of the 103 who said they rarely find an interesting course to atte.id
both in and out of state
By adding he percentage points among the three levels of evaluation of
Question 2, (see above)
Often
Occasional ly

17 + 20 + 18 = 55

Rarefy

24 + 28 + 3 i

13

+ 17 + 12

42

This suggests that locale is more a detergent to attending courses as the level
of satisfaction decreases.

Also, by adding the percentage points from the three levels of evaluation
(see above) for
In State

Out of State

13 -t 17 1- 24 = 54
17 + 20 + 28 65

the result that locale is more a deterrent to attending courses out of state than In state
is not surprising.

C.

The percentage of those who said costs were an inconvenience:

"I often find an intere;ting course to attend."

Out of
In State

Costs, such as
Tuition

Other Direct
Totals

State

Both In a^d
Out of State

13%

15%

13

11

9

14

16

40%

45%

35%

12

"I occasionally find an interesting course

to attend."

In State

Costs, such as
Tuition

Other Direct
Totals

Out of

Both In und

State

Out of State

16%

16%

19%

11

12

10

14

14

16

41%

42%

45%

20%
30
29
79%

27%

19%
16
24
59%

"I rarely find an interesting course to attend."
Costs, such as
Tuition

Other Direct
Totals

41

45
113%

There is nothing unusual here, either. Costs are more an inconvenience to
attending courses out of state than in state, and other direct costs are the primary cost
factor. Costs were more meaningful to those who rarely find an interesting course to
attend than for those in the other two categories and they listed many more other reasons
why they seldom attend such courses and programs than either of the other two groups --

164 for the rarely group, 98 for the often, and 91 for the occasionally group.
One hundred three physicians rendered comments to this question, but they

also added that they do attend.

Their comments were added to the comments from

Question 1 pertaining to reasons for not attending courses and to the comments in this
section (3 d

"Other reasons why you seldom attend such courses and programs.")

Number of
Subject of Comrients

Comments

Residency

136

Not related to speciolty or interest
Time loss from practice
Military commitments
Intern
New practice
No adequate patient load coverage
Family commitments and responsibilities
Incompatible with schedule
15

90
79

56
56
51

48
36
35

Number of
Comments
35
26

Subject of Comments

Solo practice
fers other methods of continuing medical education
Prefers
Must attend too many specialty meetings

26

Not in private practice (federal, administrative, etc.)
Type of practice (OaG, PED, PSYCH, etc.)

25

Retired or semi-retired
Advanced age
III health

16

18
14
13

Fellow
Courses repetitious
Inertia
Courses too specialized

9

Mediocrity of courses
Church affiliation eliminates Saturday courses
Last minute notification
Too theoretical
Lack of scientific content
Courses not specialized enough

5

Procrastination

3

Lack of convenient parking

2

6
6
4
4
3

3
3
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As mentioned earlier, many of those who answered Cuestion 1 that they "don't
attend courses often enough to make on evaluation" neveittoeless did offer evaluations
16

of some of the items in this question, even though they were asked to cave blank ony

which they had rot attended. Shown below, first, are the gross results and, second,
the results eliminating the evaluations of those who said they didn't attend often
enough to make evaluations.
Grade
Number
Answered

1

2

3

1

4

Percent

iv

O

13

8

26

21

3

15

2

One to Three Day Symposia
Circuit Courses
Regular Recurring Hospital Programs

47
24
6
24

3

County °c.ciical Society

3
2

Annual ivseeting Wash.State Med.Assec.
Specialty Groups

6

Extensive Postgraduate Courses

2433

45

1427

18

2270
2035

29
7

3a
32
34
16

1906
2595
1396

10

31

20
27
32

54
43

28

11

17

10

1

* 401 mentioned "Other"

Grade
Number
Answered
2092
1203
1877
1743
1669
2099
1130

3

2

Percent
47
19

28
7

33
33
34

12

26
21

10

31

28
32

54
45

28

10

17

9

16

7
19
16

47
24
6
23

1

3
2

3
3
2

One to Three Day Symposia
Circuit Courses
Regular Recurring Hospital Programs
County Medical Society
Annual Meeting Wosh.State Med.Assnc.
Specialty Groups
Extensive Postgraduate Courses

286 mentioned "Other"

In the final analysis, there is little difference in the two tables above.
The specialty groups and the one to three day symposia, followed by
extensive postgraduate courses, seem to be most popular. The county medical society
meetings rat,:d the lowest, but them 1; perhaps good reason why they do. They are not
restricted to the purpose of assisting in the continuing education process of the physician

17

and they draw from the entire spectrum of the physician population.

The Washington

State Medical Association Annu.,1 Meeting is likewise not sorely for the purpose of
adding to or shoring up the education of the physician and has many other facets, such

as Association business, social, and associations in many other ways, including the
opportunity for physicians to task to other physicians with whom they do not come in

contact within their normal doily rounds.

QUESTION 5

5
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Question 5, an evaluation of other media in "keeping up'', was graded as
follows:
Grade
Number
Answered

I

1

2

J

3

I

4

Percent

iu

O
General Journals

2994
2754
2958
2553
1288
815

27

35

2

26

24
30

11

11

31

2

Throw -a ways

66
25
25

15

8

8

3

39

22

12

2

15

35

6

7

19
9

Specialty Journals
Medical Texts
Audio Diges'

13

13

Tel -E -Mcd

1042
1263

10

16

15

11

12

24

25

58
48
35

Medical Educotional Television
Motion Pictures

5

*A number large than 4, a check mark or other symbol

i8
2,1

There really isn't much to say about the results to this question.

The numbers of

answers are relevant, as are the grades, and the percentage figures in the 'Other" column
are pertinent because there were about two to three percent of the physicians who used
check marks or other symbols instead in assigning a numerical value from
requested.

1

to 4 as

Note that for the lost four items listed, the percentage points are higher than

the 2 to 3 in other cases.

The differences are numbers assigned which were higher than 4 --

numbers such as 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9.
Comments (under "Other" [please specify and grade] ) with their numbers are
shown below:

Personal communication with informed colleagues
Medico! and surgical cli, ics
Grand rounds
Specialty workshops

40
12

8
7

Detail men
Seminars and conferences
Monographs and reviews

7

"New England Journal of Medicine"
Local evening courses on various phases of medicine

5
4

'Year Bo,k of Medicine''

3

8
5

ACP self-testing program
NME/TV tapes
Closed circuit TV
Library service for specific materials
In-Hospital meetings

3

Symposia

2

Audio tapes
Exhibits at meetings

2

Nblications of leading pharmaceutical houses
"Northwest Medicine"
"Medical Economics"
"Review of Surgery"
"Hospital Practice"
Subject-related books (not texts)
Serving on hospital committees

2

Correspondence courses

"See Your Doctor" program

3
3
3
2

2

2
2
1

1

1

QUESTION
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This question, dealing with other subject areas for study, brought in the most
comments. Thirty-two percent in the survey gave comments. Subjects falling within the
broad classification of the practice of medicine were the most numerous, followed by

subjects deoling with medicine and society, and basic medicine. Quite a substantial
number thought that more courses should be aimed at general practice. Some specifi..

subjects mentioned were allergy, cardiology, dermatology, What's new?, and practical
courses for the average practice. Subjects falling in the general area of bask science
were also mentioned in goodly numbers.
The comments were too numerous to

st here. They will be classified into

several groups and included in Phase II of this study.
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RATING

1

2

3

(1363)
%

18

18

19

CANCER

F

HEART
.

2

1

**
44

(1393)

kilditittiort

% 28 30 21

F1(

30 20

19

23

17

23

17

18

18

to Ow .,iv,L11.11,ility

1)1

,t IS

33

20 21

25 24
30 22

23 20

18

27 23

40

(219)

mentioned

"Other''

22 16
(220)

mentioned

"Other"

17

25

56 24

23

46 34

19 43
9

8

(1486)
13

10

(1230)

19 34

37

22 23

31

27

17

(1467)
39 22 18 16

(1312)

(1454)
21

4

(1660)

(1318)

22 23 36
(1364)

`)/0

19

(1249)

17 20 44
(1296)

'1:c .1.11w.ilt firc ilitirs

39

is

(1304) kir

``'`

19

(1260)

(1230)
siwci,111;%.

18

2

1

(1256)

(1349)
31

3

(1427)
23

STROKE

28 21 23

(278)

mentioned

"Other"

Percentages will not necessarily equal 100%, because ratings other than those of
4 are not shown.
Number of physicians evaluating question.

Note:

1

This special question was added to the original questionnaire and proves to

be quite interesting. It did nut draw as many answers as some of the other questions, but
it was on the back where some may have overlooked it and, more important, these

diseases (re not dealt with by all physicians.
Cancer received the most evaluations in three of the seven items, and Stroke

received tie mist evaluations in four cut of seven items.
For the management of Heart, cancer, and stroke, the needs, as seen by the

physicians in their ov n communities, were: (from top to bottom of the list are the greatest
to the least need.)
1.

2.

Elimination of financial barriers to the availability of service.
Rehabilitation facilities.
21

3. Trained ancillary personnel.
4. Treatment facilities.
5. Physicians specially trained.
6.

Diagnostic facilities.

For the management of these three diseases individually, the needs in the
communities as seen by the physicians were:
(

HEART

1 = greatest need, 6 = least need )

CANCER

STROKE

1

1

1

3

3

1

2

2

2

4
5

4

5

5

5

4
5
6

Elimination of financial barriers
Rehabilitation facilities
Trained an:illary personnel
Treatment facilities
Physicians specially trained
Diagnostic facilities

There were a meaningful number of comments to this q

-1,i they

are enumerated below.
Facilities seem adequate

87

Need for:
Regional facilities centers

1

Psychiatric rehabilitation
Extended care facilities
Rehabilitation facilities
Coronary care units
Occupational rehabilitation
Expansion aod upgrading of existing facilities
Local medical control over needed facilities
Consultation facilities
Special care units
Cobalt units

5
3

2
1

1

1

Home services
Convalescent centers

Geriatric care

2

Teaching of family members for home care

More general physicians
Physicians specially trained iii:
Neurosurgery

9

22

y

1

;

Neu ro logy

8

Radiology

3

Surgery

3

Internal Medicine

2

Anesthesiology

2

"After Hours Clinic" operated on rotating-physician basis
Education of physicians in newer concepts of treatment
and technical competence
Preventive measures and research

Newer laboratory studies
Studies on prophylactics

1

31

16
3
1

Isotope scanning
Lymph angiography

1

1

Education of public
Education of patient

23

Better use of ancillary personnel

14

1i

Physicist
Speech therapists

Cohesive planning and organization
Staff conferences with qualified outside personnel

8

Quolity control
Inter-Agency (including MD) corwrrnication

2

Adequate retrievable records
Elimination of vested interests which row prevent
patient from getting availaLle core

2

1

1

COMMENTS PERTAINING TO THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF

Questions i, 3, 4, and 6 drew almost a hundred comments concerning the

continu;ng medico! educational effcrts of the University of Washington's School of

Medicine.
In recent years, and more and rnoie each year, the University of Washington

has been looked to by the medical profession to play a leading role in the coliinuin9
medical education of its members. The University has responded, even thoorh it has

23
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never received budget consideration from the State Legislature for this purpose. Its

efforts in this area must, of necessity, be supported by tuition charged for the courses

it offers. Because of land limitations, greatly expanded staff and student body, the
University also has had to build expensive parking facilities. These facilities must be
paid for out of revenue generated by them. Ail who use must pay -- students, staff,
and visitors. Thus it was not ,Jnexpected that some comments were directed toward the
cost of parking and fees for attending classes.
To make this survey as useful as possible, all comments concerning the

University were extracted verbatim (but without identification of the author) and given
to the Dean of He School of Medicine. This at least will give him an opportunity to
weigh some of the thoughts of whose who have attended his courses.

Some of the

comments were cornplirnLntary, some were not, but al! will be carefully considered.

24
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APPENDIX A

THE CLERICAL OPERATION AND BUDGET

The purpose of this section is to present some of the clerical details of
this survey so others planning to conduct their own surveys may consider what we have
done.

This is with the thought that it is well to profit by the mistakes of others,

because one won't live long enough to make them all himself.

The questionnaire (see Appendix B), including the letter of transmittal,
is all on one sheet of paper folded to four pages. This we thought important to prevent
losing parts of the questionnaire and for ease of handling. The questionnaire was

ordered from an outside printer to be delivered folded to fit in a Number 10 size
window envelope along with a pre-addressed postage free envelope (Number 9).
(See Appendix C for supplies.) First class mail was used.
Three labels were printed for each address

One was for the first mailing

and the second served as a tickler file. As questionnaires were received back in the
office, the corresponding second labels were removed from the file and destroyed.
The labels remaining in the second file were then used to address the second mailing.
The third set of la'.)els was used to mail the results of the questionnaire.

The moililg address labels are the self-adhesive, size 3

1/2" x 15/16 ",

and are packaged 5,000 per box. We addressed our labels with a printer under command
of an IBM 7040/7094 computer system.

The addresses were obtained from the Medical Mailing Service, Inc.,
426

S. Clinton Street, Chicago,

Illinois 60607.

This is one of the nine or ten corn -

ponies authorized by the American Medical Association to maintain and rent the master
26
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list of physicians

.

In our case we bought the list of Washington State physicians on a

magnetic tope which cost $250.00 and agreed to certain restrictions as to its use.
The mailing of the questionnaires began in March 25 and ended on May 3.
At first the questionnaires cane back rather quickly and in good numbers.

By the time

54% were returned, the second mailing began to all who had not returned the questioonaire

from the first mailing. The questionnaires in the second mailing had a small 4 1/4" x

5 1/2" second notice attached by inserting it partly under the mailing label.
Even as late as the last week of September questionnaires dribbled in,

one at a time, but those received after July 18 have not been included in the final
results.

As the questionnaires were returned, the corrtpording second labels

were pulled from the tickle( file. The questionnaires were then sorted into one of two
groups. If they contained no remarks, change of odciress, or any other notes, they

were placed in one group ready for key punching. If the questionnaires were returned
with notes, remarks, or change of address, action was taken immediately to update our
files or to record the remarks or notes.

From each pile, batches of questionnaires were

counted and sent to key punch. When batches were returned, their count was verified

to guard against loss. Of course, exact instructions were written for the key punch
operators and a high degree of quality control imposed.
The results of the first 689 completed quesrionraires were processed

through the compjter to see that there were no programming faults. It may be of

interest to the reader to note that the results from these first 689 were very close to
,he fired results.

At this time the accounting is not complete, but the actual expenses are

27
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known to be about $1,000.00 b. low the budget. Most of the savings were realized in
salaries. Also, it was found unnecessary to engage a consultant, thus saving $300.00.

The final accounting for the survey will uppear in the reporting of
budget for the project is on the following page.
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Phase 11.

The

BUDGET

February 1, 1968 - May 31, 1968
SALARIES

I Clerk, 4 months full timer? $375.00 month
Typist, 2 weeks full time Ee, $90.00 week
1 Manuscript Editor, 2 weeks full time @ $116.00
1

week

1 Supervisor, 4 months 1/5 time !a% $150.00 month
Project Coordinator, 4 months 2/5 time -c2) $433.00

$1,500.00
180.00

232.00
600.00

1

1,732.00

month

Total salaries

$4,244.00

INDIRECT COSTS LA) 21.5% of direct salaries

913,00

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS - Retirement, Social Security,

Medical Aid, and Health Insurance
509.00

Premiums

CONSULTING SERVICE

300.00

4 days (L,i) $75.00 per day
SUPPIIES & MATERIALS

General (Office SL )plies)

191.00
818.00

Pu,tage

1,009.00

Total Supplies and Materials
EQUIPMENT

Computer tape with rmes and addresses

250.00

PUBLICATIONS

Spec4Jl Report (SL,rvey results of 20 pages)

Other (Questionnaire of 4 pages)
Total Publications

800.00
475.00

!,275.00

OTHER

Illustrations

250.00
AMOUNT REQUESTED
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58,750.00
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Sk'ECIAL QUESTION

NOTE: The following question is not a part of the Questionnaire per se. but your :aw yrs to it sill he
greatly appreciated and most helpful.

What da von beliave are the needs for increased emphasis with rc:4rtra I

;n:t itirf Can'

iii :ainr commintity in the tramagemeilt of heart disease, cancer and stroke. Please rank from 1 to .1

(1

greatest, -1

:Past need). Please leave Illank any item with which you OR ,,ot

CANCE11

I)iagnostic facilities
13,

li,ihilitalinn facilities

Tiained anc Oho. personnel

Physicians specially trained in:

Treatment facilities
Elimination of financial 11,nric is
to the a,,i1,11)ility of serS lee

(1111, r (please specify and rankl
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sending another in the hope that yon will, at your early
to this Office. We shall
convenience, complete and return
appreciate it.
Sincerely,

A short time ago Doctor Pinkhom, President of the
Washington State Medical Education anti Research Foundation,
wrote to ask that you complete a questionnaire co-ceming
Continua( Medical Education needs for physicians. We have
not received the completed questionnaire from you, so we are

2nd NOTICE
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APPENDIX E

INDIVIDUAL CO:,"=.T:', o :: CyfESTIOES FRO'1

BEGIO

WIDE F;:kM ON PHYSICIAS
(WSn Survey)

C,OniENTS-UESTIO::

I

Usually satisfied
Selective in courses attended:
Application not practical:
Too didactic:
Not in nrivate practice:
Too specialized:
Prefers circuit courses:

80
15
11
7

3
1

Only soretir.es satisfied

Courses not of practical value:
Too elerentary:
Poorly prepared:
Too general:
Repetitious:
Too esoteric:
Poorly presented:
Suggests small groups:

53
20
10
7

7

Stereotyped:
Too social:
Intent or Resident:
Teachers often
promoting selves:

6

6
1

Don't attend often onon0 to make evaluation, 1;ECAUSE:
Resident
New practice or not.. to area
Specialty neetinFls mostly
Intern

Military service
Prefer other nerns of c.n.e.
Too specialized
Fellow
Retired
Government employed
Poor health
No patient coverai,e
Family corTlitrents

40
29

24
21
17
7

5
4

4
3

3
2

2

Hospital based VDs and consultants CO7Cs to hospitil
to lecture, etc.:

2

Ncor retirc7-.::nt
!'ore c.e...wcaicnt to att(.nd in

Portl::nd

.1

6
S
5

3

2

CONN1

TS-01';!:STICT; 3

Regardless of interest, I seldom attend becaw;e of inconvenience due
(Time, Locale, Costs, were keypunched)
to:
OTHU,

1 110 ATTL':D (Xost of the ;e comrented on the inappropriate wording of
103
the question):

In residency
Not related to specialty or interest
Tire loss fror7 practice
Not adequate pt. load coverage
Military commitments
Incompatible with schedule
Solo practice
Family ccsrmitments and responsibilities
Intern
Not in private practice (Federal, state, adm.)
New practice
Prefers other methods of c.m.e.

96

90
79

46
39

,35
34
34
30
22
22
19

Type of pra:-...tice (0B, Fed., Psych., etc.)

18
13

Advanced 3
Poor health
Courses repetitions

10
7

Semi - retired

6

Retired
Inertia
Mediocrity of course
Fellow
Church affiliation eliminates Sat. courses (SPA)
Last minute notification
Too theoretical
Lack of scientific content
Procrastination
Not esoteric enough
Must attend too many specialty roofings
Lack of convenient parking
Too specialized

6

CO"'1..;:f:.,-91.'11S1'10::

Mould you

6
S
5
4
4

3
3
3

3
2
.

2

1

4
r,rade

fro:a

1

tc 4 the fclIcln;', cCurses and

accerding to their overall offtetiv.ns in your c.r.c., ilrtspective
of cenwnicitco and co!;ts:

(Fe punched).

3

OTHER

Short PC courses (3-4 days)
Specialty courses at various teaching centers, in and
out of state
Specialty workshops and clinics
Clinical session A'.:A

36
31
13
7

Small group discussions with authorities in
various fields
Seminars
Carefully structured preceptorships
Conversations with colleagues
At Green River C_7.taitv
Closed circuit TV
Specialty material on tape, slides, etc.
Sub-specialty Journal Club
Correspondence courses from various medical schools
Overseas conferences
Regularly recurring hospital programs
Blue Cross
Lederle Symposia
Current literature

6

5
S
4
4

4
3
3
2

2
2
1
1
1

COMMENTS-QUESTIO:4 5

What other media do you like to use in keepinJ up with your c.m.e.?
OILIER:

Personal communication with inferred colleagues
Medical and surgi_al clinics
Grand Rounds
Specialty workshops
Detail men
Seminars
Monographs and revices
"New England Journal of Medicine"
Local evening courses on various phases of medicine
Yeor flock of Medicine
ACP self-testing program
NVE/TV Tapes
Closed circuit TV
Conferences
Library service for sgeciflc material

40
12
8
7
7

5
5

5
4

3
3
3
3

3
3

reetin[.s

2

Audio tapes
Exhibits at meetings

2

SympoAa
2

t)

4

Publications of loading pharmaceutical houses
"Northwest Medicine"
"Medical Economics"
"Review of Surgery"
"Hospital Practice"
Subject-related books (not texts)
Serving on hospital committees
Correspondence courses
"See Your Doctor" Program

COMl..T.NTS-1':FSTTO

2
2
2
1
1

1
1

1
1

6

...Subject areas which you feel have not received sufficient attention
in c.m.e. courses and proi!rnms.
Abortions and contraceptives, advances in
1
1
Abortion laws
1
Administrative medicine
1
Adolescence
1
Adoption problems
1
Air pollution
9
Alcoholism
10
Allergy
4
Allergy for the CF
5
Anatomy
1
Anemia, diagnosis before treatment
4
Anesthesiology
1
Arterial angiography, techniques of
6
Arthritis
Audio tapes which can be checked out from medical libraries 1
Automation in laboratory and clinical medicine, Impact of
2
Basic clinical medicine and surgery
Basic Sciences reviews and advancements
"Backache"
Biochemistry
Biostatistics
CancerDetection
Manaperent of Inoperable cancer
Cancer surgery, Dasic principle!: of
7:x review cane
CTICPI cherothcrapy
corcinora
frcacln
Cancer of the male genitalia Lad it!: incidence cmd
discover; by avera;:e physician

221

1

31
2
1

2

2

2
1
1

1

5

Cardiology
Cardiology for the CP
Cardiovascular surgery, Surgical judgment in
Chest
Child development and learning
Child guidance
Childhood infectious diseases
Civil defense
Clinical sessions with patients
Community services available for optimal
patient care
Connective tissue diseases
Coronary care
CounselingFamily
Marital
Cytology

Death investigation
Dermatology
Dermatology for the GP
Diabetes
Diagnostic medic .e
Disability evaluiAtion, MD's role in
Disaster planning
DrugsDrug therapy
Use and misuse of tranquillizers, hormones,
antibiotik

,

etc.

New drugs
Immediate and long tern therapy of pro- and
post-adolescent drug users (LSD, etc.)
ECG interpretation
Education, Need for stresFin7 adequate education and
avoidance of romantic and sexual entanglements
in early life
EEC courses, postgraduate
Electronic equipment, use of advanced
d care of patients
Erergcncy Tana ;event
anted oregnancey, sexual
Emotional aspects e
delinquency, c
Lscase
Emotional factors
Erphy!wrl
Endocrinology

10
4
1

2

3
2

2
1
1

1
1

4

1

4

1

15

11
3

17
1

1

14
4
2

1

1

1

2

3

9
1

1
1

11

9

ENT

Envirenm,ntal health
Envircnr,'IltA1 redicinc as it pertains to
spc,cialtic!;

1

1

Enzymology
Epilepsy
Euthanasia

1

Family practice
Family planning
Fees and relative values
Fetal mortality
Fluid-electrolyte balance
Foot problems, diagnosis ani treatment
Forensic medicine
Functional disturbances
Functional illness vs. somatic illness

2

1
1

Gastrointestinal diseases
General Ncdical and Surgical updating
General Practice-emphasis on developing
more GPs
General Practice
Written tests for CPs in ,!arious specialties
to point up need for remedial study
Every area of medicine as it relates to
General Practice
"What's New" courses designed for General
Practice
Practical. courses for average practice
C-U
Geriatrics
Group Practice
Office gynecology

4

2
1

12
1

4
1
1

2
1

1

26
1

1

1

2
1
3

3
3

Health education via rass media for patients
Hematology

3

Hospital procodires, :;es; tecliniqurs

2

Humanities
Hypersensitivity
Hypertension
Hypertension, Surgical asrects of
Hypnosis

1

Iatrcgenic disease
ImmunDlogy
industrial medicine
Infectieus dica.cs

1

1

1
1

2

3

5
1

Inhalatie71 therapy
Inr.nr.mcc

2

Internal ro.dicino
interc.A,;
lntra

8
3

_

7

Laboratory procedures, new
Laboratory tests and their diagnostic limitations
Laboratory quality control program material
Laboratory tests and their usefulness
Lay participation in courses (Lehavior
problems, etc.)
Legislation, Medical
Malpractice
Medical aspects of sports
Medical care, delivery system of
Medical communication (writing and speaking),
The art of
Medical economics
Medical ethics
Medical forms, Completion of, simplified and
standardized
Medical politics
Medicare
Medicine, changes in basic techniques of
Medico-Legal instruction
Mental health
Mental health, preventive
Mental retardation
Microbiology
Modern technology, Application of, to medicine
Multiple injuries and shock, Management of
Mycology
Myocardial infarction, Management of
Nephrology
Neurology
Neuropsychiatry
Neuroses, Management of minor
Newborn problems
Nuclear medicine
Nutrition
Obesity
ORG
Occupatienal medicine
Office management
Office procedures, practical aspects of
Ophthalmology
Orthopedics
Orthopedics f er the UP
Otolarynpology
Otology

1
1
1
3

1

2

3
4

3
3

44
10
1
5
1
2

20
1

2

3
1
5
1
1

2

1

14
2
1

4
3
1
4

10
1

5

16
5

6
2
1

8

Pain, Rx
Panel discussions of everyday problems
Pap. smear, techniques of (by clinicians)
Paramedical disciplines, Physician's relationship to
Paramedical education in all facets of medical
profession
Parasitology
Pathology
Pediatrics
Pharmacology
Physical fitness
Physical medicine/Rehabilitation
Physician exchange programs
Physician's obligation to society (involvement
in programs other than medicine)
Physician participation in new procedures,
techniques, etc.
Physician-Patient relationship
Physician's role in problems of youth and sex
Physician's role in society, Re-evaluation of
as health planner rather than health care
dispenser
Physiology - review
reproductive
Postmortems
Prenatal care, Re-evaluation of traditional
Pre-operative preparation and post-operative care
Preventive aspects of degenerative dieeases
Preventive medicine
Proctology
Proctosigmoidoscopy
Professional Courtesy: Does it compromise
patient care
Psoriatic patients, Treatment for
Psychiatry
Psychiatry in General Office Practice
Psychophysiology
Psychosomatic redicine
Pulmonary diseases and therapy
Radiation therapy
Radiology
Renal diseases
Respiratory diseases
Resuscitation

3

2
1
1

1
1

13
7

14
3
4

2

6
4

5
1

4

20
1
1
1
3
1

10
3
1

1
1

39
21
2
4

11

9
1

2
)

Screcninr cquipent, Porscnan;!ed instruction
in use of

1

9

Semantics
Seminars
Sexuality and human relations
Social medicine
Socio-Medical issues (drug abuse, sex education,
VD, etc.)
Specialty courses designed for specialist
rather than GP
Speech development
Strokes
SurgeryGeneral
Minor
Surgical techniques, New
Thyrotoxicosis
Toxicology
Toxicology, Industrial
Transplantation
Trauma
Tumor therapy

1

.1
3
1

16
2
1
2
4
2

21
2
1
1
2

11
1

Urology

2

Vascular disease
Vascular surgery
Vehicle safety
Viral diseases

1

X-ray

2

1
2
3

OTii r:R CO!,'"f:N TS

Importance oc family physician on health

care tun.
Make lUL1 core effective in helping practicing
Ai. D.

Now to corbat had publicity and sensationalism
in lay journals.
Efficient use of medical care and manpower.
Liaison between Industrial and General
medical practice.
hospital vs. he ^e ranage'ent of patients.
Instruction In placing of an internal pacerader
religion and redicine.
.

1

1
1

1
1

3

11O70 study session'; 'rich fol1o :-up at

University.

1

10

Application of advancements in educational
techniques (audio-visual aids, etc.)
Greater fraternization among Mns.
Correlation of specialties to general health.
Actual technical demonstration and scrub-ins.
"Now to Unlearn"
Through Ford, or similar foundation grants,
after ten years of practice physician could
be placed back in original residency for 4
to 6 months without having financial worries
while he is being retrained in new techniques, etc.
Joint practice and residency (eorn 1/2 time,
learn I/2 tirFc)

1

1
1

2
1

1

COYIMENTS-SPECI AI. Ol'EST I ON

Facilities seem adequate
Need Regional Facilities centers
Rehabilitation facilities
Psychiatric rehabilitation
Occupational rehabilitation
Extendcd Care facilities
Expansion and upgrading of existing facilities
Local medical control over needed facilities
Consultation facilities
Coronary care units
Special care units
Cobalt units

Convalescent centers
Nursing homes
Hone services
Geriatric care
Teaching of family merhors for home care
Availability of house staff
bleed more general physicians
Need physicians especially trained in:
Neuro)ory
Neurosurgery 9
Radiol(Ty 3
Surgery 3
Internal V.dicine 2
Anesthesiology 2
"After llours" Clinic operated en rotatinphysician basis

87

21
9

16
3

14
2

1
1
5

1

7
2

11
2
1

1

29

11

lineation of obysician:, in ue,,
concepts of
and teclraical ocrpctenco
treatTTPn

Preventive reasuref; and research
Newer lal)orarory studio
Studies on proi)nyhicri:78

31
16
3
1

Isotope s,c oininy,

1

Lymph angiography

1

Educatioy, of public
Education r-f patient
better 1,:!,t,

!Ancillary personnel

23
11
14

Need
Need spec,c', rlleropists

1

Cobesive f l a:nlnf, and organization

8

Staff conferences with qualified outside
personnel
Quality ooncrol
Inter-Agency (including MD) zocnunication
Adequate re!rievable records
hlim3nati s: of vested interests which now
=bent from getting available care
prevc-)!

2
2
1
1
1
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The purpose of this study is threefold:

1) tc measure the reac-

tion of participating physicians to the content and instruction of a
short course; 2) to revie

the expressed reasons for their either

attending or not attendirp a short course; and 3)

to see if, after

participating in this short course, any stated chanpes in practice
occurred.

Thc ;:;;act description of a short COUbU is net fixed.

A report

by the Bureau of Research and Planning Committee of the California
Medical Association on continuing medical education indicates that "twoor three-day symposia are considered the most valuable modality" (6).
In this study, a short course is defined as being five days or less in
length, concentrated or continuous, and less than 40 hours in duration.

The importance of information about the short course is seen by
its extensive use in the United States and the lack of study of its
effect on practice or knowledge changes, despite the fact that one survey reports "most physicians acquire the medical information which they
need by attending.

.

.seminars or by readirt

texts and journals" (4).

Approxit'ately 47 per cent of the courses listed in the Journal of the

American Medical Association's annual review of continuing medical education in th,?, Unitec States for 1968-69 meet the above definition of

short course (5).

While the short course, along with other continuing

educational prograrrs, has been increasing in use there has been little
investipntlYa and sorie questioning of iti offiency.

Williams ranks

2

short courses as least important among five basic forns of continuing
education. methods (6).

!,!anning et al note that "In fact, there is

little or no evidence that behavior is changed by attendance at conventional postgraduate courses" (3).

Although this statement is not direc-

ted specifically at the short course only, the method certainly is
included.

The most frequently encountered critelia for measuring effectiveness of postgraduate courses are attendance, gain in knowledge, value,
or satisfaction.

Very little is usually done about measuring the

impact of the program on the change in practice of the physician who
attends.

However, Abrahamson notes that "In continuing medical educa-

tion, our goals are ultimately improvement of provision of health care
in the community.

In order to facilitate [this] goal, continuing medi-

cal educatic.1 has an intermediate objective (sic] changing the way (for

the better) in which physicians practice medicine" (1).
Through the cooperative efforts of the Division of Continuing
Medical Education and the Department of Urology at the University of
Washington, a two-day continuing education program, "Urology for NonUrologists," was conducted on tsarch

7 and 8, 1968, at the University.

The course objective, as stated in the descriptive brochure, was "To
present current thinking on some common urologlcal prohlers and to explain the reason behind present attitudes."

The program format was a

series of short lectures (twenty to thirty minutes each).

A moderator

3

for each half-clay session made provisions for a cuestion-and-answer
period t,,7ire during each morning and each afternoon session.

A total

of 23 different presentations were made.

SAMPLE

The course attracted 66 physicians and 14 allied health personnel.
enly ee physicians.

This stei',v nresens

The participating physi-

cians were represented evenly by those in group practice and those in
solo practice.

Sixty-nine per cent were in general practice, 9 per

cent in internal medicine, 6 per cent In urology, and 16 per cent in
other specialties.

Seventeen participating physicians were from states

other than Washington.

The average age of participants was 42.

A fol-

low-up qu..stionnaire gave the average age of non-participants as 49.

METHOD

At the end of each session, the participants were asked to rate
each individual speaker, using a four-point (Likert-type) scale from
"excellent" to "poor" with regard to 1) the relevance of the content,
2) the speaker's ability to communicate his information, 3) his organization of the material, 4) his visual aids, and 5) the participant's
interest in the topic.

The participants were asked to indicate whether

they thought the material vas "new" or "review" for themselves.

They

were also asked whether they expected, as a result of participating in
this session, to initiate any chnnees in their i-ractices; "Yes," "No,"
or "Possibly."

2/
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At the beginning of Jle short course, each participant was given
an "information sheet" to fill out indicating why ha attended.

lie was

asked to select one of five prescribed reasons as well as to respond to
nn open-ended question, "In my own welds, my primary reason for attending was

.

.

."

All participants were asked to estimate, through a

four-point rating scale, the usefulness that each ascribed to current
medical literature, specifically in the field of urology.

Two weeks

later, self-return post cards were sent to a random sample (n = 297)
of those physicians who had been invited but who did not attend,
requesting the information as was asked on the "information sheet"
given to participating physicians concerning usefulness of current

medical literature but also asking the physician's opinion about whether
he had kept "updated" regarding most recent advances related to his
practice and That topic(s) would prompt him to attend a short course.

Approximately nine months after the completion of the course,
post cards were mailed to all physicians who had attended (n = 61),
requesting them to indicate 1) whether they had, in fact, filled out
rating sheets while attending; 2) whether they had an opportunity to

deal with patients with urological problems; 3) whether they had, in
fact, mode at.y specific chanf,es in practice as a result of their attend-

ance; and 4) what- specific changes, if any

they could pinpoint.

Sixty-

one per cent of the physicians responded, 84 per cent of whom had filled
out ratings during the short course.

2 .)
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RESULTS

Using means as scores, degrees of relationships were computed
between responses on the various topics.

Ratings of relevance and

interest were highly correlated (.85), whereas relevance failed to
relate significantly with ability to communicate and organization of
material.

Ability to cormunicate and organizatioa of material arc also

moderately correlated (.50 with interest.

thus, interest is seen as

one factor which cuts across all of the other variables rated.

The

only other significant relationship was between ability to communicate
and organization of material (.80).

The most frequent rating for 17 of the instructors was a "good"
on four or more of the scales.

Four instructors received modal ratings

of "excellent" on three or more scales, and two instructors had scat
tered ratings below "good" on most scales.

The average ratings did not

decline with the passage of time during the day nor during successive
days.

As the number of physicians indicating that the content provided
ideas for improving their practices increased, the number of physicians
indicating that they felt that they would make a change in practice
increased over the several sessions (r = .87).

No other relationships

were significant.

The reasons for attending the conference are given in Table 1.

The most frequent resense, "Not sufficiently updated," was given by
48 per cent of the participants.

6

Insert Table 1 here

Of Close attending the conference, 58 per cent viewed current
medical literature as "of tittle use" as a resource for acquiring useful information in the field of urology.
33 per cert

mkdio:1

Nonetheless, as Table 2 shows,

liter-Auto as "reasonably helpful" and 6 per

cent viewed it as "extremely helpful."

Insert Table 2 here

Returns from non-participating physicians were received from
53 per cent of the sample.

Reasons they gave for not attending the

conference are presented in Table 3, the most frequent being, "Could
not free myself from patient obligation," followed by, "Program lacked
relevance for me."

Insert Table 3 here

Of the nonparticipating physicians responding, 76 per cent
felt that they were "adequately updated regarding cost medical research
relating to my practice"; only 7 per cent felt that they were not;
17 per cent were not sure.

This is in notahle contrast to the replies

7

of those who attended, of whom only 48 per cent felt that they were

sufficiently updated (p<.001).
In four of the seven sessions, more than 50 per cent of attendcen
indicated that they intended to male changes as a result of material
presented; for seven other sessions, over 50 per cent expected to mal:e
no changes.

Percentages of change for the remaining sessions fell

somewhere in the middle with responses in the category, "Possibly,"
accounting for the fact that neither "change" nor "no change" failed
to reach the 50 per cent level.

Of those who responded, 100 per cent had dealt with patients
having urological problems; of these, 76 per cent indicated that they
changed practice in soma manner or another and 74 per cent indicated
,specific changes.
Table 4.

A summary of specific practice changes is shown in

These are grouped loosely into rough headings in order to

cover the diversity of responses but, nevertheless, indicate the wide
range of influence exetted by the various lectures.

Insert Table 4 here

DIWUSSION
That specific changes in practice are cited as having taken place
consequent to the presentation of a short course Is encouraging.

Of

the respondents, 74 per cent specificallv indicated one or mcoe cha.tgos

2
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This:

in their practices which they attributed to the various lectures,

is not to say that citing changes is absolute proof of actual cluino,

nor is it to say that short courses are the most efficient method of
teaching.

But the implication is that changes in physicians' pr,ctcos

Ho

occur as a result of information that the physicians gained (1111-

short course.

The rea.ltiva of the attendee physicians to the shout

presentations and their content was favorable for the most part.
Abrahamson has stated tnat there is some evidence that satisf.icti

related to degree of learning (1).

Fo

is

this sample, it was apparent

that positive reaction to presentation and content is highly related
to relevance of interest for the lis .ener.

This information suggests

the need for experimental research with the variables of knowledge pain,

satisfaction, and relevance, using improved patient care as a dependent
variable.

The major reasons for not attending were whether the course had
relevance and the fact that many physicians could not free themselves
from their patient obligations.

With 63 per cent of the physicians

who responded citing these two reasons for not attending, it would be
well for thosL planning continuing medical education courses in the
future to reconsider the time when such courses are conducted, as well
as to attempt to plan courses more relevant to physician needs.

information also agrees with the findinr of the California study
above (1.).

This

9

A point of interest is the level of agreereut between those physicians who indicated that they thought they .could make changes in practice as a result c)

lectures and those physicians who actually were able

to cite specific changes in practice nine months aftersrds.

Percentaye

of changes indicated for all programs was compared with the percenta;ze
of changes for all. responses.

people

This percentage included only those

that they would definitely change, and not those

people who said possibly they would change.

It was found that 31.6 per

cent of the participants at the time or the lectures indicated "yes,"
that they expected to make a change in their practice.
i4 per cent cited specific changes.

Of the returns,

Even if all of those not responding

failed to make any changes in practice, the perconage of change would
still be 46 par cent for the total number of participants.

Thus, it

would appear for this study, at least, that expressed expected change
in practice was a conservative estimate of reported change in practice.

SUVNARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to assess the change in practice effect of a short
course, l) a study of reaction of i'hysicions to course presentation

and content, 2) a study of the reasons for non-attendance, and 3) a
measurement of postcourse changes in practice were undertaken at the
University of Onshington School of Medicine through the Division of
Continuing.

VaIncatien and the. Depnrtrent of Urology.

A series

of short lectures (twenty to thirty minutes each) with question-and-

2 /11
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answer pori9ds were presents d over a two-day period.

Participants were

asked to rate each speaker on communication, orgonizati.oa, and personal
interest :11 the topic.

sult or

They were asked to indicate whether, as a re-

articipating in a session, they would make changes in their

practices.

Physicians who did not attend were asked to indicate their

reasons for not attending.

Several months rftar the course, participants

were queried to see if any specific changes could be cited as having
taken place in their respective practices.

Results indicate that interest is highly correlated with relevance, ability to communicate, and organization.

were seen as good or excellent.

Most of the lecturers

As pzograms were seen as more worth-

eonber of physiciaca indicating expected changes in practice
increased over the several sessions.

Those who attended apparently

were less sure that they were sufficiently updated that those who did
not attend.

Short courses apparently provide knowledge that leads to stated
changes in practice, although it it

ealized that the amount and the

importance of the change has not been evaluated in this study.

The

lack of relevance of material and the physician's inability '.-c) free him-

self from his practice seem to be the two most important comnGnents for
not attending this type of continuing medical education program.

2is..'

TABLE 1

REASONS GIVEN BY PiRiSI.AANS For. ATTENDINC
"UROLOGY :'OR NON-UROLOGISTS" COURSE
N=33

Reason

1.

2.

3.

5.

Not sufficiently
updated.

Per
Cent

48%

Increasing number of
patients with problems
in th!:s area.

13%,

Chance to learn and
get away.

15%

To he familiar with
latest research.

15%

Other.

9%

;i 1

12

FIJ;1i

2

COURSE-ATTEND/IX PHYSIC/ANS
:ATINCS OF CMENT
`IEDIOAL LITERATURE AS A RESOURCE FOR CULL1NG OUT
USEFUL INFOMATICN IN UROLOGY

Useful Index

1.

Extremely helpful (most
important source I US?. to
"update" my practice).

Ranzonably helpful (I often
use this source).
3.

Per
Cent

6%

33%

Of little use to me
(omcasicnally helpf!,1).

4.

Of no use to me (an
impossitle task).

5.

No comrent.

58%

3%

13

TABLE 3

REASONS GIV:.N BY PHYSICIANS FOR NOT ATTENDING
"UROLOGY FOR NON-UPOLOGISTS4 COURSE
N=J 42

Reason

1.

'L.

Could not free myself from
patient obligation.

33%

Program lacked relevance
for me.

3.

Per
Cent

30%

UnsatILJaztory previous
experience with short
course.

4,

inconvenient location.

5.

Personal or family reasons.

6.

Too expensive.

7.

Cther.

1

2

14

TABLE 4

AREA OF SPECIFIC CHANCES lN PRACTICE
ATTRIBUTABLE TO TUTS COURSE

Area of Change

Number

Gonorrhea

8

Dx

8

Rx

8

Better therapeutic
approach

3

Catheterization

3

Miscellaneous

3

15
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CHANGE IN ATTITUDE AS AN INDEX

EFFECIaVENESS

FOR OlinRT COUflEE IN OCNTINUINO MEDICAL EDUCATION
by

IeVerne S. Collet, Ph.D.
Offices of Pescareh Service
School of Education
The University of Michigan

Char:les DcThner, Ph.D., Director
Office of Research
in Medical Education

University of Washington

Each yeas, the University of Washinton School of Medicine has traditionally offered a series of two-day courses designed for the continuing
education of practicing, physicians.

Histoically, there has beer little

attempt to assess the outcomes of these courses.

In recent years, however,

both the number of programs offered and the attendance at each program have
increased sharply.

With the increase has come a demand for formal e,:alua-

tion.

One approach to the evaluation of short courses has been to assess

gain in knowledge of subjectmatter content by administering pre- and posttests.

This system has four major disadvf:nt,_ges:
(I)

It is an arduous and time-consuming task fcr the test constructor, the administrator, and the examinees.

(2)

Emphasis is placed on finite factual material.

There is

ample experimental evidence that this kind of material is
quickly forgotten.
(3)

Emphasis

(h)

The use of hnow]edgc of content

placed on product rather than process.

as the criterion implies

a judgement of the spanker's performance, and the participants'
competency rather than the quality of the program per_ sP.

The authors believ:. content tests to he innalTropriate for inservice courses.

A great dell of research, over the years, has demonstrated

the ephemeral nature of factual knslecie and the relative permanency of
learning sets, i.e., study habits el skills, the attitudes towards and
motivation. for learning,.

In addition. it is obviously impractical to at-

tempt a comprehensive treatment of a crmplex subject in one or two days.
It follnw,, then, that di-semination of knowledge per st, is an impractical

objective for short courses such as these.

Rather, we should be concerned

with stimulating the search for new ideas and encouraging the full use of
present knowledge.

Consequently, en instrument which is sensitive to a

participant's affective response t a session, a measure of his enthusiasm
or motivation, shoald be a valid predictor of the extent to which the session
will influence his profeasional development.
A second approach to the evaluation of in-service courses has been

to ask participants to rate the sessions on a number of qualitative dimnsions_
Although tlis approach is free from the judgemental overtones of knowledge
tests, the usual questionnaire does not permit the ratings to be summed over
items.

However, the concentration on motivation provides a rational unity

which'permits the questionnaire items to be treated as a unidimensional
scale.

Thus, the effects of errors and misinterpretations can be ameliorated

by averaging over related item

THE INSThl,:l.!HIIT

The instrument described in this study was developed along the
liner; of Osgood's {1957} se :antic differential.'

1

C. Osgood, G. Suci, ani P. 2annonl,aum, The_I",e

Illinois: University or Illinois :less, 1957,
(..1"

Sets of hi-polar adjective:

u'rcrInt of 1"eanin,., UrImIct,

-

3-

- were constructed to a!;:2ss goneral valn

(goodness) and relevancy

.

In

order to relate ne judgments directly to the program, as opposod to tin
lecturers urd rrgcnizors, two separate Grouts, of items were develuped.

First, partiperts acre asol to choose the adjectival values which best
described the objectives or aims of the session as set forth in the prospectus.

serned

escood, thoy were asked to choose the values which best denentent Fr

en1od di,':ng the srccion.

two kinds of rolcvaLcy were. assessed:

to the lecturor's stated objectives.

the relev acy of the content

(1)

to the needo of the participants, and (2)

In the content section,

the relevancy of the content

In addition, an item assessing the

familiarity or novelty o` the content was included.

The average of scores

for itm.3 in part one was called the objective score (0), the average of
item scenes. in part two was called the content score (C) and the overall
average was called the motivation score (11).

The completed motivation

ca.le, with random rearrangement of item poles, appears in Figure 1.

The

marginal parenthetical comments illustrate the plan of the instrument and
did not appear on the printed version.

The accompanying questionnaire

appears in Figure 2.

(Insert Figures 1 and 2)

VALIDATION PROCEDURE

The Motivation Scale was first used at the eleventh annual meeting
of the Washington Acaer,y of General Practitioners at Olympia, Washington,
in June of 1968.

i

useful instrument must permit state:seal

regarding the

relative m-2rit of

istcred a
vi

TI

t.ivation r.a]s

e'-iisieu

a criterion variable in a simple

.t.

.ate of -encm.Ten' vaidity, a

t.o::naire was

which .at ed cash participating ilysician

to improve 1

.:rder t
nlii'1ltoio

(-ti-late the numor of patieats,

he saw eat year with rroblems related to tae
whether he oyTect

ii

ih-

t .

L r d icettuscd, and to

, phtjent manage-

t

ment, or referral procedures as a result of ti:e srsien.

Besphaent:, were

also encouraged to make evall,nti,ie

asyect of +In::

program vi.:ch seemed noteworthy.

Degira

Dr. A and Dr, B.
rial.

The experimental design Jr....)ls

1

t,,'(> lectdrer.3 LalaAed

Each lecturer gave two preuentations of the sure mate-

In or.e presentation, a lecture method (I) was used; in the other,
'ons or problem3 were prese:.ted so as to require an overt respc:,se

from eact of the participants.
).

The latter was labeled the involved maths

The design is stuamarized schemati cally in Figure 3.

(Insert Figure 3)

2,4

5

Result

.

RciiabitiZy.

The correlation mTArix for the combined groups

is reported in Table I.

The obtained correlation of each of

the four objective items with the total objective score (sun
of item ;

one to four) ranges from .80 to .85.

The average of

these correlations, calculated via Fisher's Z transform, was
taken as the re74ability of the objective scores (.82).
Item number eleven (new versus old material) yeilded considerably lower correlations than any of the other content items.
Since the perceived novelty of the situation was a dimension
of interest, the item was retained in the total scale.

How-

ever, only items six to ten were used to form the content subscale.

The correlation of the content items (six to ten) with the content scone (sum of items six to .ten) ranged from .72 to .87.

The average of these correlations (.30) was taken as the reliability of the content scores.

The average of the correlation

of items one through eleven with the total score (sum of items
one to eleven) was taken as the reliability of the total score
(r = .69).
2.

Validity.

It was an assumption implicit in the motivat'en

scale that th_ etjective -nd cuitent of a session could be s-Tarately assessed.

Evidence of the validity of this assumption

appears in Table I.

(Insert Table I)

The objective total had an avernge correlation of .82 with

the objective items, but an averaL:e of only A6 with the con
tent items.

Similarly, the ecatont sub-total had an average

correlation of .80 with content
jective items.
(p <

but only .47 with ob-

Both the-Jo differences were very significant

001).

The primary evidence of the validity of the scales was provided by the correlation of eaen item and sub-total with
'outside" indices of .,,he relevance of a particular session to
the participants.

It was considered an indication that a

session was relevant. 'f a participant reported that he expected the presentation to:
(1)

inprove his daa,7,aoses.

(2)

modify his referral de:isions.

(3)

improve his treatments.

()

improve his patient management.

(5)

increase his confidence Li his present
practices.

(6)

relate directly to prohlcaa he net in his
practice.

(7)

be of no henafit to his practice.

For each of the seven variables anove, the correlation with
each item score, the objective score, the content score, and
the total score was calculated.

In all variables but six, the

participant simply indicated whether the expectation was precent or absent.

In variable six, participants were asked to

indicate for an "average" year the nlbor of patients they

2 !I
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would expect to have problems directly related to the presentation.

A significant positive correlaYon was considered indicative
of validity in all but the "no benefit" response, where a significant negative correlation indicated validity.

It was ob-

served that all but one of the questionnaire responses yielded
significant correlations with every item on the motivation
scale; the "modify referral procedures" response was significantly correlated with only five of the eleven motivation
items.

When qUestionnaire responses were summed to for

a

single score, the correlation with the total score on the motivation scale was ,50.

This was interpreted as the overall va-

lidity of the sale.

(Insert Table II)

The. mean ncores and standard deviations of the objective and

content scales are presented in Table III.

It was observed

that Dr. A's ratings were considerably higher than Dr. B's
on each scale for bath presentations.

The differences between

content and objective scores for Dr. A wera almost identical
from presentation to presentation.

The d,fference between

Objective and content scores for Dr. B, however, war; signifi-

cant in each presentation, and was considerably larger in the
involved presentation than in the non-involved presentation.
Since this agreed with the written cora.-,elt., of particiinta,

it vas concluded that the objectives and content were rated
differentially, and that the scores reflected actual differences in cuality.

(insert Table III)

Particular importarye was attached to the difference between
the mean for objective items and the mean for content items,
since this was an index of the extent to which
were accomplished.

be objectives

The written comments of part1cippits yas

soli'!ited on the accompanying questionnaire (Figure 2).

Com-

ments from both Dr. A's sessions consistently used adjectives
such as "interesting ", "challenging", and "scholarly".

hostile comments were made.
different.

No

For Dr. B the comments were quite

In the lecture session most people made no comment.

Only three people called the session"interesting", two considered it "valuable", but six labelled the session as "boring", "too text - bookish ", or "dall and uninspiring ".

In the in-

volvea session, however, literally everyone commented.

Only two

people called the session "interesting", one called it "chal:tenging".

The remainder were derogatory; they used comments

such as "bigoted", "a hostile lecturer", and "argumentive",

From the written comments, it appeared that the involved and
lecturer techniques were

)ughly equivalent for A; 13, on the

other 1,and produced observable negative reactions with the in-

volved technique, but only apathy with the lecture.

Each of

9

these ebervations was reflected in the data.

It was of par-

. ticular interest that the (0-C) scores for Drs. A and 13 were

siEnificantly different (p <

.01).

The three items directly

concerned with the relationship between objectives and content
are (7) content related to objective, and (8) content fulfills
objective.
Table rv.

The mean ratings for these items are reported in
It was observed that all differences were highly

significant (p <

Since the differences agreed with the

.01).

writtc.a comments it was concluded that the participants were

in fact rating the sessions in terms of the extent to which
they met their stated objectives.

(Insert Table IV)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1.

Participants of this study rated the stated objectives and the
contents of the presentations differentially.

There was, how-

ever, a pervasive evaluative factor: the ratings on the objective scale were affected by the quality of the presentation.
This difficulty could be overcome by administering the section
of the rating scale dealing with objectives prior to the presentation.
2.

The findings of this study indicate that the difference between
means for objective and content items provides a valid assessment of the participants' percepticns of the extent to which
the lecturer succeeded in rooting his own objective?.

2

4
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3.

The findings of this study support the validity of the Motiva-

tion Scale for comparing sessions with regard to the perceived
relevance of the objectives and contents.

It is expected that

continued experience with the scale would provide norms which

would permit meaningful statements about the overall quality of
a session to be made.

Limitations

Evidence regarding the extent to which th

Motivation Scale predicts

actual changes in a participant's subsequent behavior was not provided.

This is a necessary but time-consuming task, to which we are presently addressing ourselves.

In the meantime, the scale may be taken as a valid

measure of intent, and thus useful per se.
.

In the absence of instruments

.

which have been field-validated, it may also serve as an estimate of the
effect a particular session will have on participants' subsequent behavior.
It should prove particularly useful where short administration times (one
or two minutes) and non-judgmental overtones are desired.

__

The Motivation Scale.

new material

innovative

relevant

objective fulfilled

1

familiar material

trite

to objectives

relevance

Participant needs

relevance to

objective 1.,nfulfilledl

irrelevant

1

Levaluativej

1

[general

Levaluative

I

(general

Irelevance ]

suited to objective

unimportant_

important

unrelated to objective

interesting

boring

good

invalid

unimportant

boring

The content presented in this session was:

interesting

bad

valid

important

The objective stated above is:

Figure 1.

2.

1.

on each line.

Place one "x"

If you feel it is only slightly important or unimportant, place

an "x" in the blank just to toe left or right of the center line.

word unimportant.

If unimportant, place an "x" next to the

If you feel the objective as statea above is vary important, place an "x" in the

DIRECTIO:2:

blank closest to the word important.

[To be filled in by lecturer concerned]

SESSION OBJECTIVE;

,loom I,

Group I (n = 96)

2:00 - 2:30

Dr. A's lecture:

no participation

2:30 - 3:00

Dr. B's lecture:

participation

Room II,

Group II (n = 55)

Dr. B's lecture:

no participation

Dr. A's lecture:

participation

Figure 3.

Schematic Representation of the Design.

none;
1-5;
6 -20;

(MD):

6-10;

36-45;

11-15;

46-55;

specialists (kind

over 20

Special interest, if any:

less than 5;

under 35;

Accompanying Questionnaire

CC: TENTS AND / OR SUGGESTIONS:

Type of practice:

No. yrs. .since grad.

Age:

nurses

full-time faculty

PERSONAL DATA:

all GP's

all MD's

The information presented is important to:

(check one)

16-20;

56-65;

over 20

over 65

During the next year, how maLy patients do you expect to have with problems related to this topic?

confidence in present practices

improved patient management

modify referral decisions

of no benefit to my practice

improved treatment

improved diagnoses

Check the area(z) in which you expect this session to be of benefit:

Figure 2.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

TABLE I

MBLLATION C

ODJECTIVE AND CONTENT =3 wiTa TOTAL SCO1,CES

Item

Sun (1-4)

Suri (6-10)

Sum (1-10)

Sum (1-11)

OBJECTIVES:
1.

Objective important

.80

.414

.63

.62

2.

Objective valid

.85

.47

.67

.66

3.

Objective good

.80

.h3

.63

.61

h.

Objective interesting

.82

.53

.70

.68

Average r (1-4)

.82

.147

.66

.63

5.

Content interesting

.58

.76

.78

.77

6.

Content important

.50

.73

7.

Content related to obj.

.4:

.86

.79

.78

8.

Content fulfills obj.

.38

.84

.76

.76

9.

Content relevant

.42

.87

.80

.8o

Content innovative

.45

.72

.69

.69

Average r (6-10)

.46

.80

.76

Average r (1-10)

.6o

.66

.76
.72

Content new material

.23

35

.35

.14(

Average r (1-11)

.57

.68

.69

CONTENT:

10.

11.

2

.72

.71

2.3
1.9
2.0

Valid

Goad

interenting

2.

3.

1.7
1.7
1.2
0.5

Important

Related to obj.

Fulfills obi.

6.

7.

8.

9.

0.8

New material

11.

14.

1.2

Innovative

10.

(1-11)

Total sum

(5-10)

Sum of content

(1-4)

Sum of obj.

1.5

Relevant

.5.

Interesting

CONTEN1:

2.6

Overall
Mean
Rating

Important

1

1

1.

OBJF.CTIVE:

ITI1M

;

.36*

.34*

.24*

.16*

.15*

.33*

.30*

.31**

.25*

.27*

.22*

.13**

.20*

.26*

Impr.
Diag.
,

* P7 .01

.16*

.17*

.06

.13*

.13**

.15*

.15*

.14**

.11

.11

.07

.05

.10

.05

Modify
Referral
'

.36*

.33*

.28*

.22*

.25*

.28*

.25*

.31*

.27*

.25*

.27*

.13**

.24*

.30*

Treatment

Improved.

I

'

;

.42*

.43*

.25*

.17*

.24*

.35*

.37*

.42*

.26*

.40*

.28*

.19*

.19*

.27*

Improved
Pat. Man.

** P

t

.05

.34',:

.34*

.38*

.lo

.21*

.27*

.27'

.31*

.23*

.33*

.28*

.11*

.22x

.19*

S
)_ncreased
Confid.r.ce

RELEVANCE VAR AB

(N = 302)

CORRELATIONS OF RELEVANCE WITH ITEM SCORES

TABLE II

I

I

i

!

1

i

1

o. of

.35*

.29*

-.14**

.o6

.26*

.21*

14**

.19*

.25*

.33*

.35''

.21*

.35*

.35*

P_.tients

-.3*

-.C2

-.22**

-.40*

-.32*

-.35*

-.23*

-.05

-.00

-.19*

3c-nfit

!.:ot Involved

2.55

1.58

.97

4.62**

A

B

Difference (A-B)

t

7.32**

2.05

SE =.21

2.33
.28

1.3.6

11.85**

1.33

** P< .01

4.39**

2.49

SE =.23

1.01

Difference (A-B)

t

.12

1.56

1.82

2.61

B

1.20

2.83

A

Involved

Mean

Doctor

S. D.

2..08

SE = .28

i

1.30

.22

1.47

1.69

.22

Obj. - Cont.

1.84

i

1.221

I

SE = .211

1.22

1

1.211

S. D.

Content Items

Method

Mean

Objective Itenz

Difference

RATIOS FOR

OBJECTIVE ITEMS AND CONTENT ITEMS FOR TWO INSTRUCTORS

MEAN RATINGS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, DIFFERENCES, AND t

TABLE III

.29

.23

.17

.30

.20

.23

Diff.

S. E.

r---

I

I

I

3.72**

5.65**

1.29

4.90**

8.45**

.95

1:on-Invn'ved

Invo2ved

Yethod

.38

B

t

*P <

5.7 **

2.04

2.42

A

Difference

7.2 **

t

2.51

SE =.36

2.37

1.57

SE =.35

2.33

.26

Difference

1.90

2.25

S. D.

A

c.

Item Seven

8.7 .x*

2.95

.82

2.13

" P< .01

-

13.8 **

4.13

- 1.1.8

2.65

'Man

2.21

1.67

.30

SE =.34

SE

2.08

1.55

S. D.

It em Eight
1

3.32

.87

2.45

3.0 **

2.1:8

- .21

2.27

11.8 **

-

2.03

1.45

1.9)

1.50

SE =.31

J.

Seven and Ei5ht

RATIOS FOR ITEMS SEVEN AND EIGHT FOR TWO INSTRUCTORS

Mean

.

t

Doctor

.05

L

MEAN RAT:MOS, DIrrfiliENCES, AND

TABLE IV

The Cmi.s.rill(firrs Lefler

HAIGH

WILLIAM 0. ROBERTSON, M.D

FOX. B.A.

Lett( r.s. to rcfcrting
co;.p..Pitt:.nts olt
.s(cif of flu
ersitrjr h i1 ilrl, Seatlic, tr
,,tfulicri le».
of (7,1C infortnaticrt tiansitlittcci, Scientific contutit

till
r1

(tdciin6te -but fILr Ictt( II'S' ?ricked' conrcru for 111c pelticlil Os (in !.11r1iviilurlf iII hie LIL[ LIM irontric
tEl einfliots (!rilort" fin fill(
Orry,t(Ile.'?efs
this (1)Pot" t,Hil:11 for Ii(trItitiz, is ,)(.1(hitt 0015pror by

As stressed tv it years ago fir
.L-1_ one of us, the potential value. of the coivatItant's report
a mean,. of fostering continuing
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EDITORIAL

Sock It To Us
1-1-3 veil

the must skeptical of skeptics

nu;r...es

.1-4 that in order to stay abreast of progress, the
modern nysic.ian must constantly update him-

selfand at an ever increasing pace, While a
few may nut sense the need, all cvide,
-journal subseriptinnn, conferences held, courses attended, etc.confirms that most are, in fact, :it-

tempting to do so. Conceivably. we're net always successfulbut some recent studies suggest we may be f, r more so than suspected.
Consultations. local staff conferences, and medical journals make up the backbone of the meth-

od. My guess is they will continue to do so.
But moderns communication methods and trans-

portation systems expand the possibilities of
tailoring teaching efforts to individual learning
needs.

Admittedly, each of us differs as to which
met'ods of learning appeal mostor whi,11 one
works best... , -ne of of, are verbalists (or is it
"verbalizers"); others, readers, Some of us are
"seers"; others are "listeners," Some lean) best
from doing, some perhaps from observing. The
point is that for none of us is one technique of
learning in and of itself either applicable or
-,officient :o produce maximum results; in fact,
a given method may be most efficient for sonic
but least efficient for others. Hence we play the
field--and the field is changing!
Perceiving this variation among th'n.ir emtomet's, primary schools, high schools, colleges, and
ILniversin ii s are offering a buffet, a smorgasbond,
a superinarketoponoach via modern technology,
Brinks, lectures, films, audio-tapes, TV, etc.
nil various peimutations and combinations

thereofthe

ore made available. One
to have the leaniner himself

sc./irks

eventual aim is
take tusponsibility for picking and elinnoNing the
most appropriate modality (or him.
itn-cognizing both the increase in (11:!sii.i1/;0 in-

for,n;itinnt (despite nn obvious "poldic,:tinna in
C \i1:06..)
fi.it;ori- there is still
mud the advantages of letting the learner pick
and choose which method works hest for him,
foie recent tics's`lopnarnl in the 04iCirC Northc..! warrant Attenti,u

I, Several years ago a pilot menlieal
Series originated in Portland; while evaluation el
these initial efforts proved somewhat disappointing, its upwards and on wards. Afar much fecal
and regional planning and local production, open
channel medical educational TV has now also

premiered in Washington. The first pilot offering produced ander the aegis of the V.'ashington/Alaska fieginylal nheWe,il Program and featuring Virginia Nlason
Dave Fryer and
John TytosBedside Diagnosis of Stroke"has
now gone out over the airwaves. Other programs are due to follow. .Meanwhile, at tine
local hospital level, tl Network for Continuing
Medical Education (NCI\IE) has installed video
tape machines for local yin:wing of any available TV tape, In other words, television is on
the sceneand more is to come.
2. In conjunction with tine already fiveyearold California "University Medical Network,"
(" ledical Radio Conferences," Tuesday, I2:30)
Esnl. radio broadcasts, which allow sirriuIto,,,,cous

telephone input from any point in California,
Oregon, Wasbington, or parts of Idaho and
Nevada, now reach all of these states, More than
22 stations arc 7nvolved. Modern technology thus

permits to and fro dialogue and all of its advantages, Hence, in the taxonomy of learning,
this system overcomes the limitation of simple
information dispersal.
3. Also, using techniques developed elsew'neren

phy:icians of southei.st Alaskageographically so isolated one fnios ;Inotlicv -.ore now
ioinine together via the telephone-conference
call - system. Under this avrimgenrwnt, these phycici,',ns located at distort pOlOtS arc nosy 41:0 to
join in discussions among themselves or originat-

ing anywhere trots the 'lower 45,"
.1. As noted already in these pages (Noinni
versa tswirce.T., August IfinS) a Poile Noolnwest Begionhil Health Suiei,ces Libray is wise
being implemented inakin:t access to all recor.led

medical informatim; availahle to any physician.
The comxpt ulonne is tslirN-01oos,
5. Vim -illy, reeingniiing the extent of futurn
possibilitits, yachting physicians, couinunit,s

hospitals,

etc., our working to:..;ether to
this technolo,!,y. For example, in the SeptciiilicrOettilier 1ts5S issue of Oregon Medical :1sco-

integral cosn;:ioocht of \shah l a
s;itellite-dituctcti, emir, meilica! television chan
nel available to each and every physician over
the era:iv, contaerit. Pcoi)!e tre
higtliey have to.

../cd;(,,1
Atcz,,v,
ciati.m's Coisfirs is
Spence
redints on the soccess of a con.

the point Chat is nut whether technology i.,
liere to stay; it is. 'reclinocraLs abound and will

ferenec of enLtineing edlication-picks from Oregrin, Ida 10-1, Washington and British Oniumiiia.
Washington has just wi!ocssed the crealiou uf a
farimn-a Continuin1F Medical Fc location Celancil-develoottcl by SNIA, the Washington Nfed-

be multiplying like c,abli,ts. Tike issue is sv1lic%
,:triLrols
f Lit and hots' SnOn. \VIM Will he
master; tells), slave' 717;1 iaiJrity with tile tools

medic,1

ret:tiomil

medical

programs, state agencies, aud

ical Education and Research Foundation, the
Washington/Alaska lilt-gin:lid

ledical Program
and the School of Medicine - -to zeto in on the
issues-and how to exploit technology. Logie demantis that we insist work together rind elicit
local involvement-and, for maximum efficiency,

develop not simply a medical but health :xiet-Ices-wide continuing c(1-11c-,16011 network.

Lest this seem so much fluff-it

is

noti In

Britain, for example, a scant test years ago saw
less than 5 percent of physicians attend any for mill

cotineing education course; last year,

more than 56 percent did so, Already the Oregon
Medical Association has established, as a requirc
mcnt for continued membership, evidence of updating efforts on the part of its members. Martin
Cummings, Director of the National Library of
Medicine, is talking of a national biomedical

network,

nology soay deckle the outcome. Thus, a pis',,
for each of you to whet your ap:ctit- by wet.
:ing your feet. Expand your lioiicoris; ny tape
rceorders, watch medical teIcvkion, listen to
meuical radio, participate in tcloplIone conferences-and read, Learn ahrmt the alternatives.
Forin opinions, and 0,01 alter having doss° s",
continue to cooperate with evaluation efforts,
Threatening or non -threatening -tlie questionnaires Lim at the medium, act at yon

These can help us as individuals as well as
groups, Decide not simply which medium is
most popular, but which one works hest-and
for how emelt.
Who knows but the year 2000 may see 0 "personalized maximal learning profile" developed
fur each medical student-and carried forih with

him as he ventures into practice. It's our job
to set the stage for the best of the "brave New
World." El

asic; Science Problems
ri-the year last past %vas a year of rptestioits,

imswels

1 almost as much as it was a )-car of events.
Few it
and few ideas have esealletl

of cite provided for citizens for is long

scintiny.l..si

The basic science examination was not lit'
VeLyed as n device to estimate proficiency isrnactice. It sac designed to do the- only

the

svoy

the

riot stions are

answered still have an effect for a long lime to

con e The idea of a state rine inding

that

prartitioois of the Evalin,t ails have some
knovsledgct o' basic sciences hiss erred iro cc
(colon. Llsoftilless of the basic. science (oat
nation has come ;indef. serioes question ion] the

have their influence on the titiality
tittle

to come.

piofc.ssioital licewing Los. can clo-est.ililish
it 3.; a screen thiriogh which
the riorlifa-,6 eau pass, re,lr,11.'_ss of the degree
of Ilheiv in.orciency, but through cvhicl Coo tin.
a

Illin1;.111171 AL- 01(1,101

PU3l= PET?Ini--OR POOP OUT

Piqued by curiosity, I recently updated a etudy begun some ten
years ago.

The object:

to look at our pediatric journals, to see

what they are saying, who is saying it
it, etc.

The subject:

Pediatrics

how long they take to say

The Journal of Pediatrics, and

The American Journal of Diseases of Children, (at inception, Clinical
Pediatrics was not yet on the scene).

Tho method:

Simply cot up

criteria, count and record data by specific journal; then compute
averages, percentages, and ao on.
'GO versus '67 and 'GO.

The years covered:

'58, '59, and

Nothing too fancysave for application to

the recent set of Feinstoin'a memorable categorization on "Non-human-

non-diseas;" papers--one other way of grappling with the issue of
relevance of journal content to problems of practice.

Each of these three journals provides nearly 1,000 pages of
textual material every six months.

Figuring 700 to 1,000 words per

page, the average ruder proceeding at 300 words per minute for
reading--not necessarily for "studying" or "understanding " - -would

take approximately 160 hours every six months or about six hours a
week to consume their respective contents.

Even then, he would

have missed almost G5 per aunt of the pediatric articles abstractel
by the Yearbook

Pediatrics--and purported to be important.

And,

wera he to add then, he would uncom::kss only artic1-.5 immediately

related to the field.

Obviously, the "crunch' is here, the squeeze

is on--and it has been for a long tire.

Some available ontions:

read faster, become more selective, (DI, throw in the sponge.

Not

particularly attractive alternatives; onl} the second car' be con ;' "?tired ;,cceptaao Wirt ov.111 thJt hols'u re.;orwitions.

2

Rest essure6, however, that authors have, yet to throw in the :pongot

Au de Solla Price confirms, the information explosion as he calls 4cor
is itsimp.'i a "publicati on inflation " -- continuos E-,(1 that output of pspertl

and journals doubles about every 15 year3. (1)

Wnlic the rate remains re1,1-

tivoly constantand has for mere than two certuries!--tho absolute nunl,ers
of papers continues to nur=,eon geomstriclly.
authors.

Ara;, no do the number of

Of the mere than 1,500 pediatric articles published in the initial

Interval, some 30 per cent had a sinle author; only 15 per cent "requ!rd"
four or more.

Over the ensuing decade, a change has occurred; now only 25

per cent of these pediatric papers are sired by an individual; multiple
authorshipfour or more -- accounts for 21 per cent; and over the pact five
years in our Pediatrics Department at the University of Uashington, multiple
authorship accor .ts for 24 per cent of all pAiers produced.

One wonders why.

Considerably more drmaticand conjuring up all kinds of additional
speculation--is the fact whereas '50-'50-'60 saw some 74 per (....at of articles

spawned la the medical schools, '57-163 saw sore than 67 per cent oriL.Jnate
there.

And of the 13 per cent that did not, a significant proportion steamed

from the armed services and the NM!

Dy these criteria, practicing pedia-

tricians are the "silent majority."
Conclusion:

writing?
VI0119.

Has the time-squecl:e for reading lead to a retreat frc,171

Possibly, but I doubt it.

!lore plausible possibilities are ob-

Is it that the two worlds of medicinoecadmia and practiea-14ke

Snow's two cultures, are simply moving further apart. .

1.;yJiciaLs

a/)arently are not vccording their observations or, if they are, they are
having their efforts at writing rejected by Editorial Pravda - -a seemisly

smlikely occurrence. Could it he that virtually every pediatrician and his

brother is able to recurc a faculty appointmnt no that the "University
without walls" Is in reality a fact of life?
:i!

Jere this option correct, it

3

would portend re 31 exciteent for the future.

Should it be another, i.e.,

that of "separatisn," hcwever, it conic. spell doomand not s5mply for
p>diatviciara and the profeqcion, bet also their patIcnts,

vation) critical analysis) and

e,sreful obser-

cloar recordin7 of clinical' ey.perisaces,

is a 3ine cua rAll of the prAcitiol,e1' oho plopos to continuo in the foz%:!:=nt
of medicine.

Although "publish or perish" may be the bcoffi_d-at i)tto of

acaaon?., it I:, extreuc,ly relevant to his frame of 111hCi.

ATI,J,

it is perhaps

oven a score roJevent concept for the practitioner unless ha is to 'pool:, cut."

The process itself,

Woodford has emphasized, can to a revitalizinL:

experience when such are clearly needed by all of uu.

(3)

Thua, a plea to

practitioners for prolaylaxic in Iractice; propire a it per for vo'blication-prom.ptly!

:3

1

P.C°:OrCnCon

Colun'oio
1,

Price, 1). de S. ,

Univoroity Preon.
2.

Snow, C. P.
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'sov..dt Look, 1963,
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Research 1,1 Conti:wit-16o- Medical Education
:40

Do you feel that with all that's

going on in the world, you're getting

turtlier and further behind the pro-

Li'

fesi=ional times': Evidently we all do,
though we may \yowl( r 'whether it
really makes difference Cr just how
Take heart. Price reminds 115
that our i.rof( ssional forel.c,ners oh. iecti.d to the sane' typos of pressure;
for 2it() year; they also fe'..t the crunch
of he rig. somewhat less than (Cl) to
date.

Kelly \t'est
In a hanunous
terly demolishes prof:
denee in the valu,
krawl.,f specious
\vith the foll.rwing

reits0ai»g. Of Opplicahlv medico!

V<

knowledge that will 12.,, avaiLi)Ii.,
only half is actually lato,.iin toda.y. Of thiit half, it best, 2111 per cent
is taught in niedieal sihool. Of that, a

iartall part is in error /tidying 19 per
(
nt of tvltith, at Iotist iii per cant is
cent may ne retained. Sixici,ilization
redui.,.s1 still further that vhielt is ;dale
to he nsd by 1110 in(3.vidital ;111(1 soul^
knowlody..0 becomes
Thus,

only Ili( at 1Ple per cent of the factual
loforin..di;ii. today's nitlieal student
ill he 1111',;1[.! in 1991 will have lion
!e:1;-rcti
riclit....11 school. '(he rest

efficient, \vital infirmation is rviovant,
should 1,c, retrievable.
ar I
'I'o help look into these questions,
an Office of 1{(,,,(,;(1-cli iii Nteilical Edu-

cation has recently been activated it

the School of kledicine. Undr r the

direction of Charles W,
tvliose haeliground and training
;ire in the field:; of education and

whose faculty appointment is in the
College of Education, one of the first
efforts will he directed towards continuing medical education.
Springing. up in the post-World
War II period al the University of

Uoffalo, a group of scrnirliscddent med-

ical faculty niciollers
with their
College of Education '0 look at what
they were doing in
'tinis to see if
there might he a I,etter why.
disciples from the original group
spread throughout the country
;in.!, a large part in the push which has
undergraduate curricula in a perpetual
state of revision at virtually every
nir.hcal school the nation over, t'llatn-

pioned by Ceorge 11f 'ter, now at
"researclein-nrilical-educa-

tionists are attempting to bring some
elements of the scientific method to
analy,.-it of medical education. At the

\'(.ist Inns
srlf ,right (10.11,1 the piceision (if his

undergrad rate 1cvel,
hats
phenomenal; in gradmi 0 training,
(lhffigt'S h:IVC occurred; in eontimi(.0 he
iiii.; education, Illtidt

percenlar/s. 11,11c

(10110.

most Ise i,1;.,ined
While 11.1

11110Cottliill 11111. ti citii

l

vii(.
1(.ar:.1tIg is

To
is the
primary mission of
Sion of Contirmitn; l,:iliteation ;it the
School of tlr clicine and (.iiittarahie
11111)(.1":11iVe,

unit:

vrocus,i011:11 .ire,arti,,,t111.; 011;1 tili,1/it.11
111:011;:hO'CII
,(,11C. At
mment,

tifoi1oil

all to., ill air

;s.

al I,tu how doctors continue hi 'cam,

ttI .It itey
711g

tl i d11llrllt

(I)

:4,0

Ivirr),

s

it

principles, hold for all three groups,
'flaws
;olive participation by !carn-

the effects of his hehavior or his patients --unless one remains naively
satisfied sit equating "effort"
tvilh success instead of "effect" variable:. It is for these reasons that this
Office of Research in Aledical Education will lie dependent upon the help
of learners as Miliviemals and as
groups, for without thci, coop-ration
improvement of the educational process will fail,
:en to look at a
We have ;11.
0. rig some safew of the
cred sheet
ranviction
alone had

olleeting data

eN;11111

front !Jiro':
:alt out thy
various

Why is
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Charles V. Dohner, Ph.D.
Director, Office of Research in Medical Education
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School of Medic:11)e
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Uttle is known about why at:udentn choose to npply to particular
internships.

Less is known about how faculty counselors advise them

or the basis of their advice.

Although approximately 70 per cent of

our students are matched by the National Intern and Residont Matching
Program with their first choice of internship site, eone 30 per cent
must settle for a second, third or lower choice.

And a few are nor

Were predictors of success or failure available, the" might

matched.

provide guidance in selecting "appropriate" choices.
A group of ten faculty internship advisors w'.re identified; five
were internists; five, other specialties.

Each then rated independently

into five categories all of the internships (site and type) achieved by
our 1967 and 1968 graduates, using a modified Q-sort technique.

Inter-

judge reliability was .95, implying significant concurrence among this
group.

No intra-specialty mean difference was found.

(As of yet, the

basis of this concurrence remains obscure; nonetheless, it seems pervasive among this group.)

The following data were then assembled for the classes of 1967 and
1968:

undergraduate grade point average; MCAT scores; second-year,

fourth-year, and over-all class rankings; National Board scores; first,
second, and third .choices of internships; and sites matched.

Next,

using the average ratings of the internships as the dependent variable,
we performed a stepwise regression analysis.

Results indicate that

over -all class rank shires tha nost variance (.21) with the internship
achieved.

Adding the seven other variables raised the variance to

2

.27--an incrcmcnt not considered "significant."

Perhaps more important

is the finding that use of this predictor demarcated 58 per cent of the
students who failed to match with their first choice
match was defined as being above or below 1 SEest.

where failure to
Tht. majority of

the students Are from the upper third of the class who aimed "too high";
none of the students shot "too low."

The results are being cross-

validated with drta from the class of 1969.
In additr'n to the potential help this information may provide for
advising students, we are interested in investigating the basis of the
agreement found among our raters.

And does this agreement exist among

advisors at other schools and, if so, how?
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